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ABSTRACT
This dissertation investigates the material conditions that produced modernist
literature by interrogating male-female literary mentoring relationships; it considers the
prefaces written by T. S. Eliot for Marianne Moore and Djuna Barnes, and by Ford Madox
Ford by Jean Rhys, as well as the circumstances that gave rise to those prefaces.
The Introduction argues for a feminist and deconstructionist treatment of
biographical materials, and establishes the ontological and political connections between
prefaces and books.
Chapter Two focusses on Marianne Moore's mentoring by T. S. Eliot. It places that
relationship within the contexts of Moore's familial bonds, and the institutionalization of
modernist poetry through the big and little magazines which promoted and critiqued it. It
also considers Eliot's preface to Moore's Selected Poems and its influence on later readers,
and reads Moore's 1930's poetry against her earlier poems in order to gauge the impact of
Eliot and of the politics of modernist poetry on her work.
Chapter Three places Djuna Barnes's relationship with Eliot in the context of
Barnes's early family life, noting how issues of consumption (especially as regards forms of
familial nurturance and abuse) pertain in both. My readings of Nightwood and The Antiphon
trope Barnes's language of reproduction and nurturance in order to explore her vexed
relationships to these issues.
Jean Rhys's best known novel, Wide Sargasso Sea, describes the relationship
between a white West Indian woman and an English man in terms that powerfully echo
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Rbys's own affair with Ford Madox Ford and the issues of autonomy that were central to her
reading of it. Chapter Four takes up that relationship as reflected in Ford's and Rhys's
writings about each other-especially in Ford's orientalizing preface to Rhys's first book, and
her multiple responses to it. As is true in all cases treated here, the master's prefaces marks
the woman's text in crucial ways that have previously been overlooked.
My conclusion calls for an approach to modernist literature that includes the
biographical as a destabilizing element and that takes up Deleuze and Guattari' s notion of
a minor literature as a promising conceptualization of "non-masterful" work.
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CHAPTER ONE
Introduction: Prefacing ModernismIModernist Prefacing
Autonomy [in self-fashioning] is an issue but not the sole or even the central
issue: the power to impose a shape upon oneself is an aspect of the more
general power to control identity-that of others at least as often as one's
own. Stephen Greenblatt, Renaissance Self-Fashioning, 1
SourceslDebateslConflicts
The pleasures and dangers of a material approach to modernism were brought home
to me on a recent visit to New York, where a friend and I took a self-guided walking tour
of literary Greenwich Village. We examined the plaque on an East Ninth Street apartment
building that identified it as Marianne Moore's last home; a block and a half further east
stood Patchin Place, where Djuna Barnes lived in a one-room apartment for the last forty
years of her life. A neighbor taking out his trash was kind enough to pause and regale us
with stories of Patchin Place's more famous residents, including Eugene O'Neill, Theodore
Dreiser, John Reed, E. E. and Marion Cummings, and Jane Bowles. Here was the gate
before which Barnes had posed for a photograph intended to bolster a neighborhood
movement to impede the razing of the site for high-rise apartment development. Here was
the ailanthus tree (the 'tree of heaven,' looking more like an overgrown weed) that grew
before her second-story window; through its branches Barnes would have looked into the
courtyard, spying on her neighbors, perhaps, to assuage her intense isolation.
The closer one got to material details, it seemed, the greater the desire to
unselfconsciously speculate, to imagine, to narrate. Rather than quelling mythos, the material
'facts' of the writer's life seemed to breed it. My project was to attempt to demythologize
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modernism, to imbricate and implicate its discursive practices within a range of early
twentieth-century social discourses. But the line between mythos and material was much
thinner than I had originally imagined, a realization that gave me greater empathy for the
feminist modernist scholars whose contextualizing and text-reading practices I will
momentarily problematize. So why attempt materialism, which seems always ready to
remind us of what we do not or cannot know, of what Greenblatt calls the "impurities" (5)
of this approach? My answer to this self-posed question relies on one of the insights this
study has afforded me-that formalism, the separation of text from impure or easily misread
context, is an impossible enterprise. Even T. S. Eliot, father of the doctrine of poetic
impersonality and, as such, of the grounding principle of the New Criticism as well, found
it impossible to keep traces of the body and personality out of his prefaces for women
writers. Cultural biases cannot be removed from the site of literary production, critical
reception, or readerly consumption. Therefore, the specificities which attend literary
production, reception, and consumption are crucial to an understanding of the power and
gender dynamics of any literary period or movement.
This study attempts to add to the scholarship on early twentieth-century women in
the literary marketplace, and to trouble some of the assumptions that come out of a formalist
approach to modernist writing. Its theoretical framework rests upon two main supports: a
feminist tenet that insists on the centrality of gender to social constructions of identity; and
a new historicist tenet that, as Wai-Chee Dimock puts it, views "subjectivity as the
determinate effect of discursive formations whose structural totality generates, saturates, and
circumscribes all individual practices" (611 ).1 The history of feminist modernist criticism,
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though relatively short, bears scrutiny here, for out of its debates and shifts have come the
founding premises of this thesis. Feminist critiques of modernism came out of the upsurge
in feminist analysis in 1970s literary study that addressed itself to the meager and marginal-if

any-inclusion of women in literary canons. The first wave of feminist modernist criticism
was marked by efforts to rediscover women writers of the period and insert them into the
modernist pantheon. The two major works that marked this first wave were Shari Benstock's
Women ofthe Left Bank (1986) and Bonnie Kime Scott's The Gender ofModernism (1990).

The fonner combined biographical contextualization with semiotic readings of literary texts;
the latter, despite its title, did not explicitly take on the question of how gender defines
modernism and modernism gender, but instead offered brief profiles of centralized and
marginalized writers of the early twentieth century in an effort to broaden the possibilities
of literary modernist study. But more recently, this method of canon-revision has come
under criticism. Benstock herself has acknowledged that there has been an "absence of
feminist work that comes to definitional tenns with modernism as an aesthetic-culturalhistorical concept. ... We have posed the question 'Was there a modernism for women?'
without asking 'What was modernism?'" (1990: 184). Here Benstock registers the fear that,
by concentrating exclusively on fitting women into a traditionally-conceived modernism,
feminists had ceded the ontological high ground to those scholars whose ignorance and
neglect had literally written women writers out of modernism. Within this conventional
schema, even Woolf and Stein were fringe elements, while writers like Barnes, Richardson,
Larsen, Rhys, West, Sinclair, Hurston, White, Loy, and others simply did not exist.
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The first wave of feminist modernist criticism succeeded in making these writers
visible, especially to other feminist scholars. But, as Benstock concedes, such work has not
been sufficient to challenge women's marginalization within the modernist canon. While
these critiques have promoted the re-valuation of women's writing of the early twentieth
century, their prevailing methodologies can obscure the conditions of power that have
(invisibly) defined modernism. And one of the least-cited, but I believe most important, ways
that feminist modernist work has inadvertently reified the traditional formalist conception of
modernism has been in its deployment of biography as an ideologically-neutral context.
Significantly, most first-wave feminist modernist critics, including Benstock, Scott, Sandra
Gilbert, Susan Gubar, Mary Lynn Broe, Susan Friedman, and Rachel Blau Duplessis, have
attempted to centralize women writers within fairly traditional notions of modernism by close
readings of their work, contextualized by biography and historical schema of the period. In
particular, Benstock's book combines deconstructive readings of texts with fairly
straightforward biographical narratives of writers, while contributors to Scott's book brought
in letters, journals, and other biographical materials to problematize and to recontextualize
a masculinist definition of modernism. (For example, Scott's own section on Joyce reprinted
a letter of Joyce's to Nora Barnacle, and emphasized Joyce's dependence on women-his
mother, Nora, his aunt Josephine, his women patrons-for the material details and financial
support that helped to produce his writing.)
But, while the work of Benstock, Scott, and others has made clear that modernist
women writers participated in the radical destabilization of the single and unified subject, no
one has noted the striking implications that such a destabilization brings to biography as
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traditionally practiced. Despite early twentieth-century writers' repositionings of the subject,
the myth of individual genius inculcated within traditional academic definitions of modernism

has iconized the stable subjectivity of (mostly male) modernist masters. Perhaps in response
to the intense valuation and definitive positioning of modernist male writers by traditional
critics of modernism, feminist biographers of women modernists have often constructed
similarly mythic tales of genius for their female subjects. Thus many feminist biographers
have emplotted life-stories concerned with their subjects' heroic progress from the status of
woman-as-victim to the status of woman-as-writer that have elided the possibility for
multiple and contradictory selves to inhabit the biography?
My project relies heavily on biographical and archival materials-including biographies
and published and unpublished autobiographies, letters, notebooks, journals, and
manuscripts-to perform its materialist analysis of the relationships b~tween modernist men
and women, especially as these relationships centered in mentoring and the literary
marketplace. Yet I have attempted to use these materials deconstructively-that is, to treat
neither literary texts nor life-texts3 as productive of totalizing or totalizable meaning. Such
a practice is, as I have already suggested, at direct odds with traditional conventions of
biography-and, as such, is potentially transformative of those conventions. Through it,
biographical materials become not mere fodder for a single, coherent narrative but cultural
texts in themselves, with the potential for multiple readings and imbrications with a range of
other cultural discourses.
In an important criticism of feminist modernist attempts to destabilize traditional
conceptions of the period, Rita Felski has questioned formalist readings of literary works,
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and a predominant feminist modernist position which "identifies formal experimentation as
the most authentically resistive practice" (7). Felski further argues that "[b]y refusing to
ontologize particular spheres of culture and language as either patriarchal or feminine,
rational or irrational, conservative or transgressive, we can move towards a more nuanced
understanding of the many and changing meanings of the modem for women" (205).
Combining Felski's critique offormalism and ofa priori feminist assumptions about power
relations in the modernist period, and my own observations of how feminist uses of
conventional biography can dilute the critical power of their deconstructive textual practices,4
I have attempted in this study to historicize gender in its relation to a certain set of cultural
operations revolving around prefaces, male mentors, and female apprentices to modernist
mastery.

Modernism and/in Context
Peter du Sautoy, a publisher at Faber and Faber in the 1940s and 50s and, as such,
a colleague ofT. S. Eliot, remembered his first interview at the firm in these words:
When I passed through the rather imposing portals of 24 Russell Square ..
. it was like entering a shrine of modem art and literature. Faber and Faber
... had achieved an almost mythical status on account of its editorial policy
and the high quality of its production. This myth, whether it was fully
justified or not, was in large part based on the fact that Eliot was a member
of the Board. (171)
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Here du Sautoy at once registers and inscribes the mythos that has attended most accounts
of literary modernism, accounts which routinely enshrine Eliot within modernism's portals
as one ofa few core modernists by whose lights (as reflected in the academic formation of
literary modernism as a period in the 1950s, 60s, and 70s) the period and its representative
writers have largely been defined. But also note that, albeit mythically, du Sautoy is here
describing a publishing house, a business whose day-to-day operations are defined and
regulated by its Board. The interpenetration of literature and the literary marketplace as
represented by publishing houses and modernist big and little magazines seems to me a
crucial access point for examining the social, cultural, and historical formations of
modernism. As the next section, which deals with the promotional and generic axes of
prefatorial discursive power, will consider in some detail, the power to name, define, and
promote another writer for the reading public is no accident: it is contingent upon the
namer's or definer's acquisition of cultural power in the literary marketplace. So long as the
conditions that make such an acquisition of power possible remain unnoticed, unexamined,
and unspoken, their capacity to redefine and/or reinforce hegemonic constructions of value
remains unchallenged as well. Thus writers marginalized because race, class, gender, locale,
etc., limit their access to such power are read as marginal-less talented, less able, less
"important." The women writers examined in this study could not "themselves go to market
and perform exchanges in their own right" (Marx; qtd. in Bowlby 27); instead, they relied
on established male sponsors to sell them on the modernist marketplace. On the other hand,
it is crucial that we not overlook the ways in which these women resisted complete selfsubmersion within the terms of their commodification by male sponsors. Astutely observing
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that the modernist marketplace rewarded those whose work was difficult to penetrate or take
casual possession of, Marianne Moore and Djuna Barnes played 'hard to get,' while Jean
Rhys, whose connections to modernist coteries were tangential at best, betrayed her alliances
to the movement and forged her own anti-modem aesthetic.
As this study will argue, the masculinist tenns of value through which modernism was

simultaneously defended and promoted in big and little magazines had powerful implications
for how women's writing could be marketed to modernism's select (male-gendered) audience.
Ironically, despite the claims in little magazines for modernist literature's exclusivity and anticommercialism, the methods by and through which modernist literary discourse was
produced and reproduced were largely borrowed from late nineteenth- and early twentiethcentury advertising technologies that aimed to create a consumer consciousness for the
(female-gendered) masses. Thus, at the same time modernism was marketed as the creative
imagination of an intellectual aristocracy addressing its own members, the processes of its
production and dissemination were inextricably tied up with current advertising strategies
which fashioned commodities for mass markets as they fashioned mass markets for
commodities. By examining the extent to which modernist literary promotional practices
fashioned in advance the reception of their cultural commodities, this study will ask how well
indeed books may be judged by their covers.
Whereas the next section will focus specifically on prefaces as a form of modernist
discourse, here I want to offer a brief analysis of changes in the discursive formation of the
dominating promotional discourse of the twentieth century-commercial advertising-and its
relation to gender as a context for my later discussion of prefaces. Noting that the first ads
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were the front matter of books, placed there to promote printers' services (4-5), Jennifer
Wicke traces that alliance into the twentieth century, when advertising's parasitic relation to
literature ended and it became an independent, and even socially dominant, discourse. Lateni~eteenth-century

industrial technologies which allowed for an enormously expanded

production of consumer goods also allowed for and encouraged the exponential expansion
of the discourse of advertising (Ewen 20-25). Since women have long been considered by
advertisers to be the primary consumers in American households, advertising in the twentieth
century is, as Martin Pumphrey, Stuart Ewen, and others have shown, a powerful, even
controlling discursive matrix for the cultural construction of femininity. And advertising's
increasing discursive power in the twentieth century owes part of its credit to its increasingly
effective use of illustrations (a form that was dropping out of literature in this period). From
1910 through the end of the Second World War, advertising underwent radical revisions in
its methods for displaying and selling goods and services to the upper and middle classes in
the United States and Great Britain. Print advertising practices in this period shifted from
picturing merchandise as it might be found in department-store display cases and racks to a
narrative of images that engaged the viewer/reader in fantasies of conspicuous consumption
of everything from cigarettes to cars, soap to evening gowns. In other words, the new
practice created a pictorial narrative that envisioned the site, not of purchase, but of
consumption, spectacularizing its attendant pleasures and privileges.
But at the same time the new ads envisioned glamorous sites of consumption, these
images also worked to limit and control the desires, freedoms, and powers of "the new
woman" (itself, of course, a constructed social identity), to shift her attention from her
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mother's concern with social issues5 to an obsession with her own body as a marker of social
success and sexual power. In this sense, ironically, consumption was important both as the
purchase and use of products, and in its nineteenth-century sense as a 'wasting disease.' As
both Susan Sontag's Illness as Metaphor and Joan Jacobs Bromberg's Fasting Girls
emphasize, the romanticization of consumptive diseases such as tuberculosis created a new,
spiritualized aesthetic for women's bodies just at a time when women were gaining entrance
to the public sphere. Then, in the early twentieth century, books on dieting and calorie
counting, ready-to-wear clothes that established normative sizes, and the first 'desirable
weight' charts for use by doctors and insurers added to a long-standing cultural obsession
with regulating women's bodies (Bromberg 232-245).
A parallel phenomenon took place in advertising at just such a moment of crisis in
post-World War I America:

according to Martin Pumphrey, American advertisers

"encouraged consumers to associate a particular commodity with a whole (desirable) way
of life ... fashion and fashionableness [were] used to effect a major transformation of
cultural attitudes and social conduct" (185). At just the moment when women's activism
had reaped the benefits of direct electoral representation, greater reproductive freedom
through birth control, and greater visibility in roles outside the home, advertising's emphasis
on female beauty and hygiene was "creat[ing] the female self-surveillance that was the key
to the advertisers' transformation of the New Freedom from political and social action to
consumer behavior" (pumphrey 190).6
Advertising's emphasis on the fashionable image extended to the literary marketplace
in ways that have not been formerly recognized. The methods used to promote literary
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modernism in the little magazines of the 1910s, 20s, and 30s-the originary sites for modernist
canon formation and the delineation of modernist writing 'proper'-reveal an economy of
value similarly preoccupied with conspicuous consumption and snob appeal. Walter
Benjamin's "The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction" (I936), which posits
that an age of mass production and reproduction destroys the 'aura' (the quality of nonreproducibility) of traditional art objects, is relevant and interesting here, especially when we
consider how modernist magazines tried to affix the imprimatur of aura on 'legitimate' (i.e.,
appropriately masculine) modernist writing, while at the same time making extensive use of
the reproductive technologies of advertising to promote such writing. Just as fashionpromotion alienated objects from their use-values, focusing instead on the projection of
beautiful, sophisticated images, so the standards for evaluating modernist literature by its
proponents delineated an aesthetic divorced from the value of affect and promoted in its
place a glamorization and glorification of surface structures and effects. Such a 'fashioning'
of literary modernism, extended in the 20s and 30s by Eliot's promulgation of the doctrine
of impersonality, erased content and message as important elements of art-an erasure, I
would argue, fatal to an appreciation of the differences in focus and approach women writers
brought to the literary scene.
Thus, while fashion has consistently been deemed a woman's passion and
preoccupation, this study demonstrates the ways in which influential male modernists
reproduced in other forms the same discursive formations that were producing modernist
selves in the larger marketplace. Although this fashioning involves a variety of cultural
practices which I will explore, the most powerful was the writing of prefaces introducing the
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work of the women writers, an important and influential mode of sponsorship that I will
examine in detail throughout this study.
The three women with whom my study is primarily concerned were all particularly
attentive to fashion and to issues of self-fashioning and self-promotion, as they searched for
the authority and autonomy to fashion themselves writers. Marianne Moore, in her youth
a wearer of "half-boyish clothes" (McAtmon 62), in her old age, of tricorn hats and military
capes, fashioned herself in the image of masculine power and leadership. T. S. Eliot, the bestknown and most influential proponent of Moore's poetry, fashioned her in his introduction
to her 1935 Selected Poems as a humble and impersonal poet: "minor," "light," "a pleasant
little sand-colored skipping animal" (xi), thereby robbing Moore's poetry and personal
presence of their (i1)legitimate access to cultural power. After positioning Moore's work
within the context of the hotly contested battles between traditional and modernist poetry in
the literary magazines of the early twentieth-century, and demonstrating the predominance
of Eliot's critical terms in defining Moore for the literary marketplace, I closely consider
Moore's poetry as a site for a pointed critique of phallic dominance that constructs alternative
loci of social and sexual power.
Djuna Barnes, photographed by Man Ray as a modem American 'fashion-plate' in
the Paris of the 20s, began her literary career in journalism with feature writing that
privileged the body as a site of power and abjectness (witness, for example, Barnes's selfsubmission to forced feeding in order to dramatize the plight of self-starving suffragist
protesters, for an article she titled "How It Feels to Be Forcibly Fed"). Barnes's shift from
journalism to literary high modernism in the late 20s, culminating with her best-known work,
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Nightwood (1936), moves her writing from social statement aimed at large magazine and

newspaper audiences to the kind of literary 'masterwork' that T. S. Eliot, in his preface to
Nightwood, could designate as "demand[iog] something of the reader that the ordinary novel-

reader is not prepared to give" (ii). As with Moore, Eliot suppresses Barnes's subversive
potential by fashioning her work as a kind of gothic body, with "a quality of horror and doom
very nearly related to that of Elizabethan tragedy" (v)-that is, as 'genre' literature, as 'nearly'
tragic, as always already unnameable and unknowable. Barnes's writing-low Gournalistic)
and high (Nightwood and her verse drama, The Antiphon)-problematizes distinctions
between high and low, inside and outside, reality and appearance. Her writing, I claim,
produces an impenetrable body, invulnerable to both the sorts of sexual abuses Barnes
suffered in childhood and to the penetrating hermeneutics of literary critics.
Jean Rhys, a writer from the West Indies of British descent, was of the three writers
under study the furthest removed from modernist coteries, and thus the most in need of
legitimation and the most vulnerable to the definitive fashioning of her mentor, Ford Madox
Ford. Ford deemed Rhys's writing primitive and "instinctual," designations that have
reappeared on the covers and prefaces of each reprinting of her works. Rbys's situation as
a West Indian colonial in exile, a passionate primitive, is central to this chapter's exploration
of the status of the primitive in what comes to be modernism. Rhys's most persistent subject
is the heterosexual economy that puts women in positions of dependence on and
subservience to men, and equates female value with sexual attractiveness. The female body
in Rhys's fiction-as both youthful object of desire and aging object of scorn-can be read as
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a palimpsest for issues of race and colonization in terms in which gender is at the forefront
of the critique.

Prefacing Modernism, Engendering Power

As noted earlier, the two axes of power by and through which the preface operates
are the promotional and the generic. In each of the cases of a prefatorial relationship this
study examines, a well-known male writer prefaces the work of a less-known female writer.
And, in each case, the preface is perceived by writers and publishers alike as a form of
patronage that will increase the book's audience as well as its chances of an enthusiastic
reception. While some studies of prefaces as a genre exist-notably, Jacques Derrlda's
"Outwork," Blodgett and Purdy's Prefaces and Literary Manifestoes, and, most recently,
Kevin Dunn's Pretexts of Authority: The Rhetoric of Authorship in the Renaissance

Preface-none offers a comprehensive view of the rhetoricallhistorical evolution of the
preface, and few take into account the crucial difference between a preface written by a
book's own author (what I shall call the "author's preface"), and one written by another
(what I shall call the "authority's preface"). It is not difficult, however, to intuit the
promotional value of a preface written by better-known authors for less-known ones.
Indeed, the preface's main strength as a promotional toolHes in the ease with which potential
critics and book buyers can recognize the authority'S name. (I am assuming here that the
author's preface adds little if anything to the promotional power of the book.)
But, strangely, given the clearly-perceived and generally-accepted promotional
purpose of the preface, in each case I consider deviations from that purpose occur-that is,
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the book is either unsuccessful despite its preface (Moore's case), is well-received in spite
of its preface (Barnes's case), or is held suspect for having a preface (Rhys's case). The
reasons for these deviations from the preface's promotional purposes may be both inherent
to its generic conventions and subject to its historic and social evolutions as well as to its
individual practice. Although Derrida's "Outwork" addresses the author's preface rather than
the authority's preface, its arguments about the temporo-spatial structure of the preface are
relevant here. Noting the difference in language from the preface to the 'body' of the work,
Derrida suggests that
[aJ certain spacing between concept and being-there, between concept and
existence, between thought and time, would thus constitute the rather
unqualifiable lodging of the preface. Time is the time of the

preface~

space-whose time will have been the Truth-is the space of the preface. The
preface would thus occupy the entire location and duration of the book.
(12-13~

emphasis in original)

The temp oro-spatial predominance of the preface figured here suggests a kind of
colonization. The preface's presence represents an occupying force which reduces the textual
'body' (the immanent "being-there" of the text) to the status of raw material, at most a
commodity. Of course, in the case of the prefatorial relationships which I explore, in which
the text being prefaced is a fictional one, the difference in language that distinguishes the
authority's preface from the author's fictional text is intensified. That difference, I would
argue, only intensifies the preface's colonizing power, first, because the preface's author(ity)
by definition has greater institutional power (access to publishers and critics) than the text's
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author, and second, because the preface's definitive, factual status vis avis the fictional text
epistemologically repeats and reinforces the structural inequality between authority and
author. And, in the specific prefaces this study considers, this relation is insistently gendered.
My penultimate chapter will consider the colonizing operations of the modernist
preface in greatest detail, tracing its long-term effects on the body of the woman writer's
work. Here it is crucial to note that, as the previous section implies, neither the promotional
nor the generic axes of prefatorial power are immune to historical change. In the chapters
to come I will fonow out the ways in which the prefaces function to body forth the texts they
introduce, operations which have everything to do with the changing structuration of the
female body and of femininity in the twentieth century. But there is another important
sociohistorical change that impacts powerfully on the modernist preface. Wai-chee Dimock
has connected the rise in professionalism-for doctors, lawyers, and, indeed, for literary
scholars and teachers of literature-at the tum of the century with the "ability to institute a
new set of reading conventions, conventions that established not only their own expertise,
but also the lack of it in those they served" (604-605). "Indeed," Dimock continues, "the
rise of professionalism ... might also be described as the rise of a new way of reading, with
a new way of organizing knowledge and a new way of structuring authority" (605).
Dimock's assertions are seconded in Gaye Tuchman's analysis of the birth of the professional
novelist at the end of the nineteenth century, with this difference: Tuchman genders (at least
literary) professionalism masculine by demonstrating that, as the novel's status rose from
sentimental pulp to literature, male writers, assisted by publishers and critics, drove women
out of print. And, in Professing Literature, Gerald Graff confirms that Language and
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Literature departments had begun to constitute themselves as professional organizations in
the early twentieth century (55-64); indeed, part of that professionalizing strategy was
accomplished, Graffasserts, through the efforts of modernist writers themselves-To S. Eliot
most prominently-who actively participated in structuring new formulations ofwriterly and
readerly authority (204-206). While Pound directed would-be modernists to "make it new,"
Eliot-as Chapter 3 will demonstrate-used the preface (along with the critical essay) explicitly
to construct a new reader for modernism.
I have already commented on the differences that attended the reception of Moore's,
Barnes's and Rhys's prefaced books. But what powerfully connects all three cases is a
striking repetition: in each, the relationship of the modernist mentor's preface to the woman
writer's text duplicates the relationship of the male modernist mentor to the aspiring woman
writer. And, in a phenomenon with enormous implications for the self-fashioning of
modernist women writers, the imprimatur of the preface leaves an indelible mark on the
woman writer's work which remains beyond the book's first printing and even beyond the
deaths of mentor and apprentice. The intertextual and interpersonal dynamics of these
relationships, which receive detailed treatment in each of the following chapters, constitute
(among other things) a kind of preliminary investigation into the cultural, economic, social,
and other practices of twentieth-century male-female literary mentoring.
While feminist modernist studies to date have contributed significantly to our
appreciation of twentieth-century women writers, the emphasis of most feminist modernist
critics on close textual analysis with only occasional material research has left the reigning
definition of modernism solid at its masculinist core, and has created a marginal or ancillary
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"female modernism." The merits of such a marginal position are debatable; what is crucial
is a fuller engagement with the historical foundations (however problematic) of that position.
As a careful investigation of such foundations, my project attempts to redefine modernism

by examining the material conditions that shaped it.

NOTES
1. Although these two critical practices have been held to be at odds, Dimock argues
persuasively for their complementarity.
2. I would point to Rachel Blau Duplessis's B.D.: The Career of That Strogg/e as an
exception to the rule; it neither totalizes modernism nor forces its depiction ofH. D. into one
coherent narrative.
3. I am indebted to William H. Epstein's Recognizing Biography for the notion of
biography as a "life-text," as well as for the original idea that biography can be approached
deconstructively.
4. For a fuller version of this argument, see my essay, "Subject to Change: the
Problematics of Authority in Feminist Modernist Biography."
5. See my analysis of the evolution of the new woman in Chapter 1. Also see SmithRosenberg.
6. In a closely related development, 1920s advertisements revealed a cooptation of
women's demands for greater social power by and into the language of consumerism. For
example, the 1929 Easter Parade in New York included a phalanx of cigarette-smoking
women, organized by the American Tobacco Company's advertising department. "'Our
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parade often young women lighting "torches of freedom" on 5th Avenue on Easter Sunday
as a protest against women's inequality caused a national stir,'" said Charles Bemays, the chief
advertiser for the company. He was delighted to report the success of his campaign: "'Frontpage stories in newspapers reported the Freedom March in words and pictures'" (Ewen 160161). An ad for Lucky Strikes cigarettes urged women to "Avoid that future shadow [ofa
fat chin] by refraining from overindulgence. If you would maintain the modem figure of
fashion-When Tempted Reach for a Lucky" (Brumberg). That Virginia Slims, whose
marketing techniques promise both liberation and slimness, would, in the age of 70s feminism
use the same strategies attests to the ways in which advertising circulates, and as it does so,
trivializes, liberatory images.
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CHAPTER TWO
Marianne Moore and T. S. Eliot: "Poets and Packages"1
Moore, Eliot, and Sponsorship
They was drinking sherry wine, and said 'Selected Poems with introduction
by T. S. Eliot: June 7, 19342
The American women who have been the focus of most feminist efforts to reread
modernism have been those-like H. D., Djuna Barnes, Gertrude Stein-whose self-exile from
home, family, and native land helped them to 'authorize' themselves, to find for and give to
themselves the authority to be writers. Marianne Moore, a writer who never really left
home,3 had to develop other self-authorizing strategies. One such strategy was to enlist the
support ofT. S. Eliot, arguably the best-known modernist poet and most-highly regarded
critic of the 1920s and 30s. Because her status as a modernist writer was settled, with
Eliot's help, so early, Moore has not received much attention from feminist modernist
critics;4 but the ways Moore constructed herself, and was constructed by Eliot and others
as a recognizable modernist poet can tell us much about how women writers were marketed
for modernism.
At some point, most Moore critics consider the myth of Marianne Moore-the "old
maid" (Gilbert 32), "a tiny, faintly smiling, female General Washington" (Slatin 1986: 16),
"the chaste and ladylike, self-effacing spinster in the tricorne" (Ostriker 53)-and then
attempt to deconstruct it by recontextualizing Moore's life and work. While the prevalent
myth of Moore comes out of her status as a cultural icon of the late 1950s and 60s (the
Moore who smiles off the June '66 Esquire cover, handholding with Joe Lewis and Norman
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Thomas, one of "the Unknockables" [Molesworth]), memoirs of the 20s similarly
mythologize Moore as "so picturesque ... with her half-boyish clothes" (McAlmon 70); or,
as in Alfred Kreymborg's Troubadours, a woman whose intimidating intellect and verbal
acuity made William Carlos Williams describe himself and Kreymborg as "a pair of tonguetied tyros by comparison" (243). Ifthe younger Moore challenged her male contemporaries,
the older Moore conciliated them; but both early and late, Moore is portrayed as "quaint"
(McAtmon 68), ambiguously gendered, and consistently desexualized. S
Given all of the attention Moore's myth receives from her critics, few have noted the
control T. S. Eliot had, and to some extent, still has, on Moore's reception as a poet. Eliot's
reading of Moore's poetry tended to diminish qualities of her work which did not fit into his
codes of poetic mastery through objectification and depersonalization, developed in essays
such as "Tradition and the Individual Talent" (1921). The Eliotic lens perceived Moore as
herselfa kind of lens: the lens of the 'high powered microscope' (SP preface x). In other
words, in order to honor Moore's poetic achievement, Eliot needed to portray Moore as a
seeing machine, a figure which valorized the objectitying powers of science and technology
in ways to which modernist audiences were particularly susceptible for reasons I shall make
clear in the next section. The problem was not the fact that Eliot read Moore in a particular
way, but that the terms of his reading were, due to his far-reaching cultural influence, to
become the defining terms of Moore's reception and criticism for generations afterwards.
These terms are only now beginning to be challenged by critics, although, as I hope to make
clear, Moore herself challenged them even as they were being produced and reproduced.
But Moore lacked Eliot's cultural power, and her challenge to his inscription of her had to
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be implicit, subversive, muted. As later sections will detail, rather than subscribe to the
dominant paradigms of her period, whether they referred to sexuality or to modernist poetic
standards as produced and reproduced by T. S. Eliot, Moore instead performed a linguistic
resistance to them in her poetry.
Eliot's most powerful and prevalent contribution to the fashioning of Moore's myth
came in his introduction to Moore's 1935 Selected Poems. To illustrate the significance of
Eliot's preface for Moore and her mends and family, I will retell a story she told her brother
Warner about that introduction. In a letter written in June 1934, Moore recounted, in a
faintly mocking tone, a dinner she had shared with some old friends from her 1909 Bryn
Mawr class, one of whom worked in the religious books department at MacMillan, Selected

Poem's American publisher.
Nellie then remarked, 'Today I saw a memorandum, "Selected Poems by
Marianne Moore with introduction by T. S. Eliot." Tell us about this
Marianna, what happened?' . . . They was drinking sherry wine, and said
"Selected Poems with introduction by T. S. Eliot." (R 7 June 1934:
VI:33:07)
After Moore let her friends know that Eliot's firm, Faber & Faber, would also publish an
English edition of her book, they raised their glasses to "Faber and Faber" (R 7 June 1934:
VI:33:07).
Moore's friends were clearly toasting their old friend's success, a fairly remarkable
one, given that Moore's last book had been published nearly ten years before. Moore's
ungrammatical expression "they was drinking sherry wine" and her self-exclusion from this
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sherry-sipping band comically exploited the tameness of this celebration. But what
particularly strikes me about Moore's description of the evening is that her friends could not
seem to separate her poems from Eliot's introduction, as if procuring the introduction were
itself as much an accomplishment as publishing the poems. Eliot's importance to the group
was redoubled by the toast to Faber & Faber, his firm; MacMillan wasn't toasted for its
wisdom in publishing the book. Although Moore surely did not record all the details and
incidents of the evening's conversation, the letter is significant as much for what it leaves out
as for what it inscribes, including Moore's ambivalent attitude toward the story it did relate.
For the letter recorded not only the importance to her of Eliot's approval, commitment, and
interest in selling her book, but also Moore's painful consciousness that without his
involvement there might be no Selected Poems by Marianne Moore.
As I will discuss later, Moore's editor at MacMillan, Harold Latham, expressed an

almost slavering anticipation at the mere mention of an introduction from Eliot for Moore's
book. Latham's attitude, as well as that of her friends, must have underscored for Moore
the vulnerability of her own unattended offerings.

Still, Moore resisted Latham's

enthusiasm, as, I will argue, she resisted Eliot's power to define her work and her
relationship to him as an apprentice to a master. Instead, the terms of Moore's request to
Eliot for the introduction delineate what was for her, and will be also for us, a more
appropriate trope for describing her professional relationship with him: 6
[I]f you would care to introduce the book, or preface it with comment, I
should be grateful. That the things would profit by being sponsored is
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perhaps a reason against your undertaking them, so I leave it to you . .. (R
16 May 1934: V: 17:24)
Despite Moore's explicit self-distancing from the "profit" Eliot's sponsorship would
(unfairly, she implies) earn her, "sponsor," the term she chose to describe Eliot's relationship
to her work, resonates powerfully in their personal and professional relationships, as does
the tension Moore, Eliot, and other modernist writers perceived between art and profit. The
Oxford English Dictionary variously defines a sponsor as (1) "one who answers for an

infant in baptism; a godfather or godmother;" (2) "one who stood surety for the appearance
and good faith of either party in a trial by combat;" (3) "one who enters into an engagement,
makes a formal promise of pledge, on behalf of another; a surety;" and (4) "one who pays,
or contributes toward, the cost of a broadcast programme or other spectacle, ... in return
for commercial advertisement." Each of these definitions-ecclesiastical, agonistic, legalistic,
and commercial-is useful to develop and extend our understanding of Moore and Eliot's
relationship.

Moore's Mother as Primary Sponsor
Sponsor Eccl. One who answers for an infant at baptism; a godfather or
godmother. OED
[O]ne is compelled to look at it as at the shadows of the alps
imprisoning in their folds like flies in amber, the rhythms of the skating
rink.
"Snakes, Mongooses, Snake-Charmers, And the Like" (1922)
Celeste Goodridge's Hints and Disguises suggests a father-daughter metaphor to
describe Eliot's 'mentoring' of Moore, the main component of which was his agreement to
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write an introduction for Moore's 1935 Selected Poems. Goodridge takes the metaphor
from Moore's correspondence with Eliot concerning his introduction. At one point in this
correspondence, Eliot called Moore "one of the strangest children I have ever had anything
to do with" (20 September 1935, Goodridge 100). In keeping with Eliot's trope, Moore's
reply described him as a "strange parent' (4 October 1935, Goodridge 100, emphasis in
original). Although this exchange appears to support Goodridge's characterization of Eliot's
relationship to Moore as that of a father to a child, it also inscribes Moore's resistance to this
possibility. Eliot may have wanted to be the engenderer/father of Moore's recognition as
a Modernist poet, but Moore, who never met her biological father, and whose sense of
family was especially acute, found both this putative mode of parenting and Eliot's effort to
act as ersatz parent a "strange" and problematical possibility. To understand why this is so,
we need to position the Moore-Eliot relationship within the context of Moore's most crucial
relationships-with her mother and brother.
Moore's mother, Mary Warner Moore, was the daughter of a Presbyterian minister,
John Riddle Warner, of Kirkwood, Missouri, to whose house she returned not long before
the birth of her second child, Marianne, in 1887. Marianne never met her father-he suffered
a mental breakdown before she was born and her mother never reunited with him. Her first
substitute father was her maternal grandfather, a clergyman whose influence on both her and
her brother Warner, who grew up determined to become a Presbyterian minister, was
significant (Molesworth 1-4V Mrs. Moore's great desire was that Warner would "bring the
family together 'in service'" (Molesworth 138), that she and her daughter would dedicate
their lives to 'ministering' to him at his clerical manse, a desire that was eventually and
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irrevocably frustrated by Warner's marriage and assignment to the post of Navy chaplain.
Clearly, to become Moore's substitute father, her' godfather'/sponsor, Eliot had to contend
with competing ties within her family, of which the most important was understandably that
with her mother, who raised her children unaided from shortly after Moore's grandfather's
death in 1894. Although Moore's Selected Poems begins with Eliot's introduction, it ends,
significantly, with a postscript devoted to her mother:
Dedications imply giving, and we do not care to make a gift of what is
insufficient; but in my immediate family there is one 'who thinks in a
particular way;' and I should like to add that where there is an effect of
thought or pith in these pages, the thinking and often the actual phrases are
hers. (SP 108)
Moore's characterization of her book as 'insufficient' to dedicate repeats her characteristic
rhetoric of humility, though it may also reveal a deeper-seated discomfort about the worth
of her work. 8 But the postscript was more than a gesture of self-effacement: it also paid
an elusively allusive tribute to her mother's contributions to the poems.
Moore's postscript was not mentioned in any contemporary reviews of Selected

Poems, nor has in been noted by later critics. Most readers, knowing nothing of Moore's
family, would not easily identify the dedicatee-she could be mother or sister, grandmother
or aunt, cousin or niece. But Moore's brother knew well of whom she spoke, and his
response to the postscript underscored its significance to the family. In an April 1935 letter
to Moore and her mother, Warner gave his first impressions of Selected Poems. Of the
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letter's eleven pages, eight described his response to the book; of these eight pages, the most
impassioned three were devoted to Moore's postscript.
'The Postscript' is the supreme touch to me. It is a beautiful thing from any
point of view; and a poem in itself; but, from the point of view of our family
knowledge, it is like the intimate fire of a diamond. It lights the present
moment with divine fire, and at the same time, speaks of our entire history,
of our Life hid in each other. In it there is a witness to our origin, to our
period of growth, to what we ever shall be. All hid even in explanation, to
those without the magic circle of our existence. (R 16 April 1935: VI:33: 18;
emphasis in original)
Having already devoted a page of his letter to his 'discovery' of the 'hidden' postscript
(which none of his family members had noticed in their perusals of the volume, and which
Warner kept to himselt), Warner's preoccupation with what is 'hid within' is particularly
notable. Here Warner merged his original family history with Church history and with the
liturgy in ways that tell us much about what parenting meant to the Moore's. His emphasis
on "our Life hid in each other" suggests a siege mentality, as when the early Christians hid
their religious practices from the Roman authorities in order to escape persecution. Whose
persecution, we might ask, were the Moore's hiding from? Most significantly, Warner's
marriage to Constance Eustis forced the family's intense bonds into hiding. Mrs. Moore did
not approve of Constance or the marriage; Warner strove to make up for his breach by
destroying and/or hiding from his wife his mother's and sister's letters, and by arranging
secret visits with Marianne and his mother (Molesworth 182-83). Clearly, Warner's
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encoded language, like Moore's in the postscript, veils and protects the children's extremely
close bonds with their mother.
Warner's next metaphor was borrowed from the Presbyterian liturgy: he described
the postscript as "a witness to our origin, to our period of growth, to what we ever shall
be." The phrase is strongly reminiscent of the phrasing which follows the Gloria Patri, or
"Glory Be to the Father," in the Presbyterian service: "As it was in the beginning, is now,
and ever shall be" (Booko/Common Worship 13). Except, in this case, rather than praising
the Father, Warner was praising the mother, his mother, who took the father's absent place
in their family, and to whom he and Marianne owed their origin, their period of growth, and
(by nature and nurture) what they ever should be. Certainly, Warner's station as a Navy
chaplain and Presbyterian minister help to explain the letter's religious language. But the
intensity of his enthusiasm verged on spiritual ecstasy, a passionate outpouring directed at
mother, sister, and poems at once.
While Warner's language may strike contemporary readers as exaggerated, even
inappropriate, his and Moore's postscript's emphasis on the mother was, for reasons the
postscript implies, strangely apt. Moore's mother was, to a much greater extent than Eliot,
the real sponsor of these selected poems. Indeed, they were not only written under her
watchful eye, but actively revised by her, as the following quotation from a letter from
Moore to Warner makes clear:
We are having a terrible time with a poem on three mocking-birds that I am
writing for 'Cowley.' ... Mouse [mother] blinks und blinks and reflects and
bleats and then with doubting conjecture returns it for improvements I I And
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the pattern is such as not to admit ofam! change whatever. (R 29 November
1934: VI:33:12; emphasis in original)
Significantly, the poem over which Mary Warner Moore brooded and blinked was "BirdWitted," which concerns the nurturance and fierce protectiveness with which a mother bird
tends her brood. Although Moore's 'mocking' description of her mother's editing and her
emphatic insistence that the form repelled change imply a certain level of resistance to Mary
Warner Moore's suggestions, the collective pronoun which begins the quotation and the
sense that, welcome or not, the mother's call for improvements must be heeded, are
noteworthy evidence ofcollaboration. 9 Perhaps Warner, who was obviously aware of his
mother's collaborating role, and who had already 'confused' mother and Master in his praise
of the postscript, meant to credit the mother again when, later in his April 16, 1934 letter,
he noted that, more important than critics' (like Eliot'S) praises, Marianne had received "the
trademark of God ... [and] the Hallmark of Heaven." With such a God(mother) for a
sponsor, Moore hardly needed to find a godfather in Eliot.
There are yet other ways in which Moore (with her mother's aid) resisted Eliot's
attempt to be the sponsoring godfather of the Selected Poems. When Eliot sent her a copy
of the introduction in October 1934, covered by a note describing it as a failed effort, a
''travesty'' (5 October 1934; qtd. in Goodridge 110), Moore's response, no doubt meant to
reassure him, was very strongly stated:
The energy of thought you bring to bear in behalf of this venture is the kind
one summons in a case of fire or flood, and is a generosity the most selfministering could not hope or pray for. (23 October 1934, Goodridge 110)
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Goodridge has aptly and interestingly noted how Moore here "likens her own venture . . .
to a natural disaster" (110), underscoring Moore's apparent insecurity about her work. But
I wish to draw attention to the term 'self-ministering.' In The Madwoman in the Attic,
Sandra Gilbert and Susan Gubar, using the tropes of "self-less[ness]" (21, 25) and
"selfishness" (27), consider the issue of how women writers authorize themselves, ultimately
invoking Virginia Woolfs call to "kill" the selfless "Angel in the House" (238; qtd. in Gilbert
I7)-itself a reinscription of the familiar Victorian formulation, the 'ministering angel,' "a
kind-hearted person, usually a woman, who helps and comforts people in distress" (OED).
How could Moore, who, except for her four years at college, lived with her mother all her
life, be both a 'self-ministering' poet and-especially in the 30s and 40s when her mother
became chronically ill-an angelically ministrative daughter? With no adequate female
literary role models,IO how could she create a separate space for herself somewhere between
or outside these opposing claims?
Before such questions can be answered, having myself deployed the conventional
critical attitude toward Moore's mother as a Janus-figure-part dominatrix, part carerequiring invalid-I would like to introduce an alternative to the typical readings of Mrs.
Moore, an alternative that further challenges Eliot's claim to sponsor Moore. The following
excerpt from a letter written by Mrs. Moore to Warner not long before the publication of

Selected Poems demonstrates not only her inextricable ties to her daughter's poetic identity,
but the mother-daughter dynamic which I believe helped to produce Moore's best work:
We've just had a long letter from Doctor Zabel [Harriet Monroe's successor
as editor of Poetry]-very enriching to self serving animals. He sees all mags.
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& in some one or other, of them notes Rat's [Marianne's] coming poem in

the Criterion. Rat had admitted to me only before that ifT. S. didn't take his
Frigate Pelican it would just rush him! 'Pooh, I knew he'd take it-,' I said
after we read the letter from Doctor Z. 'No, you said it wasn't good' replied
Rat tearfully. 'It ain't good,' I growled. '0.' said Rat. -'You thought he
would load the dice"- 'Certainly,' said I. (R 20 June 1934:

VI:33:07~

emphasis in original)
"The Frigate Pelican," one of the first poems Moore wrote after her poetic hiatus during the
period she seIVed as Dial editor, was printed in the July 1934 issue of Eliot's magazine, The
Criterion. This passage, like the passages from Warner's letter, evinced the family's intense
closeness~

the reference to Moore's gender-bending nickname Rat (from The Wind in the

Willows, a children's book that inspired nicknames for all the family members, and

represented an ideal moral order for them) encodes the family's carefully guarded and
preseIVed private language. As did Moore's letter to Warner about the mocking bird poem,
Mrs. Moore's letter also employs the collective 'we~' Mary Warner Moore characteristically
referred to Moore's correspondence and relationships with other literary figures in the first
person plural. ll The "self seIVing animals" to which Mary Warner Moore referred may
have been meant to designate "Rat" alone, or Rat and "Mouse" (Mrs. Moore) together, for
surely Mrs. Moore got a great deal of personal pleasure from Marianne's successes, not least
because she participated directly in much of her writing. But the crux of the letter contrasts
Eliot's 'favoring' of Moore to Mrs. Moore's tougher critical stance.

Against the

stereotypical constructions of the tender mother and stem father stands Mrs. Moore's playful
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perfonnance of the stern critic to Eliot's doting paternalism. In contrast to the Lacanian
psychoanalytic model, which posits the child's entrance into language-the Name of the
Father-as predicated on a rejection of undifferentiated maternal space, Moore's linguistic
mastery never seemed to have required exile from or rejection of her mother in exchange
for a primary relationship with a 'father' such as Eliot. Instead, Mrs. Moore-mother and
father both to her children, and collaborator/critic for Moore-represented a model for the
kind of gender-bending descriptions that were a hallmark of Moore's poetry.
The ways in which Moore conflates mothering and parenting in her poetry with
images of nurturance and combat well deserves consideration here, both because it
contextuaIizes Moore's relationship with Eliot, and because it interrogates a little-examined
site of cultural production, the ministering and self-ministering of poet-daughter and
sponsor-mother. While "Bird-Witted," a poem Moore began writing in 1934, figures a
"parent darting down, ... [who] wages deadly combat! and halfkillsl with bayonet beak and
cruel wings" a cat threatening her fledglings, a younger Moore addressed a less poignantly
depicted "parent." "To a Steam Roller" (1915), a poem Moore included unchanged in
Poems (1921), Observations (1925), Selected Poems (1935), and The Complete Poems
(1972), figures a dominating "you" who "crush[es] all the particles down! into close
conformity ... Sparkling chips of rock! are crushed down to the level of the parent block"
(CP 84). John Slatin posits the poem as a reaction to tensions between Moore, her brother,
and their mother: Mrs. Moore resented attempts by either of her children to define
themselves as "separate," either by marrying, as Warner did against her wishes, or by
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defining themselves outside the mission of service she had envisioned for them, as Moore
attempted to do in her literary ventures (1986: 34-35).
In the early poem, Moore seemed to protest being reduced to a total identification

with her mother, not allowed her own "sparkle." The parent as a representative of
destructive stasis is taken up again in two important poems from the early 20s, the period,
as we shall see in the next section, that marked Moore's most intense attempts at
independent self-fashioning: "Snakes, Mongooses, Snake-Charmers, and the Like," and "An
Octopus," both of which were published in little magazines in the early 1920s and then
collected In Observations. The most arresting image of "Snakes, Mongooses" describes the
fascinating plasticity of the snake: "one is compelled to look at it as at the shadows of the
alps! imprisoning in their folds like flies in amber, the rhythms of the skating rink." This
figure describes a sort of optical illusion of movement, a static motion that, like the
mathematical sign for infinity, or the figure-eight of the skating rink, has neither a beginning
nor an end but encompasses and constrains motion within a closed system. The illusory
quality of the movement is emphasized by the verb "imprisoning." Moore, who never
separated from her mother (who, by all accounts, was at once charming and domineering)
had to learn how to work from within the 'stasis' of her family, to transform the mere
appearance of movement into real poetic progress; at the same time, as the next section will
illustrate, she needed to position herself vis

a vis

the rigorously guarded masculinist

boundaries of modernist poetry.
Joanna Feit Diehl argues persuasively that Moore's other "ice mountain," the glacier
described in "An Octopus," embodies the simultaneously dominating and protective
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presence of the mother: "In this split image of mother as devourer, as submerging glacier
and inimitable, endangered mountain (echoed in Moore's use of the Indian name Mt.
Tacoma) one discovers the conflictual relationship between maternal nurture and
strangulation that informs the troubled origins of poetic consciousness from which the poem
speaks" (78). I would argue, however, that the "troubled origins of poetic consciousness
from which the poem speaks" not only include Moore's family life, but her attempts to
position herself simultaneously within the strictures of that life and the demands of
modernist poetics. The tension between these two cultural arenas, and Moore's efforts to
negotiate between them, also accounts for what Diehl calls a "widespread tendency in
Moore's work not merely to obscure the biographical (a fact frequently noted by others) but
also to supplant the original mother-daughter dynamics of poetic origin with a more
'neutralized' veneer of impersonality in order to speak with the universalized authority of
the masculine poetic tradition" (82). Indeed, although Moore was from the start a cryptic
poet, the "neutralization" of gender in her poetry and its distancing of sexuality was not an
inherent quality but an ongoing process, a strategy Moore developed to protect herself and
to authorize her work. Whether Moore 'learned' this strategy directly from T. S. Eliot or

in spite of him is the subject of later sections of this chapter. But what is significant for us
here is Moore's conflation of mother and Eliot as at once figures of a potentially
strangulating stasis and originators of poetic possibility.
Moore's responses to these pressures changed with her literary fortune over the
period of the 1920s and 30s. The mid-20s were an early heyday for the poet, when her
association with The Dial as reviewer and contributing poet was developing into an
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editorship, and when some of her most ambitious poems, including "Marriage" and "An
Octopus," were being written. The ways in which the poems of the 1920s figure gender and
gender conflict differ significantly from the gendering in Moore's poems of the 1930s, as she
grew increasingly dependent on fewer sources of sponsorship, and especially on T.S. Eliot.
Whereas conflict with her mother produced some of Moore's most forceful rhetoric, the
avoidance of conflict with Eliot produced poems in which gender and gender conflict were
to a great extent submerged within a rhetoric of humility and understatement.
To return to the question of the tension in Moore's life between service to the family
(especially to her mother), and her mother's role in her resistant poetics, let's look once again
at the image of the fly in amber which, forty years later, would serve as Moore's description
for her poetic project12-an image which also represents for me a central tension in Moore's
life: the tension between the static situation of domestic service and the forward movement
of self-service. Moore's creative collaborations with her mother, and the Moore family'S
notion of ministering, or 'service,' complicates Gilbert and Gubar's representation of the
selfless "angel" as a disempowering stereotype for women; for the Moore family, ministering
was their highest personal and professional aspiration. Indeed, service was so crucial to the
Moores' sense of their moral duty toward others and to their purpose in living that Moore
and her mother even perceived her editorship of the modernist little magazine The Dial as
a service of moral uplift for her profession (Molesworth 231-232). Given the family's selffashioning as disinterested service-givers, Moore's efforts to minister to herself as
poet-dependent as it was, in this case, upon Eliot's service to her-must have been difficult
both to pursue and acknowledge. The tensions between Moore's desires to minister and
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self-minister, to empower herself by giving and (more ambiguously) by receiving, reveal
themselves in the Selected Poems. Moore's postscript ministered high credit to her mother
for whatever is valuable in her work, but in it her mother remains 'un-named,' hidden, while
Moore's name takes its rightful place, in large letters on the cover of the book. Moreover,
the postscript served another purpose: its presence at the end of the volume balanced, at
least for Moore's immediate family, the power of Eliot's introduction to define Moore to the
poetry-reading world. 13 If Moore's procuring an introduction by Eliot was at once a
humbling and self-ministering act, her postscript made an opposite-overtly humbling, but
nonetheless empowering-gesture. It indicated Moore's desire to strike a balance between
literary and family priorities, to maintain an equilibrium between self-ministering and
ministering to mother and others. 14

Art in the Trenches: Poetry as Battleground
Sponsor. One who stood surety for the appearance and good faith of either
party in a trial by combat. OED
... I can but put my weapon up, and
Bow you out.
Gesticulation-it is half the language.
Let unsheathed gesticulation be the steel
Your courtesy must meet
Since in your hearing words are mute, which to my
senses
Are a shout.
"To Be Liked By You Would Be a Calamity" (1916)
Although I agree with Shari Benstock that studies which have figured World War
I as the founding moment of modernism have tended to marginalize women writers (26),
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I cannot help but note the prevalence of combative and agonistic tropes in big and little
magazines' reviews of poetry during the 1910s and 20s. As I will argue, these tropes,
inflected no doubt by the war's violence, reflect the prevalence of an ideal masculinity as the
standard for determining legitimate poetry, whether written by men or (more rarely
reviewed) women. While we may now reject a masculinist standard for good literature, we
do well to consider the ways in which that standard contributed to a fashioning of
modernism which operated to exclude female and male writers.
The battle of reviews in the magazines makes clear that, on a cultural plain, the 'new
poetry' was perceived as an incursion against the traditional literary forms and subjects
championed by magazines like the Times Literary Supplement, the Centennial Review, the
(not so) New Statesman, and others, for whom magazines like Harriet Monroe's Poetry,
which wasn't modem enough for Pound and Moore (W'illis Vision 13), represented a radical
assault on England's cultural and literary heritage.
The reviews of Eliot's early poetry by the TLS, which by no means anticipate his
privileged connection to the magazine as a regular reviewer from 1919 to 1921 (Gallup),
offer a fine record of that organ's antagonism to the 'new' poetry. (And, as we shall see, the
first TLS review of Eliot's poetry sounds like a preview for the magazine's 1921 review of

Moore.) For instance, the reviewer of Prujrock and Other ObservationslS justified his
giving the book any notice in TLSs short reviews section by stating:
The fact that these things occurred to the mind of Mr. Eliot is surely of the
very smallest importance to any one-even to himself. They certainly have
no relation to 'poetry,' and we only give an example because some of the
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pieces, he states, have appeared in a periodical which claims that word as its
title. (21 June 1917,299)
The review made it difficult to tell what was more to be reviled: Eliot's poetry or Harriet
Monroe's Poetry, which, along with Blast, The Egoist, Broom, and the Little Review, had
begun in the 1910s to publish the work of Eliot and other experimental writers. May
Sinclair, who reviewed Prnfrock for The Little Review, observed the same phenomenon, but
from the other side of the battlefield: she pitted the "comfortable respectability" of the

Quarterly Review and the New Statesman against the "experimental violences of Blast' (in
which Eliot's work had appeared) and Eliot's own "dangerous" potential (9).
Nowhere were the battle cries of besieged tradition against the young radicals more
clearly sounded than in Arthur Waugh's reaction in the October 1916 Quarterly Review to
Pound's Catholic Anthology, in which Eliot's "Love Song of 1. Alfred Prufrock" appeared.
Waugh identified the most invidious examples of new verse as coming from a foreign
(mainly American) incursion of radical anarchists, who, in Waugh's view, were trying to tum
the rightful inheritors of the English literary tradition (that is, young male English poets)
against their fathers. But rather than grant the radicals the manly status of combatants,
Waugh instead reduced them to "drunken slave[s]" (386) whose acts of "ignominious folly"
shamed the legitimate "sons of the household" to proper (i.e., father-sanctioned) behavior.
Waugh's emasculating and delegitimiziog strategy was repeated with a slight twist in the TLS
review of Eliot's Poems (1919), which threatened Eliot with the "danger of becoming silly
... you will bury your talent in a napkin and become an artist who never does anything but
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giggle faintly" (TLS 12 June 1919). Both reviews veiled an anxious resistance to Eliot's
poetry with humiliating images of impropriety and effeminacy.
By positing poetry as a site wherein fathers bequeath to legitimate sons their rightful
inheritances, and where illegitimate sons risk their masculinity by transgressing against
fathers, these reviews not only erased women as participants in the cultural arena,16 but also
participated in the extreme anxieties that, Marianne DeKoven, Andreas Huyssens, Carolyn
Burke, and Frank Lentricchia claim, define the modernist moment. DeKoven argues that,
confronted with the "radical remaking of culture" resulting from the socialist and feminist
movements of the late nineteenth-century, "male modernists generally feared the loss of their
own hegemony implicit in [the] wholesale revision of culture, while female modernists
generally feared punishment for their dangerous desire for that revision" (20). Huyssens
similarly defines such anxiety as the reaction of male writers and thinkers (traditionalists and
modernists) against what they perceived as an intellectual and cultural degradation induced
by the rise of the (female-gendered) masses (44-55).
Making no distinction between "traditional" and "modem" writers, Huyssens
encourages us to extend to experimentalists in the little magazines what we have seen as the
masculinist obsession of traditional writers in traditional venues. I would contend that the
alienation of the male 'new poets' from the 'old boys' network,' and from a Victorian literary
inheritance, made them all the more insistent upon legitimizing their work by ascribing an
ideal masculinity to it. Support for this contention comes from Carolyn Burke's analysis of
Pound's insistently masculine gendering of the modernist aesthetic, which she begins by
quoting some of Pound's more startling comments:
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Creativity, then, is 'an act of fecundation, like the male cast of the human
seed.' 'Even oneself has felt it, driving any new idea into the great passive

vulva of London. ' ...
Pound's phallic poetics may be seen in part as a response to his own
situation as an expatriate in literary London, where, according to Ford
Madox Ford, 'a man ofletters [was] regarded as something less than a man.'
(104)

Frank Lentricchia's description of Wallace Stevens' aesthetic makes it clear that male writers'
anxieties were not exclusive to expatriates:
The issue of Stevens' sexual identity as a writer-his effort to phallicize poetic
discourse-is not just related to but just is the canonical modernist issue of
poetic authority:

the cultural power-or, increasingly for the poetic

modernist-the cultural powerlessness of poetry in a society that
masculinized the economic while it feminized the literary. (766)
Thus, even though women were rarely recognized as writers of literature, the
widespread perception that literature itself was tainted by femininity, which Gilbert and
Gubar associate with women's success as mass-produced novel writers (No Man's Land
125-147), made literature's masculinization all the more crucial. Although Huyssens, more
interested than DeKoven, Burke, or Lentricchia in differentiating between 'high' and 'low'
culture, also genders those categories differently, all these critics identify modernist male
writers as attempting to legitimate the new poetry by disassociating it from the feminine,
that is, by defining it within ultra-masculine terms. Ifwe agree with Judith Butler that "there
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is no gender identity behind the expressions of gender; that identity is performatively
constituted by the very 'expressions' that are said to be its results" (25), then we can better
understand the male modernist's compulsion to shore up his masculine identity and the value
of his work by repeatedly identifying it with manly ideals. 17
Having himself suffered at the hands of emasculating reviewers, Eliot championed
Moore's 1921 Poems to his literary connections in London, striving to secure her good
reviews in TLS and the New Statesman (Eliot Letters 459-60). Apparently his efforts met
with the same lack of success that his poetry had done: "Miss Moore does not seem to have
very much to say," her brief TLS review began, and ended:
We have only devoted so much space [6 t.h column inches] to Miss Moore
because her compositions have found their way into literary periodicals, and
seem to represent the latest device for disguising a lack of inspiration by
means ofa superficial unconventionality. (Rev. of Poems, July 1921,471)
Indeed, the review quoted Moore only to reveal her "attempt to attract attention by
eccentricities of spacing" and ugly prosaic style. The similarity in diction, tone, and
argument of this review and Eliot's first review in the TLS is striking.
But, perhaps to its credit,

ns was the only 'big' magazine to review Moore's book.

More liberal-minded 'small' magazines were not much more enthusiastic. In the Nation,
Mark Van Doren painted Moore as a kind of gay divorcee: "[Moore] wedded wit, but after
divorces from beauty and sense" (26 October 1921, 481-2). Harriet Monroe's "Symposium
on Marianne Moore" in Poetry printed encomiums by Yvor Winters and H. D., but ended
by deeming "a deep resistless humor like Miss Moore's the most subtly corrosive destroyer
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of greatness" (January 1922, 208, 216). Ironically, the dismissals from Van Doren and TLS
and Monroe's harsh judgment sound respectful next to the most 'positive' review the Poems
received, from Matthew Josephson in the January 1922 Broom. Josephson uses images of
unnatural and abhorrent masculinity to play Moore off against other American women
writers, raising Moore's coin by lowering theirs. The review began:
Let us admit to begin with that the great shortcoming of American women

is their brutality, their coarseness, as seen in manners, gowns, habits, books,
dew-daws. . . . These people, whether they go horseback riding or play
tennis or wear low-heeled shoes have no shame and have no pride.
Amy Lowell and Gertrude Stein are arch-types who bustle through the
multitude. One is silent and embarrassed before Amy Lowell: she was the
nymph of many a rosy American youth for long years. The din of Gertrude
Stein's barbarous chants rises relentlessly: one may succeed in being
indifferent to it with taut muscles.
There is, otherwise, Marianne Moore, a rebuke to our heedless
womanhood .... Emotion in her is calcined to a thin ash. (January 1922,
138)

Josephson's characterization of American women as brutal, coarse, and overly physical, and
his depiction of Amy Lowell and Gertrude Stein as 'arch-types' of this 'new' manly woman,
reveal once again early twentieth-century male anxieties about female incursions into male
bastions of power, in this case, specifically, the literary marketplace.
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Carol Smith-Rosenberg has identified the original ''New Woman"-who came of age
in the 1880s-as a product of small-town, middle- and upper-class, white America, whose
great passions were to receive a college education and (often avoiding marriage) commit
herselfwhole-heartedly to the causes of social justice on a local, national, and international
scale (247-256). Smith-Rosenberg's own 'arch-type' of the new woman is M. Carey
Thomas, a Cornell graduate who would become president of Bryn Mawr (Moore's alma
mater), where she also tried to instill in students a dedication to social service, establishing
there a doctoral program in social work (Molesworth 45-46). But, at the same time the
New Women's educations and social-reform roles were being institutionalized within allfemale environments such as the women's college, the settlement house, and the women's
club, sexologists like Havelock Ellis were associating such environments with the dark
flowering of sexual "inversion," where women predisposed to homosexuality (although they
would remain 'normal' within the heterosexual world), were wlnerable to the advances of
the "congenital invert" and thus to a lifestyle of perverse sexuality (Smith-Rosenberg 27677). This backlash could still be felt in Josephson's dismissals of "American" women as
inappropriately masculine; the insults he directed at Lowell and Stein contain strong lesbian
overtones: no longer a nymph herself, Lowell might now prey upon "rosy youth;" Stein's
writing, reduced to a "din" of "barbarous chants," was associated with primitive physicality

and frighteningly savage sexuality.

Smith-Rosenberg posits that the (hetero)sexual

'freedom' in which the 'new women' of the 1920s participated with true flapper zeal was
a response to the backlash against the popular conception of first-generation new women
as homosexual. But Marianne Moore managed to walk the thin line between the explicit
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heterosexual eroticism of poets like Edna Millay and Mina Loy, and the implicit homosexual
tropes of Stein's and Lowell's work, by resuscitating a poetry of 'service' whose complex
but sexually neutral (that is to say, acceptably masculine) surfaces deflected charges of
feminine sentimentality.
This acceptably masculine Moore was welcomed into the fold of high modernism,
making her what Adrienne Rich calls the 'special woman,' used to shame and censure others
"in the magnanimous assumption that she is 'not like other women' and for this reason is so

desirable as colleague, figurehead, or adornment of the establishment" (82). Moore was
appealing to Josephson to the extent that she practiced 'manly virtues' such as emotional
restraint. Moore's ashy dryness, easily aligned with Pound's ideal of poetry as "austere,
direct, free from emotional slither" (Literary Essays 12), separated her from the threatening
female sexuality embodied in Lowell, Stein, and other cross-dressing (remember those lowheeled shoes), shameless American women. Josephson's review makes clear the particular
vulnerability of women (and especially lesbians) who put their work on the literary
market-rather than their bodies and souls on the marriage market-to charges of
transgressive, improper behavior; it also makes clear Moore's successful self-distancing from
such identifications through her anti-sentimental and (apparently) asexual aesthetic.
Josephson's recognition and appreciation of Moore's "unsheathed" poetic gesticulations
fashioned her as a sort of self-authorizing woman warrior who, by armoring herself in
masculine raiments, veiled and shielded her female sex(uality). Such a posture aligned her
with the new-boy's battles for modernist recognition against the old-boy network which
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denied it. By doing so, at least among a small circle of modernist enthusiasts, Moore won
recognition for herself as a modernist poet.
Ironically, contrary to Josephson's inscription of Moore into the masculinist high
modernist coterie, Eliot's long-awaited and much more influential 1923 Dial review
reinscribed her into an even more' appropriate,' and ultimately less-threatening, feminine
economy. Perhaps as an attempt to wrest Moore's definition as a woman poet from other
male critics, Eliot gave a much more refined image of Moore in his influential 1923 Dial
review of Moore's Poems and Marriage:
And there is one final, and 'magnificent' compliment: Miss Moore's poetry
is as 'feminine' as Christina Rosetti's, one never forgets that it is written by
a woman; but with both one never thinks of this particularity as anything but
a positive virtue.
This comment has triggered a range of response from feminist critics: Nancy Gish considers
this comment a combination of "condescension and insight" which acknowledges both
Moore's place in literary tradition and the difference her gender makes (40-41); Cleo Kearns
asks us to "imagine how Moore would have felt about the comparison with Rossetti, with
whom she has little in common except gender, or to wonder how a male poet would feel
about having his 'masculinity' adduced as, at least in his case, a surprisingly praiseworthy
virtue" (47). I perceive it as a recuperation of the radical potentials in both Rosetti's and
Moore's poetry within the sanctioned space of' appropriate femininity.' With a gentler and
genteeler approach than Josephson's, Eliot all the more effectively positioned Moore as a
female gatekeeper to modernism, with whose proper femininity no other women of her
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generation can compare. And, while Moore's early poetry actively resisted this kind of
recuperation, her later work, more dependent on the approval of Eliot and others for its
publication, was more easily constrained within such limits.
Now, in the midst of these public debates about whether Moore's poetry represented
an appropriately masculine or feminine rhetoric, we do well to consider the source of the
debate, the poetry itself. Poems like the one which stands as an epigraph for this section,
"To Be Liked By You Would Be a Calamity," first published in 1916 and republished in

Observations (1925) (but not selected or collected thereafter), may have given rise to the
debate over Moore's gender, a debate that, as I indicated earlier, arose not only in relation
to Moore's poetry, but spilled over into her self-fashioning in dress and in other discourses.
In Rachel Blau Duplessis's analysis, the poem participates in Moore's expression of "erotic

authority," centering on an "eros of singularity" (20). First, the poem in full:
, Attack is more piquant than concord,' but when
You tell me frankly that you would like to feel
My flesh beneath your feet,
I'm all abroad; I can but put my weapon up, and
Bow you out.
Gesticulation-it is half the language.
Let unsheathed gesticulation be the steel
Your courtesy must meet
Since in your hearing words are mute, which to my
senses
Are a shout.
(Observations 37)
Both Duplessis, who interprets the poem as "a comedy of manners, whose arch witty
language tames or isolates boorish behavior" (21), and Diehl, who sees this tendency
operating in all Moore's work and life ("[she] tames 'male' aggression through the
imposition of exaggerated civility or sheer dignity of manner" [1993: 35]), reflect on the
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combination in Moore's work of flirtatious word play and aggressive gesture. The erotic
element of Moore's work is one Josephson and Eliot missed, in their eagerness to offer
definitive readings of Moore as modernist poet.
But beyond its affect of arousing and then deflecting an inappropriately violent eros,
the poem engages its own battle over the bounds of linguistic and dramatic action which the
speaker easily wins. Although a one-stanza poem whose second half exactly mirrors the
first in terms of syllabics (Moore's most common form of stanzaic unity), the shifting
typographies from the first to the second half illustrate that conquest: the line beginnings
of the first half waver between the aggressor's too graphic speech and the speaker's
response, while in the second they move in one direction, a clean line downward and inward,
like the lethal stroke of a victorious sword. Moore's method of packaging her own violence
in the linguistic and gestural rhetoric of perfect politeness confuses the opposition between

word and action, between decorum and aggression. Within Moore's usage, neither can be
properly deemed masculine or feminine.
Characteristically, the subversive potential of Moore's poems-namely, the recasting
of supposedly distinct and oppositional categories into a liminal space of interpenetration
and boundary-confUsion-is invoked subtly, even cryptically. Unlike Mina Loy or Edna 8t.
Vincent Millay, whose more direct expressions of a distinctly female eros were not to be
overlooked (and were for this reason deplored by Moore),18 Moore's playful understatement
was (and remains) easily misrecognized as asexuality. Indeed, as an exception that appears
to prove the rule, the poem above is unusual in the rawness of its depiction of sexual
combat: its vocative "You's" and "I's" and its invocation of "flesh" naked of modifiers
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sound raw beside Moore's poems of the 30s. Moore's brand of understatement, so easily
confused with a feminine gentility, worked both for and against her: it allowed her to be
championed by modernist males as both appropriately masculine and feminine, without
anyone's ever noting the discrepancy.

It allowed her most subversive gestures to

masquerade as perfect decorum. But it also allowed her poetry to be easily commandeered
by influential critics, of whom Eliot was among the top-rank. As the survey of reviews
below shows, even in the 20s, his word was stronger than Moore's own regarding her
poetry.
The impact of Eliot's 1923 Dial review was apparent in reviews of her Observations.
Louis Gilmore's June 1925 review of Observations in the Double Dealer made clear the
relationship between Moore and Eliot as it was perceived by her critics:
If Miss Marianne Moore is not grateful to Mr. T. S. Eliot, or whoever it was

first efficiently acclaimed her, and to the Dial for having awarded her its
prize for 19[2]4, she is an ungrateful woman. For her 'Observations,'
unaided, would with difficulty, if at all, have found a publisher. (200)
Following this insulting opener, Gilmore assured his audience that "this is not to disparage
Miss Moore's poetry or the financial acumen of the publishers," but only to acknowledge
that Moore is too much "a poet's poet" to ever be popular enough to ensure a publisher a
fair return. Gilmore's claim that Moore is too original for the masses echoed Eliot's 1923

Dial review. Thus Gilmore explicitly reminds Moore to be grateful to Eliot, who was
indeed the first to "efficiently acclaim her," and then implicitly provides another important
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reason to do so-because the 'efficiency' of Eliot's acclamation shows itself in the consistency
with which other critics adopted his critical emphases and terms. 19
Other reviewers echoed the same themes, in uncited repetitions which attest to the
power of Eliot's critical terminology for Moore. Among them, Edwin Seaver's March 1925
Nation review stated that Moore's poetry "hews to an ideology that is aristocratic and

severe and pure," repeating Eliot's designation of Moore's work as "aristocratic" in his Dial
review. In Poetry's April issue, Yvor Winters made two references to Eliot's review of
Moore. Indeed, Eliot was the only other reviewer mentioned in the six-page article; and of
the nine poets of various periods to whom Winters compared Moore, Eliot was mentioned
twice. Thus, even in the mid-20s, before Eliot had amassed the cultural clout that would
come with his appointment to Faber & Faber, his influence on the critics of the period was
strong. And, as we shaIl see, the influence of his introduction on Selected Poems reception
was even more obvious.
Despite Moore's apparent ability to 'fight her own battles' for at least small-scale
poetic recognition within the dominant masculinist aesthetic of the early 1920s, Eliot's
sponsorship as 'efficient acclamation' was crucial to her reaching larger audiences and
receiving wider critical attention. But, as we saw in the second section of this chapter and
in the Gilmore review above, such sponsorship demanded its humbling price from Moore,
a price for which she would seek recompense when she came into her own position of
cultural power, as editor of The Dial.
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Professionalism vs. Patronage: Moore's Dial Years
Sponsor. One who enters into an engagement, makes a formal promise or
pledge, on behalf of another; a surety. OED
Shortly before the publication of the influential Dial review, Eliot sent Moore a
copy, noting that "it does you less than justice" (R 4 October 1923: V: 17:24). "When you
are ready to publish another book here let me know-," he continued, "I think I could 'float'
it better than the last which never got a fair show." Of the two letters Eliot wrote to Moore
up to this time, both asked to bring out Moore's work in book form. Eliot's confidence in
his marketing abilities was stronger in the later letter than in his first offer. By this time he
had published The Waste Land and begun to edit The Criterion; he had become a poet and
a critic to be reckoned with. Moore's response to the second letter was much like hers to
the first, which reminded him of her other well-off literary connections (soon to bring out
her Poems), Bryher and Harriet Weaver.20 She assured him that the review did her more
than justice and complimented him especially on the one paragraph of the article that takes
particular account of her poems (most of the review offers an extended argument with
Glenway Wescott's introduction to Moore's pamphlet Marriage, which supports my earlier
argument that Eliot wanted proprietary rights to define Moore's work to the literary world).
But, as both their letters' references to justice anticipated, the moment came when
Moore, obliged by Eliot's sponsoring efforts on her behalf, tried to balance the scales:
As an assistant in a branch of the public library, I had last year occassion
[sic] often to speak of your work in The Dial-indeed finally became your
expositor in an informal lecture. I distrusted my own rashness but the
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audience vindicated you most heartily. That you are not officially associated
in the Dial at present is regretted not only by me. (R 10 December 1923:
V: 17:24)
Although with characteristic modesty Moore deplored her own 'rashness,' she claimed as
"expositor" the authority to "set forth in detail, expound, or lay open" (OED) the mysteries
of Eliot's Waste Land to an eager public. Moore's work in the public library links her
specifically to the newly literate masses, but the rest of her letter connected her with the
haute couture of literary culture-the wealthy and influential owners of The Dial, Sibley

Watson and Scofield Thayer, whose ears she had and for whom she could speak. Thus in
this letter Moore threatened Eliot's position as her sponsor in two ways: by positioning
herself as an expert, one who could name his artistic intentions, and by aligning herself with
his powerful sponsors at The Dial (who were first to publish The Waste Land, and who gave
Eliot the "Letter from London" slot between April 1921 and December 1922). Both
associations gesticulated toward Moore's burgeoning cultural influence and towards her
status as subject, and positioned Eliot as the object of her potential sponsorship.
Moore's editorship at The Dial represented a powerful reinstantiation of her subject
status: once she took the position in 1925, Moore stopped writing poetry (which, for all its
'high culture' connotations, puts most poets into a vulnerable position vis avis the literary
marketplace), devoting herselffuU-time to writing critical reviews and "Comments" for The
Dial, and to accepting or rejecting the work of other writers. Despite her self-fashioning

as Eliot's expositor and vindicating sponsor in the letter quoted above, once she began to
edit The Dial she severely limited and qualified her sponsorship of Eliot's designs, instead
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exposing him to the humiliation of rejection. Shortly after she began her editorship in April
1925, Eliot wrote Moore a letter which mentioned his having sent his wife's "rather
remarkable" story to his cousin Ellen Thayer at The Dial; Eliot also assured Moore, who
had requested critical writing from him, that he would "not fail to give [her] an opportunity
to sit in editorial judgment" (R 30 May 1925: V:17:24). Eliot's letter to Ellen Thayer which
introduced Vivien Eliot's story seemed to have been written under the pressure of Eliot's
increasingly unhappy relationship with his wife. The letter described the story as "amazingly
brilliant and humorous and horrible, and I have never read anything in the least like it. It is
likely to attract a good deal of notice here, and it is the longest story she has yet published"
(B 17 May 1925: YCAL34 1-2-63). In contrast to Eliot's usually well-constructed prose,

this breathless, disjointed language suggested a painful vulnerability which would have been
hard for a friend and sponsor to resist.
But, given an opportunity to sponsor Eliot, to pledge (on his behalf) to publish his
wife, and thereby to balance the scales on a material rather than a rhetorical level, Moore
passed. Instead, she exercised her new-found prerogative to sit in tactful but negative
judgment on Vivien Eliot's story:
We are sorry not to publish ... Mrs Eliot's story, The Paralysed Woman .
. . Your opinion, as you know, is held in the most profound esteem by the
editors of The Dial, and we could not be insensible to the resilience and
grace, of this story; yet, it has not for us, that finality which you feel it to
have. (B 4 June 1925: YCAL34 1-2-63)
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By failing to grant Vivien Eliot's story the 'finality' Eliot found in it-in other words, by
refusing Eliot the favor of publishing his wife's work-Moore in effect transfigured Eliot's
efforts to sponsor her own work from 'favors' (which invoke obligations) into legitimate
appreciations, professional literary judgments on work whose 'finality' is unquestionable.
Thus Moore cast herself (and Eliot) in the role of scrupulously professional literary arbiters
unswayed by personal considerations. From this point, Eliot's correspondence, which had
been marked by warm cordiality, took on a cool, professional tone. Eliot no longer wrote
to Moore at her home address, but contacted her instead at the Dial offices-as an editor,
not a friend.
Despite Moore's own humble portrayal of her tenure at the most well-read little
magazine of the 1920s, which insisted that "[t]hose of us employed at The Dial felt that the
devisers of the organization we represented could do better than we, what we were trying
to do" ("Dial" 9), Moore's vision for the magazine, as Patricia Willis and Taffy Martin have
shown, was much more definitive than she would later admit. In defining Moore's
differences from Scofield Thayer, whose editorial aim was "to mold every disparate element
in American culture into one organic community where men of art were also men of power"
(qtd. in Martin 45), Taffy Martin underlines Moore's "prophetically postmodem definition
of American modernism" (45), which, in its celebration of 'difference,' implicitly includes
women in the arena of cultural power. And, in contrast to Moore's characterization of
herself as a tentative editor who checked with the owners before any decision, Patricia Willis
notes that Moore "screened out everything she thought unworthy except in cases where
Thayer had a special interest" (1989: 314).
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Given that Moore's hands were less tied than she admitted, why then, we might ask,
didn't she wish to put herself in the position of one who sponsored the designs ofT. S. Eliot,
whose opinion she held in such high esteem? Certainly, she understood the literary custom
of sponsorship whereby one recommended writers to magazines where one was known; she
herself wrote such letters of introduction, if rather self-consciously, for, among others,
Bryher, William Carlos Williams, and her own discovery, George Dillon. 21 By refusing
favors to powerful friends, Moore failed to, or perhaps refused to, anticipate a time when,
her editorship ended and her literary influence diminished, she would be in the position to
ask favors of Eliot. By neglecting to accommodate Eliot's wishes, Moore maintained a
scrupulous independence; he could feel no reciprocal obligation to accommodate her. This
may be another balancing act on Moore's part-her way of pushing the relationship toward
equality. Despite the twists and turns of the correspondence during Moore's Dial years, by
1928 the two began to write to each other as editors, negotiating on simultaneous
publication of Pound's translation of Boris De Schloezer's book on Stravinsky, and on
sharing advertising (B 10 August, 7 November, 20 November, 1928: YCAL34 1-2-65, and
18 November 1927: YCAL34 1-2-64).
Not long before The Dial closed down, then, the power dynamics of Moore and
Eliot's correspondence had shifted toward eqUality. But Moore's loss of institutional
prestige with the loss of her editorship marshaled her into the 30s, a strangely liminal decade
for her, during which her command ofan audience was unsure, in flux. A major shift in the
Moore-Eliot correspondence accompanies this change-the Moore of the 30s was diffident,
deferential, acquiescent to the point of self-immolation. But her high politeness veiled, 1
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believe, a will-to-power whose access point, through his preface to her Selected Poems, was
Eliot.

The Preface as Anti-Promotion
Sponsor. One who pays, or contributes towards, the cost of a broadcast
programme or other spectacle, spec. in return for commercial advertisement.
OED
The notion that "precisely who wishes a book to have a preface, the author, editor
or publisher, is in a sense an irrelevant question, since the interests of all three in successful
marketing of the book are similar" (Davey 138-39), while commonsensical in the short tenn,
becomes problematic when longer tenn issues of self-fashioning arise. In the Introduction,
we saw how the master's preface functions both extra- and intertextually to delimit the
potentials of the text's meaning, to define the book's potential market, and to conduct the
apprentice into a position of cultural power by placing the master's imprimatur on her
production. Here I will argue that the potential for the imprimatur to become indelible-that
is, to mark the apprentice's writing long after the historical and cultural moment of the
preface-can be demonstrated by the relationship between Eliot's characterization of Moore's
work and the critical reception of her poetry.
I have already suggested the excitement with which Moore's MacMillan editor
greeted even the suggestion ofa preface by Eliot as a crucial measure of the Selected Poem's
market value. Since Fall 1933, Harold Latham had been infonnally negotiating with Moore
on a book, but, until the following year, no concrete plans had been made or even
suggested. In March, Latham wrote Moore that he had spoken to Faber's representative
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Frank Morley and been told about the project to bring out her poems with an introduction
by Eliot (R 20 March 1934: V:38:26). Without having previously consulted with Moore
on the idea, Latham was anxious to proceed with the project, obviously spurred by the
promise of the introduction. But rather than ride along on Latham's enthusiasm, Moore
pulled in the reins. Instead of encouraging Latham, she downplayed the introduction; it was
merely a "thought [that] suddenly occurred to me the day Mr. Morley called, but we did not
discuss it" (R 21 March 1934: V:38:26). And, as if to shame him, Moore trained Latham's
attention on all the reservations he should have had, and would have had, if not for the
promise of the introduction:
it is to be kept in mind that you may not like the work; and even if you
should, may not wish to co-operate with another house in bringing it out,
and I could not moreover, may I say, transfer a settled intention, or modify
a promise, unless I were asked to do so by those to whom I had made the
promise. (R 21 March 1934: V:38:26)
Although Latham had already made very clear his approval of the plan proposed by Eliot
and Morley to bring out Moore's Selected Poems with Eliot's introduction simultaneously
in the United States (with MacMillan) and in Great Britain (with Faber), she reminded him

that no such plan was possible without a prior agreement between her and him. In other
words, she reminded him that (precisely because Eliot's preface was sufficient security), he
was jumping the gun by approving the plan before she had had a chance to introduce it to
him. Whereas previously their correspondence had been cordial and personal, here, in the

language of almost legalistic formality, Moore drew the limits of Latham's power to
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negotiate without consulting her, and directed his attention away from the introduction and
back to her work.
Before turning to that introduction, and an elucidation of the ways in which it
contributed to Moore's reception and myth, I want briefly to consider Eliot's role as editor
of Selected Poems. As he states in the preface to that work:
The original suggestion was that I should make a selection, from both
previously published and more recent poems. But Miss Moore exercised her
own rights of proscription first, so drastically, that I have been concerned to
preserve rather than abate. I have therefore hardly done more than settle the
order of the contents. (xii)
Here Eliot acknowledges a point I have argued throughout this chapter, and about which
I will have more to say later: that, within the limitations Eliot and others set on her work,
Moore herself strove to preserve authority. As to Eliot's "settl[ing] the contents" of the
Selected Poems, John Slatin argues that "Eliot decided to place the newest poems

first-precisely because they were very difficult, and he wanted to get rid of conventionally
minded readers right away. (His strategy worked, unfortunately: Selected Poems had been
remaindered by 1940, and it has been out of print ever since.)" (1987: 265-66). Given that
Eliot's arrangement of Pound's Selected Poems (from early to late, from less to more
difficult)-a choice that he explains in his preface to Pound's book as designed to introduce
Pound's work to a larger audience[7])-was precisely the opposite of his arrangement of
Moore's poems, we do well to wonder why he would market Moore so differently. In the
next chapter I offer a direct comparison of Eliot's introduction to Pound and (or, as opposed
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to) his prefaces for Moore and Barnes. Here, a closer look at the preface for Moore's
poems reveals the operation of a different modernist economy.
Eliot began the preface by drawing limits around both the powers of criticism ("[w]e
know very little about the value of the work of our contemporaries" [vii]) and the size of
Moore's 'true' audience. In the second paragraph he reiterated the limits on the audience
of any genuine new work, whose real test lies in its "capacity for exciting aversion among
'lovers of poetry'" (viii). Ironically, Eliot seemed bent on subverting the preface's primary
goals of promoting the book and enlarging its audience. Perhaps Eliot was so confident of
the power of snob appeal-the most common modernist marketing strategy-that he hoped
to win new readers this way. Clearly, as Moore's 'sponsor' in the sense that serves as an
epigraph for this section-that is, as Moore's editor and financial backer for the English
edition of her book-Eliot's own profits were directly tied to the size of the audience he
could win by promoting her book effectively. But, perhaps recalling the phrasing of Moore's
request for the introduction-"that the things would profit by being sponsored is perhaps a
reason against your undertaking them, so I leave it to you" (R 16 May 1934: V: 17:24), by
which Moore emphasized the commercial element of the term only to distance herself from
it-Eliot also sacrificed such concerns in order to promote the book as 'high' (and therefore
unapproachable and unprofitable) art. 22 In so doing, Eliot produced the definitive critical
discourse on Moore, a discourse whose terms would be reproduced in nearly every review
of her book, and thus became (in most senses of the word) the definitive sponsor of her
poetry's critical reception.
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In her anxiety that Eliot should not trouble himself too much on her account,
Moore had suggested that the introduction "be based perhaps on your Dial article" (R 18
April 1934: V: 17:25). Eliot obviously took her suggestion seriously, for though written
eleven years after the Dial review, the preface repeats nearly every example that appeared
in the earlier review but one. That is to say, the preface does not quote from any poems
written after 1924, nor from the longest and most ambitious poems written up to that time,
"Marriage" and "An Octopus." The references Eliot's introduction does make to poems
written after 1924 tend to be quizzical: for example, he contended that "It would be difficult
to say what is the 'subject-matter' of The Jerhoa" (xi). And he mentioned "Marriage" and
"An Octopus" only to refer briefly to their rhyming patterns. In other words, although
Eliot's tone was serious, and although at beginning and end he credited Moore with
"maintaining the life of the English language" (xiv), he never made a particularly plausible
argument why she deserved this credit, except to call Moore's work "genuine" (vii) (a term
borrowed from Moore's own "Poetry") and "original" (x), and to note her technical skills.
Eliot's emphasis on the paucity of Moore's audience and the particular attention he
paid to technical elements of her work also continued the work of the 1923 review. In the
Dial review, Eliot designated Moore's "highly personal" rhythm as the most notable formal

attribute of her poetry

(595)~

in the preface, it was "light rhyme," of which she is "the

greatest living master." Of course, part of Eliot's attention to Moore's technique rather than
her content can be ascribed to his attempts in the 20s and 30s to produce and disseminate
the key terms of the critical doctrine of impersonality. Eliot's quoting of the image from
"The Fish" (1921): "'opening and shutting itself like an injured fan' (where injured has an
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ambiguity good enough for Mr Empson)" (x) implicates Moore's work within the tec~cal
aesthetic which Eliot and Empson played a large part in inculcating. As we know, this
formalist aesthetic valued form over matter, and poem over person, an approach that
attempted to take the body (the contingent existence) of the author out of literary analysis
and substitute for it the 'body' (structure) of the poem. It is as if, for Eliot, Moore's
diminutive physical stature could be refigured as her poetry and then her readership-small
and light bodies all.
Eliot's method of praising Moore by exclusion-that is, of judging her worth in
inverse proportion to the number of readers who can appreciate it-continued in his
discussion of Moore's 'subject-matter:'
For a mind of such agility, and for a sensibility so reticent, the minor subject,
such as a pleasant little sand-coloured skipping animal, may be the best
release for the major emotions. Only the pedantic literalist could consider
the subject matter to be trivial; the triviality is in himself. ... The result is
often something that the majority will callfrigid; for to feel things in one's
own way, however intensely, is likely to look like frigidity to those who can
only feel in accepted ways. (xi; emphasis added)
To my ears, Eliot protests too much in the last sentence of this quotation; rather than
reassure his readers of Moore's emotional weight, instead, through repetition, he impressed
on them her emotional lacks. Eliot's repeated references to Moore's agility, minuteness, and
frigidity gave an image of Moore as closer to the "pleasant little sand-coloured skipping
animal" than to a powerful flesh and blood poet and woman. Moore, whom Eliot earlier
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defined as the 'special case' ofa woman writer for whom that 'particularity' of gender is not
a handicap, was now hardly a woman at all. The erasure of Moore's sexuality, and the
transfiguration of her poems as arguments (Molesworth 268-69) into poems of minute
description, became crucial aspects of the myth of Marianne Moore which nothing in her life
and work afterward escape.
A review of the critical reception that followed Eliot's preface to Selected Poems
argues for the difficulty, if not the impossibility, of an attempt to separate poet from
poems-not because the work cannot stand on its own, but because it cannot be separated
from the context that created it. That is, the body and person are ultimately as much a part
of formalist readings as they are of biographical readings. Although Eliot consistently
attended to the formal qualities of Moore's work, rather than to its content or Moore herself,
his followers interpreted his reading of the work as a reading of Moore. They followed
Eliot's shift from Moore the "special woman" to Moore the disembodied observer, the highpowered microscope, the skipping bird. Thus while Eliot approached Moore's work with
sincere respect, his repetitive references to the smallness of her reading public, his
characterization of her subject-matter as minute, and his failure to contend with her latest
and most powerful poems doomed Moore to a critical reception-and a personal myth-that
reflected these same biases.
Of the thirteen reviews of the Selected Poems I have examined, twelve made direct
reference to Eliot's introduction; of those twelve, only one, from the consistently antimodernist Time Literary Supplement, described the preface in any but glowing terms.
Wallace Stevens's review alone made no mention of the preface; however, it did repeat
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Eliot's evaluation of Moore's poems as "genuine" and "sensitive," and extended Eliot's
discussion of Moore's light rhyme. Among the terms that reviewers used that repeated
Eliot's preface (though they did not quote him) are: microscope, minute (and minutiae),
minuet, minor scope, precision, elegance, mastery, and frigidity. In The Nation, Philip Blair
Rice repeated Eliot's insistence that "[a]lthough [Moore] retains her dour intelligence and
her episcopal manner, the later work cannot be reproached with frigidity" (459). The New
York Times Book Review stated that "Miss Moore observes minutely and intently with the

eye, and with the mind precisely and pragmatically sets down her observations" (Jack 2),
repeating Eliot's definition of Moore's work as mainly descriptive. And although Eliot's own
Criterion took a gentle swipe at Moore in the conclusion of its review, its criticism

reiterated Eliot's language: "if one is occasionally tempted to say that the scope is too small
for the elaborate exercise, that is perhaps a temperamental incompatibility" (Hawkins 700).
Indeed, Eliot's introduction would continue to define Moore's reception for at least the next
thirty years. As Sir Herbert Read would declare in the Festschrift/or Marianne Moore's
Seventh-Seventh Birthday: "almost anything that can be said about Miss Moore's poetry

was said ... by Mr. Eliot, in his Introduction to the Selected Poems" (Tambimuttu, 28).
But once the introduction was completed and the book gone to press, the tenor of
the Moore-Eliot correspondence shifted again-or at least Moore tried to shift it. After
receiving her first dividends from the book from Faber & Faber, Moore returned it (in a
fifteen-dollar check) to Eliot (R 6 September 1935: V: 17:26). Eliot's response maintained
Moore in the position of one for whom things are done; he called her "one of the strangest
children I have ever had anything to do with" (R 20 September 1935, Goodridge 100),
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which, as I noted early on, serves Celeste Goodridge as a descriptive metaphor for their
relationship. But I would argue that the very gesture of 'paying Eliot off,' makes that
definition less persuasive.
Instead, I see Moore's gesture as another in a long series of balancing acts, designed
to limit her dependence on and obligation toward Eliot, and to bring their power relations
back into alignment. Her offer of 'payment,' however inadequate, put Eliot in the position
of a service-provider, an advertising copywriter, rather than a patron whose favors always
underline his social and cultural power. Her gesticulation unsheathed Moore's steely resolve
to conceive of herself as Eliot's peer, rather than his protegee.
Within a few years of the publication of Selected Poems Moore and Eliot established
a steady, friendly correspondence in which they discussed mutual friends, consoled each
other on health problems, exchanged mutual admiration and literary gossip. It is as if
Moore's comment from her first letter to Eliot-"But to have friends is the great thing"-were
to have come to fruition some twenty years after it was made.

Moore's rhetorical

motivation throughout those twenty years was for a relationship of equals; Eliot's, despite
his own participation in the social and cultural biases against women of his time, was to
elevate Moore to the eventual status of an near-equal through his literary sponsorship.23
Within Moore's rhetoric of scrupulous politeness and modesty-common to her
correspondence, criticism, and poetry alike-her more direct "gesticulations" often
performed balancing acts which tended to offset the power imbalances between male and
female writers and artists, high and low art, and specifically, between her own marginal
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power as a modernist poet and editor and Eliot's better established and more significant
cultural powers.

Erasing the Body/Producing Poetic Authority
One of my main contentions in the preceding section was that, having 'efficiently
acclaimed' (and, as a consequence, staked his claim upon) the body of Moore's work by
producing and disseminating the definitive terms of its interpretation, Eliot erased Moore's
physical and poetic body as female with the neutralizing metaphor of the 'little bird'-quick,
quaint, inconsequential24-and thus transformed her into male modernism's mascot. Indeed,
while Moore has often been seen as a poet whose armored animals represent her selfarmoring against readers looking for personal tidbits, it is Eliot who furnished armor against
Moore's female gender and sexuality for her male colleagues and critics.
Ironically, Moore has gotten full credit (more often, blame) for erasing her own body
and sexuality from the body of her work. "Both sexually and aesthetically," notes Betsy
Erkilla, "Moore could be counted on to observe a ladylike decorum-and her male critics
were grateful" (102).25 Erkilla here seems to follow Adrienne Rich's suggestion that, as "the
woman poet most admired at the time (by men)," Marianne Moore becomes suspect, an
'obedient daughter' of the patriarchy whose "maidenly, elegant, intellectual, discreet" (39)
poetry garners male approval by meeting male standards for 'proper' women's writing. As
ifshe had read Matthew Josephson's and T. S. Eliot's fashionings of Moore as truth, Rich
seems compelled to condemn the 'essential' qualities of Moore for the reason that men of
her period appreciated them. I don't wish to object here to Rich's scrutiny of Moore's
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popularity with male critics; but one of my main premises is that contemporary readers need
to wrest our perceptions of Moore away from the dominating Eliotic lens, with its emphasis
on the 'maidenly, elegant, intellectual, discreet' surface qualities of Moore's work. Rather
than reinscribe Moore into Eliot's depiction of her as asexual, spinsterly, dry, I believe we
need to adjust our own critical lenses to the different figurings of the body Moore offers.
Sandra Gilbert would seem to do so in her treatment of Moore as a "female female
impersonator" for whom spinsterliness was a mask she used deliberately "to work from the
position offetishized femininity in which critics placed [her], using the newly public role of
the twentieth-century ... anti-'poetess' laureate as [a] 'free' (precisely because 'female')
space from which she could ironically question many of the conventions of her culture" (31).
But this convoluted construction is problematic on a number of levels. First, how can a
feminized position/space be at once "fetishized" and "free"? Second, Gilbert points to
numerous instances when Moore was represented by others as an "old maid" or "spinster,"
but can offer no evidence that Moore thought or spoke of herself in those terms. Why
should Moore's self-fashioning as a poetic founding father ("In the late Forties Marianne
Moore walked into a milliner's shop and asked to be fitted as Washington Crossing the
Delaware" [Costello; qtd. in Gilbert 27]) be recuperated into a spinsterly discourse as a
liberatory solution to the problem of female poetic identity? Instead, I would like to take
account of the progression of Moore's articulations of gender and the body from the 1920s
to the 1930s in an effort to read her poetry as an ongoing strategy of self-fashioning both
with and against the culture's fashionings of 'woman' and 'poet.'
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By the mid-1930s, Moore consistently aligned her poetry and criticism with a mix
of images that seem to celebrate the masculine-gendered effects of precision and emotional
distance. Moore's poetics of distance-or, rather, as Joanne Feit Diehl has read them,
deflection (44-57)-developed, as noted in the second section of this chapter, out of an
earlier more 'engaged,' more sexualized aesthetic. Whereas, in the 1910s and 20s, Moore's
poetry participated in a provocative and sometimes overtly combative rhetoric, as indicated
by her regular and pronounced use of the vocative "you" in poems whose titles are also
forms ofaddress-"To a Steamroller" (1915), "To Military Progress" (1915), "To Be Liked
By You Would Be a Calamity" (1916), "To a Snail" (1924), and "To a Strategist" (1924),
among others-her post-1920s poetry, intensely descriptive and exquisitely wrought, engages
ethical and historical issues in a much less confrontational manner. As I noted earlier,
Moore apparently wrote no poetry during her tenure as Dial editor from 1925 to

1930~

the

first poems she published after that magazine's closing showed distinct differences from the
poems collected in her last publication, Observations (1925). Far longer on average than
the earlier poems, the poems of the 30s and after are marked by an infusion of upbeat
endings-many of which, like "The Steeplejack's" assertion that "It could not be dangerous
to be living! in a town like this" seem extremely hard-won. Although I agree with Charles
Molesworth's assertion that Moore's poems are always arguments (268-69)-an insight lost
on many of Moore's readers from the 1910s onward-my interest here is in the changes in
Moore's argumentation, and whether those changes may be linked to Eliot's influence as
editor and mentor. In order to make that alteration more palpable, I would like to compare
briefly two animal poems: "The Monkeys" (1917) and "The Jerboa" (1932). Both poems
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compare the profligate exploitation of animals for 'art' by the mighty rich with the provident
lives of animals themselves; the shift in perspective is marked in both poems by a strong
volta at about the midpoint. But their differences are equally distinct. The 1917 poem, only
four stanzas long, allows the protest against human exploitation to come directly from the
animal itself, which compares humans' overly complicated posturings about art to "'the sea

when it proffers flattery in exchange for hemp, rye, flax, horses, platinum, timber, and fur.'"
This is Moore's most radical moment of identification with the moral superiority she and her
family accorded to animals, and marks both a direct attack on art criticism as well as a clear
departure from the poetic preoccupations of her colleagues. The reduction of plants,
animals, and minerals to the status of base commodities, and the affiliation of such a
reduction to art and art criticism, signifies a resistance, I believe, to the ways in which critics
consistently reduced women writers to the status of female bodies as we saw in the third
section of this chapter. "The Jerboa," conversely, uses seventeen stanzas to make a very
similar statement about art and its perversion; but whereas "The Monkeys," with its gesture
toward what Rachel Blau Duplessis calls "animal authority" (17), ends with a raw critique
of animal exploitation, "The Jerboa" ends by enacting imaginatively what it deplores in
action, the rendering (even if artful) of animals into objects for human consumption:
Its [the jerboa's] leaps should be set
to the flageolet;
pillar body erect
on a three-cornered smooth-working Chippendale
claw-propped on hind legs, and tail as third toe,
between leaps to its burrow.
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While the poem appears to offer a happy substitution of imaginative for physical exploitation
of animals, its distance from the more radical politics of Moore's earlier period is obvious.
Clearly, although Moore was known affectionately as "Rat" (another name for the jerboa)
by her family, and her poems of the 1930s and beyond would continue to describe animal
bodies with intense clarity and detail, the authority of animals had changed for her. A
distinct political and physical positioning within animal alterity was no longer available to
her.
Betsy Erkilla, in her study of Elizabeth Bishop as 'mentored' by Moore, presents the
Moore of the 1930s, 40s, and 50s as a stable identity. An anomalous modernist (because
"Modernism Moore's way was fundamentally about the feminization of American culture"
[103]), Moore is nonetheless positioned alongside "modernism, American national ideology,
and an entire Western philosophical tradition grounded in the notion of a rational and stable
selfliving in a correspondingly ordered universe of plan, design, and ultimate value" (118),
and against Bishop's postmodern (and post-"master narrative") consciousness. Specifically,
Erkilla notes the persistence with which Moore, as self-styled critic and editor of Bishop's
poetry, edited out "wlgarity in language and rhythm" (127) from her poems, especially
language that referred to the body. Erkilla's insight that not all female mentors were good
literary mothers is important for a mainstream American feminist community that at times
has made uncritically positive assumptions about female relationships. But her study,
interested as it is in female relationships, does not take up Moore's own painful status as
'apprentice' to Eliot's literary mentoring; indeed, as we have seen, Moore's poetry from the
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1910s and 20s engages sexual tropes of the kind that Erkilla notes Moore would not allow
Elizabeth Bishop.
That Moore's advice to Bishop discouraged emotional and erotic expression should
alert us to the importance of Moore's own experience of ' mento ring. ' This experience was
mediated by a history that preceded it-that is, by Eliot's own mentoring by Pound. Christine
Froula considers the necessity for Eliot (with strong encouragement from Ezra Pound) of
'Do[ing] the Police in Different Voices'-editing portions out of The Waste Land that the
'Police,' who represent "internalized operations of social discipline," could read as
homoerotic (236).26 Wayne Koestenbaum places the Pound-Eliot mentorship within the
Freudian framework of analyst and hysterical

analysand~

Pound's most important job as

mentor/editor was to "shore up" the fragments of Eliot's masculinity and thus (re)produce
the poem as an appropriately masculine, modernist text. If traces of hysteria remain in the
poem-around the Hyacinth Girl, in "The Game of Chess," or in the voices of the river
maidens-they have been successfully displaced onto women's bodies. Eliot seemed to have
learned his lesson well, and, despite some resistance, to have taught Moore in tum that the
more "impersonal" the poetry, the more entitled the poet to authority. Jeanne Heuving has
asserted that Moore's poetic goal was "to write a universal poetry which include[d] her
perspective as a woman" (21), a goal that Heuving concedes is "paradoxical" (21). While
I agree with Heuving on both points, it is crucial to see how Moore's efforts toward that
goal grew increasingly circumscribed as her dependence on male modernist authority grew
greater. The more universalizing Moore's perspective became, the more effectively her
"alternative authority" was recuperated and diminished.
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NOTES
My special thanks goes to Patricia Youngdahl, who ministered to me through her
extensive knowledge of the Presbyterian liturgy.
1. This title comes from a chapter in Alfred Kreymborg's Troubadours, which
describes visits to his New Jersey farm from poets such as William Carlos Williams, Wallace
Stevens, and Marianne Moore. The 'packages' in the title refer to the packaged lunches the
poets brought with them. In this chapter, the term will refer to the' art' of packaging poets
practiced by poets and proponents of modernism.
2. This quotation is taken from a letter in the Marianne Moore collection at the
Rosenbach Museum and Library (hereafter referred to as R), file VI:33 :07.
3. Except for her four years at Bryn Mawr from 1905 to 1909, Moore lived with
her mother all her life until her mother's death in 1947. From Kirkwood, Missouri, where
Moore was born in 1887, her family moved to Pittsburgh in 1894, and again in 1895 to
Carlisle, Pennsylvania, where they lived until 1918, when Moore and her mother moved to
New York. Moore lived in New York for the last fifty-four years of her life (Molesworth
1-7, 134, 450).
4. Indeed, Moore has been looked on suspiciously by many feminist critics because
her work was so palatable to male writers of her period who excluded other women from
their ranks. See Adrienne Rich's On Lies, Secrets, and Silence 39, and Betsy Erkilla's Wicked

Sisters 102.
5. While my main concern in this chapter will be with the Moore of the 1920s and
30s, the relationship of the Moore of the 1950s and 60s-Brooklyn Dodgers mascot, Braniff
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Airlines spokesperson, and Ford Motor Company defender-to the increasing technological
sophistication of commercial sponsoring is complex and fascinating. See Molesworth (346349).
6. Given that Moore and Eliot's relationship was primarily discursive-that it was
largely conducted through the mails and through their reviews of each other rather than in
person-their discursive representations of themselves and each other become all the more
crucial a basis for considering the relationship.
7. Sixty-six years after her grandfathers death, Moore recalled the exact date: "1894,
February 20th" (Hall Paris Review 43).
8. See Moran (128-131).
9. When I visited the Beinecke Library at Yale in June 1993, the curator of the
American Collection and Moore scholar Patricia Willis noted in conversation with me that
there was no evidence left among Moore's poetry papers that shows her mother's hand. Willis
speculated that Moore, who kept her own drafts of poems, purposely discarded evidence of
her mother's contributions. Moore's motives for 'hiding' or, more likely, destroying such
evidence may also be self-authorizing or self-ministering gestures.
10. One potential model, Emily Dickinson, also lived at home all her life; but
Dickinson, who in poems like "Publication is the auction / Of the mind of man" expresses her
fear and loathing of the literary marketplace, could not be a model for Moore, who was eager
to enter it. Another non-exile, VIrginia Woolf, wrote of her father (her mother died when she
was thirteen) that "[h]is life would have ended mine. What would have happened? No
writing, no books;-inconceivable" (Diary 3 J?ec. 1928 208)-a position that would have been
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neither inspiring nor consoling to Moore.
11. The Moore family correspondence often refers to Moore and her mother as a
collectivity, especially with references to visitors. While Robert McAtmon's fictionalized
memoir Adolescence reveals a discomfort with Mrs. Moore and Marianne as a corporate body
(that is, he dislikes having to visit both together, and manages to spirit the Moore character
away from her moralizing mother), other writers such as Bryher, H. D., Scofield Thayer, Ezra
Pound, and William Carlos Williams seemed to accept Mrs. Moore as central to Marianne
Moore's domestic and literary lives.
12. In a 1961 interview with Moore, Donald Hall recalled Eliot's 26-year old
introduction to Selected Poems (a gesture so consistently made by Moore critics it would
seem obligatory):
Eliot, in his introduction to your Selected Poems talks about your function as
poet relative to the living language, as he calls it. Do you agree that this is a
function of a poet? How does the poetry have the effect on the living
language? What's the mechanics of it? (64)
In response, Moore recalls the figure of the fly in amber-a significant reiteration, especially

given the link Hall implies between Moore's status as a poet and Eliot's introduction:
You accept certain modes of saying a thing. It's a fly in amber, as it were, isn't
it? Or you strongly repudiate things. You do something on your own, you
modify. I think there's no doubt about that. (HalI64)
Moore, who understands the mechanics of poetry as well as or better than any other
twentieth-century poet, casts about tentatively for an answer here; her response implicitly
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underlines the fretted issue of agency encased in the metaphor of the fly in amber. If the
"living language" is a preserved bug, the question of who has so encased and preserved it
must arise. Who does the fixing, and who does the modifying, are questions that engage
deeply with the power dynamics of twentieth-century poetry.
13. Note, however, that ifEliot cannot be said to be Moore's godfather/sponsor, her
acknowledgment of his introduction does credit him with mediating between herself and her
family with regard to her poetry. Commenting on his elucidation of her "light rhyme" in the
introduction, she wrote: "I might tell you with regard to my froward [sic] rhymes that my
mother acknowledges being converted from what for years has been an aggrieved sense of
the family gone astray. When a friend recently, [sic] noted my 'using no rhymes,' she said,
'Don't enlighten him.' Even now she thinks she ought to read the Introduction at least once
a week" (R 23 October 1934: V:17:25). Eliot, a high priest of modernism, thus brings
Moore's mother/sponsor to a new respect for her daughter's work by 'converting' her to the
New Critical faith in technique and form. This story also attests to how tightly the boundaries
of proper behavior within the family were drawn, how little it took to be defined as one who
has "gone astray."
14. Such "balancing acts" were characteristic of Moore and her mother, as Charles
Molesworth makes clear; the two would always attempt to reciprocate gifts, even to their
much wealthier friends (such as Bryher and Louise Crane); Molesworth deems the behavior
"a way they had of asserting their individual tastes and values" (326). A typical example was
Moore's returning $500 of a $2,500 award from the Bryher foundation so that Bryher might
fly to America to visit her. "When Moore said in a letter of September 13, 1950, that she
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might not be realistic about the cost of coming over, one might imagine she was being falsely
naive about Bryher's enonnous wealth. She pursued the point, discovered what a return air
fare cost, and mailed a check for that amount to Rene Wonnser, Bryher's secretary"
(Molesworth 326). A clipping from the September 30, 1936 New York Times found among
Moore's correspondence with Bryher at the Rosenbach's collection of Moore papers make it
clear that Moore was well aware ofBryher's enonnous legacy from her father, estimated at
forty million pounds sterling (R:08:06).
15.

The similarity of Eliot's first book's title and Moore's second, the 1925

Observations, is no coincidence. Her letters from the early 1920s reveal that she chose the
title to honor Eliot. (The title of his first book, 1921 's Poems, was chosen not by Moore but
by H.D., Bryher, and Richard Aldington, who brought the book out without Moore's
foreknowledge.
16. Virginia Woolf ably represented this cultural and social erasure of women in

Orlando, whose herofme forgoes her vast inheritance as the result of a mysterious change of
sex:.
17. The final section of this chapter will elaborate arguments by Christine Froula and
Wayne Koestenbaum that it was Eliot's mentor/editor Pound who "shored up" the masculinity
of The Waste Land against Eliot's own homoerotic (Froula) and hysterical (Koestenbaum)
impulses.
18. See Burke (112-113).
19. Gilmore was not the only one to think that Moore won the Dial award for
reasons other than her poetry. Decades later, Nicholas Joost, the best-known historian of The
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Dial, insinuated that Moore received the prize because of her generous offers of services to

The Dial in difficult times, and the personal esteem in which its owners held her (84). There
is significant evidence to suggest that Moore was being 'groomed' for the prize by Thayer,
who actively solicited her work for the magazine and encouraged her to bring out
Observations with the Dial Press; but such procedures were common for all Dial award

winners, including Ezra Pound, whom Sibley Watson wired in mid-October 1927 to "send
immediately suitable prose or verse" so that he could be eligible to receive the 1927 prize (19
October 1927: YCAL34 1-5-160; Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, hereafter
referred to as B). I suspect that the fact that Moore was the only female award-winner in the
prize's history has as much to do with the skepticism with which she was greeted as the
owners' 'favoritism.'
20. Eliot would have felt the smart of Moore's implicit comparison between him and
Bryher and Weaver-both, though women, were wealthy, while Eliot was barely surviving on
his bank clerk's salary (Ackroyd 132). And he had his own reasons to be grateful to Weaver,
who provided the financial backing for his own first book of poems, Pnifrock and Other
Observations (Dennison 22-23).

21. In 1937 Moore sent a manuscript by William Carlos Williams to the Brendin
Publishing Company (which had brought out The Pangolin) with this message attached:
I am submitting to the editorial department a manuscript by William Carlos
Williams,-asking leave to do so without entailing upon anyone the trouble of
a letter concerning the manuscript, whether accepted or not. The drag upon
official spontaneity is severe, when appreciative subscribers keep coming to
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light, and always with a matter for decision. (R 15 January 1937: V:07:13)
22. Ironically, despite Moore's eagerness to have Eliot's stamp of approval on her
work, and despite the overwhelming dominance of Eliot's critical terms for later critics, his
imprimatur did little to improve her book's sales. By examining Moore's royalty receipts from
MacMillan, I found that total sales of the book from 1935 to 1939 in the United States and
Canada were seven hundred eighty-nine copies, earning Moore royalties and permission fees
of $345.65 (R:38:26). Of the thousand copies it printed, Faber and Faber sold only two
hundred ninety-two copies in England, where Moore earned ten pounds sterling from 1935
to 1940 (R: 19:25). Charles Molesworth tells us that just after her birthday in November
1940, James Laughlin, founder of New Directions, told Moore that MacMillan had
"remaindered" its last four hundred ninety-six copies of Selected Poems to Gotham Book
Mart for thirty cents each (309). "[Moore] was to tell H.D. that, prior to 1941, her Selected
Poems had only sold twenty-eight copies, and most of those she'd bought herself'

(Molesworth 310). Clearly, Moore exaggerated her failure to sell, but just as clearly, the
book was not a financial success.
In comparison to Eliot's Collected Poems: 1909-1935, Moore's sales look even
smaller. Faber's first edition of the book printed 6,000 copies; Harcourt's 1936 edition printed
4,700 copies. While sales figures are not available, the confidence of the publishers in
potential sales may be reflected in the number of copies printed.
23. That Eliot was not wholly conscious of or resolved against the social and cultural
biases against women in the first half of this century is clear from his own reviews of poetry
in The Egoist, which relegated women poets to the back of the review, and described them
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generally as more tentative and "on a much smaller scale" than male poets ("Verse Pleasant
and Unpleasant" 44).
24. Eliot was not the only contender for the position of' sponsor:' Glenway Wescott,
whose introduction to Moore's Marriage Eliot 'rewrote' in his Dial review was another. But
Wescott's influence in the modernist marketplace was much smaller than Eliot's, his chances
of acclaiming her' efficiently' less likely.
25. Erkilla reads evidence for such gratitude in Ezra Pound's 1918 letter to Moore,
which stated, "Thank God, I think you can be trusted not to pour out flood (in the manner
of dear Amy and poor Masters)" (Letters 143; qtd. in Erkilla 102).
26. When we consider Eliot's apprenticeship to Pound's literary mentoring, and
Pound's role in helping to edit The Waste Land, the genealogy of Moore's mentoring
knowledge grows even more complicated.
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CHAPTER THREE
"How It Feels to Be Forcibly Fed": Djuna Barnes, T. S. Eliot, and
the Regulation of Modernist Consumption
Writing the (Abject) Body
As I strove to demonstrate in the last chapter, male modernists' fashionings of women

writers were inevitably as much bodily as literary. That Eliot, introducing Marianne Moore's
intensely intellectual, body-distancing poetry, could in some sense reduce her to a "small
skipping animal," is a testimony to the intractability of the association of women and physical
bodies, regardless of women writers' attempts to dissociate the two. A great part of the
attention of feminist theorists in the last thirty years has been taken up with critiquing the
status of the (female) body in culture and in feminist thought. And it is on the body's
intensely contested 'ground' that many feminists stake the future offeminism as a political
movement. 1 By exploring the ways in which Djuna Barnes wrote the abjected body ofthe
female incest victim into modernism, we can gain insight not only into the ways in which
modernist discourse responded to such transgressions, but also into Barnes's relationship
with T. S. Eliot, which repeated (as it differed from) the conditions of her upbringing in an
incestuous household.
In Purity and Danger, Mary Douglas argues compellingly that the human body is "a

model which can stand for any bounded system" (115). For Douglas, a culture's social order
can be ascertained by analyzing its beliefs about the potentials of its members' bodies to
disrupt that order through pollution. In this chapter I will consider the ways in which
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Barnes's self-fashioning, and Eliot's (and significant others') fashionings of her were
imbricated in the social order's fixation on women's bodies.
Consider Djuna Barnes at sixteen, pictured in a letter from her paternal grandmother
with accompanying text: "Oh Misrissl When I sees your sweet hands ahuggin' you own
P.T.'s ['pink tops' or breasts]-I is zust crazy & I jumps on '001 X like dis-wiv dis we sultX Your own-Missriss & loving grandmother" (I, 8: 4 March 1909; Figure 3.1). The
drawing positions Barnes first sitting upright in a chair confronted by a heart-shaped pair of
disembodied breasts, then knocked to the floor and pinned there by the breasts which, as the
letter makes clear, belong to her grandmother, Zadel Gustafson Barnes. While Zadel usually
fashioned her sexual relationship with Barnes as reciprocal, here its power dynamics are
unmistakable.
Consider Djuna Barnes at twenty-two, on an examining table, wrapped tightly up to
her neck in a white sheet, head and body held down by three men while a doctor in white lab
coat and mask inserts a feeding tube into her nose (Figure 3.2)-in a position of
powerlessness that eerily resembles Figure 3.1. The photograph accompanied her New York
World Magazine article, "How It Feels to Be Forcibly Fed" (1914). It draws attention

to-spectacularizes, in fact-the plight of hunger-striking suffragettes in England, who were
denied the use of their own bodies as a site of protest, a situation at once terrible (witness
the forced penetration of the female body) and good for magazine sales (witness the forced
penetration of the female body).2
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Figure 3.1 : Barnes at sixteen, as drawn by her grandmother, Zadel Gustafson Barnes. Reproduced with
permission from Karron Barnes, executor of the Djuna Barnes estate.

Figure 3.2. Barnes undergoing force-feeding; :from her article "How It Feels to Be Forcibly Fed,n New York
World Magazine, 6 September 1914. Courtesy Special Collections, University ofMaryland at College Park
Libraries.
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I offer these representations to suggest some of ways in which Barnes fashioned

herself a writer for the consumption of the modernist elite, and ways in which others
fashioned her according to their own consuming interests and desires. A subject of
photographs whose fashioning she participated in, but later denied (O'Neal 1990: 201-212),
an object of desire and of consumption within her own family, Barnes's modes of inscribing
her own and others' bodies are crucial for an understanding of her work. This chapter will
concern itself centrally with Barnes's self-fashioning as a modernist writer, and with Eliot's
(conflicting) fashioning of her for the consumption of the literary marketplace.
From the beginning, Djuna Barnes's writing was taken up with the objectification and
spectacularization of the body, an emphasis that shifted over time into a more direct
treatment of the issues of incest and childhood sexual abuse. At the time of publication of
her verse drama The Antiphon (1958), incest and childhood sexual abuse could hardly be
spoken-especially by the victim. Although Freud insisted in Totem and Taboo that "the
interest of creative writers centers round the theme of incest" (17), and examples of male
writers' allusions to "the theme," including Byron's Aurora Leigh and Joyce's Finnegan's
Wake, are rife, few ifany female survivors engaged incest as a cultural practice until Barnes. 3

Even today, despite evidence-on television talk shows and docudramas, in movies and in
magazine articles, in court cases and in sessions of the MLA convention-that the psychic
legacies of incest and childhood sexual abuse may now be told, Linda Alcoff and Laura Gray
remind us to remain aware ofjust how these stories are being articulated. Their Foucauldian
analysis reveals that cultural forces continue to determine the ways in which incest, sexual
abuse, and their repercussions can be thought (260). The potentially liberatory and
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transgressive survival strategy of "breaking the silence" can easily be coopted by the mass
media as titillating fodder "to pander to sadistic voyeurism among viewers," or by "the
psychiatric establishment to construct victim- and woman-blaming explanatory theories for
abuse" (262). A different kind of example of the malleability of incest as a discursive
category can be found in Heruy Roth's new novel Mercy of a Rude Stream, the first creative
work to follow his 1934 Call It Sleep. In this new work, Roth positions his own initiation
into incest (which he began at 14 with a younger sister, and which he continued with an even
younger cousin) as central not only to his young life, but to his artistic identity as well. "He
tells us that incest is the impetus for breaking the boundaries of conventionality, so the slum
boy could become an artist" (Gordon 3). That Roth can treat the experience (not the
metaphor) of incest as a self-liberating act of transgression-one that strengthened his sense
of himself as a unique speaking subject rather than threatened it-not only underlines his role
as actor in his incestuous relationships (and his sister and cousin as objects acted upon), but
reveals another way in which incest can be recuperated into a patriarchal hegemonic
discourse that diminishes or ignores its affects on women's subjectivities. 4 Rather than
attempt the impossible-to step outside or away from these discursive forces to consider
exactly how Djuna Barnes's writerly and sexual identities were constructed through her
experience of multiple incests-I can only attempt to register the ways in which those
identities have been taken up within literary and critical discourses. In doing so, I hope to
develop what might be called an oppositional discourse by describing what seem to me to
be the blindspots of both past and current criticism of Barnes's life and work.
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Barnes's relationships to advertising, spectacle, and consumption, and Eliot's
fashioning of her and her own literary self-fashioning, were fraught with complications.
Barnes had not only to position herself as a subject within a cultural context which
constructed women both as primary consumers or as objects for consumption, but also to
contend with her construction within her own family as an object for consumption and of
exchange. As I shall argue in the next section, the circumstances of her upbringing were the
material she refashioned both in her writing and in her adult relationships, including her
relationship with Eliot.
As my last chapter argued, Eliot's method for marketing Moore actively sought to
limit her audience to an intellectual aristocracy. It shored up modernism against "lovers of
poetry," sentimental common readers who could not perceive literature in an appropriately
scientific, professional manner, who couldn't separate the poet and her poetry. But,
simultaneously, Eliot equated Moore herself with scientific instruments (the "high-powered
microscope") and with animal bodies (the "little skipping animal"). He dwarfed her poetry
and her potential impact by warning her readers that they had to bring their own magnifYing
glasses to it. In marketing Moore, Eliot's economy was one of restraint toward both her
audience and the implications of her work. Therein lay its paradox-its contradictions to the
established aims of preface-writing as a promotional tool-one that would continue in his
marketing of Barnes. This economy of restraint or limitation helped to marginalize women
writers already marginalized by their sex; that is, it supported the larger social pressures to
limit women's power at a time when (as Denise Riley, Sandra Gilbert and Susan Gubar, Gaye
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Tuchman, and others have shown) women were making determined bids for power in
political and economic spheres.
Given the ways in which ads of the 1920s and 30s fashioned a mythology of (middleclass, white) 'woman' as both consumer and object of consumption, and the ways in which
Eliot sought to limit the consumption and implications of Barnes work, a major question
becomes how Barnes fashioned herself within and against these mythologies. More often
and more overtly than Moore, Barnes challenged Eliot's representations of herself and her
work. Part of Barnes's revisionary project was to use the language of familiar fairy tales to
gag the cultural process of consumption-ofwomen and, especially, of daughters. In effect,
Barnes 'forcibly feeds' us an alternative mythology that, by putting the complexities of
women's relationships at its center, marginalizes heterosexual white males. This project
challenges conventional constructions of women as consumers but not producers of culture,
and modernism as a masculine domain, as it challenges Eliot's fashioning of Barnes as a
(primitive) writer for whom the reader's tolerance was a source of moral uplift.

The Psychodynamics ofIncest
What sense is there in saying the girl went wrong at twenty, that she wore a
bowler hat by preference when but eight months old and showed a liking for
kissing her grandmother's bottom left elbow; it's not that she did so that
needs explanation, it's what it seemed like while she was about it.
Excised portion of Nightwood, qtd. in Marcus 245
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No one but Barnes herself could tell us "what it seemed like while she was about it."
But, as Barnes's constant, if oblique, references to incest in her writing remind us, that
question was central to her identity as a writer and as a woman. Before I turn in a later
section to the question of Eliot's complicity in silencing the daughter's expression of
incestuous experience through his editing of Nightwood and The Antiphon,s I want first to
describe the circumstances of Barnes's childhood, and then to consider the tendency of those
few contemporary critics who acknowledge those circumstances to also participate in
silencing Barnes.
Barnes's upbringing was far from conventional in most respects. By the time Djuna
was born in 1892 in Cornwall-on-Hudson, New York, 6 the Barnes household already
included her father Wald Barnes's mistress, Fanny Faulkner, and would eventually include
Fanny's three children by Wald, along with Wald's five children with Djuna's mother,
Elizabeth Chappell Barnes. Also residing there was Djuna's paternal grandmother, Zadel
Gustafson Barnes; Zadel, who referred to herself in letters as "little mother," was the
financial head of the household, earning their keep through magazine writing and, if Barnes's
references to Ryder as an autobiography are creditable (O'Neal 1991: 357, Herring 115n),
by soliciting charitable contributions from her better-off literary and social connections.
Zadel also took primary responsibility for schooling her grandchildren. Her approach was
largely unmethodical and largely literary, including readings from Shakespeare, Thackery,
and the Bible (Field 175).
Her grandmother also served for Barnes as a role model of the woman of letters.
Before moving in with her son Wald, Zadel Gustafson Barnes had been a journalist for the
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Springfield Republican in Springfield, Massachusetts in the 1860s and 70s, and, as an early
feminist, contributed to Harper's Monthly on "the purity crusade, the vote for women, and
feminism" (Broe 55). She also produced a "Dickensian" novel, Can the Old Love? (Broe
55), and a biography of the late nineteenth-century singer Genevieve Ward (Field 173).
Barnes was reported to have said that she "received all her talent and much encouragement"
from her grandmother (Field 175).
But within this unusually insular household, in which neither church nor state had any
mediating affect, Barnes was an object of sexual consumption for both her father and her
paternal grandmother. Barnes's letters and other autobiographical writings show that Wald
treated her (and the other children) to harsh physical punishments on a regular basis, and
made at least two sexual attacks upon Barnes, while, as Anne Dalton has shown, Barnes's
sexual relationship with her grandmother lasted from age 6 to at least age 17 (WS 177n7).
At that point, rather than allow Barnes social or sexual autonomy, Wald and Zadel instead

fashioned her for the consumption of her 'uncle' Percy Faulkner, Fanny's brother-an event
that will receive more attention later in this section.
Barnes harbored deep resentments toward her father's violent and sexual behavior
toward her, but remained affectionate to her grandmother throughout her life. Indeed, her
loyalty to Zadel is in part to blame for some rather too benign readings of the relationship by
feminist scholars. Although their correspondence has been available for some years, few
critics have attempted to account for the impact of the relationship upon Barnes's later life.
As the first critic to contend with these materials directly, in "My Art Belongs to Daddy:
Incest as Exile, The Textual Economics of Hayford Hall," Mary Lynn Broe examined the
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ways in which that relationship operated outside the professional, social- scientific discourse
of incest which assumes a father-daughter model, and within which the daughter-victim is
multiply silenced (49). Or, rather, Broe employed the grandmother-granddaughter incest
story told by the letters to attempt to disrupt that discourse. While at first, Broe admits, she
"read the Zadel-Djuna correspondence ... as a violation, not a protection, of the daughter;
an abuse, not a potential 'gesture of care'" (46-47), and while throughout the article Broe
expresses ambivalence about the power dynamics of Barnes's sexual relationship with her
grandmother, she nonetheless ultimately concludes that Zadel's actions were a protective
gesture, a tender return to "an acceptance of her own body," "an ethic of care as a model of
female moral development" (54). In other words, in Broe's work, Zadel Gustafson Barnes's
incestuous abuse of her granddaughter becomes a mode of redemption from the patriarchy
and a critique of the father's rights to the daughter's body through the daughter's social
exchange in marriage. But while Broe's essay is impressive in its range of scholarship and
insight, 1 believe she speaks/or Barnes (another silencing of the incest victim) in a manner
at least as damaging as the incest discourse she critiques. 7 Broe's reading, intended, 1
believe, as an antidote to the reductive rhetoric of incest, emphasizes Barnes's affective bond
with Zadel as a rationale for her positive reading of the relationship: "I always thought 1 was
my grandmother, and now 1 am almost right," Barnes wrote to Emily Coleman in 1935 (Broe
43). But, in her eagerness to valorize Barnes's relationship with her grandmother, Broe's
analysis overlooks two major obstacles to it: the evidence that would establish Zadel as a
protector of her granddaughter against Barnes's own father is missing, while the evidence of
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the letters themselves that Zadel's behavior was exploitive, manipulative, and damaging to
her granddaughter's mental, emotional, and physical health is clear.
Other critics have offered readings of the relationship that, rather than attempt to
recuperate it for feminism, deny its sexual aspect: Phillip Herring's contribution to the
contested issue of incest between Djuna and Zadel differs from Broe's in his insistence that
"[r]egardless of whether or not the relationship was sexual ... incest is surely too strong a
word" (112); this a priori resistance to the possibility of same-sex incest reveals his own
blind spot rather than a thorough reading of the letters between Barnes and her grandmother,
which bespeak their obviously sexual attachment to each other. While Herring makes clear
that he has read the fragment "History ofan american [sic] family" in the "Vita" folder of the
Barnes archives at the McKeldin Library, in which Barnes refers to Zadel as "my beloved,
my dearly beloved, she who was once too dear, sleeping point, death point, first love"-whose
"death splatterings" can only be drowned out by violent lovemaking (I, 1, "Vita"), he refers
to them as "two women who happened to share a bed, as everybody in the family seemed to
do in their small farmhouse on Long Island" (112). While, indeed, limited space required
that Zadel and Djuna share a bed, they were not "two women" but rather a mature woman
and a young girl. To equate them as Herring does under the term "women" is to trivialize
the relationship as well as to ignore Zadel's unique power in the household, as sole provider
and matriarch. To emphasize Barnes's lifelong affection for her grandmother while ignoring
(and, in effect, suppressing) her eruptions of anxiety around the grandmother in her letters
and literary work is to evade issues crucial to Barnes's life and writing.
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Before considering a more convincing reading of the relationship, I want to offer an
adumbration of the ways in which it was inscribed. The special relationship between
grandmother and granddaughter, who shared a bedroom and bed throughout Barnes's
childhood and adolescence, is revealed in the correspondence they produced during Zadel's
periods away from home while she carried out business in New York City. The sexual
content of the letters was expressed in an encrypted language the two seem to have devised
that (barely) covered its erotic overtones (especially when accompanied by illustrations, as
it often was).8 Within this erotic code, Djuna was referred to as "Starbits" and "Misriss" or
"Misruss," among other names; breasts were referred to as "p.t.'s" [pink tops], "needlers,"
or"pebblums." Zadel often referred to herselfas "Pink Tops," as well as "Flitch," or "Flitch
of Bacon," and "Whole Stars." As is clear from the letter quoted in the first section of this
chapter, the erotic language of the letters was also a sort of baby language. That Barnes was
expected to help in the care and upbringing of her younger brothers and half-brothers and
half-sister (her own mother suffered from regular, disabling headaches) may in part explain
this additional stylistic

register~

Zadel's 'babying' of Djuna may have been a form of

compensation for all the maternal care Zadel asked her to give to the other children. If the
regularity of Zadel's admonitions is an indication, Barnes was not an eager babysitter; her
growing consciousness of the irregularity of the household situation may have made these
duties more onerous. As Zadel's promises of special treats for Djuna (Broe 42) were to
some extent contingent on Barnes's kindly, maternal treatment toward the six younger
children, they form in my mind a facet of the manipulation and cooptation to which Zadel
subjected Djuna.
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Indeed, the most persuasive reading of the sexual relationship between Zadel and
Djuna hinges on the politics ofZadel's status as breadwinner for the family. Anne Dalton's

"This is obscene': Female Voyeurism, Sexual Abuse, and Maternal Power in The Dove,"
focuses on Zadel's sexual coercion of Djuna through implicit threats to withhold food and
love. Noting that Zadel was the main supplier of foodstuffs for the household, and that
Barnes suffered from eating disorders from adolescence onward, Dalton suggests that
"Barnes tried symbolically to protest her grandmother'S use of her body for oral gratification
by curtailing her own oral consumption" (122V Indeed, in Ryder, the grandmother figure,
Sophia, is described ambiguously in terms that emphasize consumption: "She gave herself
to be devoured, but in the devouring [the family] must acclaim her, saying 'This is the body
of Sophia, and she is greater than we.' ... Sophia offering her heart for food, Julie spewed
it out ... and said, 'I taste a lie'" (19). Julie, the character who represents Barnes in Ryder,
gags at, rather than consumes, the Christological body of Sophia: the lie she tastes is never
explicitly defined, but its direct link to eating ties it to the family's politics of consumption.
Although Zadel offered herself, as financial mainstay of the household, to be consumed, her
self-sacrifice was not martyrly, but presumptive: through it, she assumed the right to
'consume' Djuna sexually. Once it is acknowledged that Barnes came from a household
within which physical and sexual violations were a norm rather than a taboo, it easy to
understand why she would seek to exert control over herself and others by restricting her
consumption of food. 10
Zadel, however, betrayed her granddaughter's trust not only by consuming Djuna as
a sexual object but by fashioning her at age seventeen for the consumption of her fifty-two
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year old 'uncle' Percy.ll Only a few months before writing a letter to Percy Faulkner that
described Djuna as longing for signs of affection from him, Zadel had scripted a rejection of
another potential proposal to Djuna, from a youth her own age:
You would . . . have to tell him very kindly that you appreciated it as the
highest honor he could show, but you felt sure that both he & you were too
young & inexperienced to decide at present anything so momentous ... that
you want to learn more of life & know more in every way before you assume
such serious relations with anyone. (I, 8: 18 February 1909)
But by December, Zadel was assuring Djuna that "you've a dear and worthy lover [in Percy]
& that's the best of blessings" (I, 8: 9 December 1909), and hurrying along their nuptial

plans. Indeed, when Percy seemed ready to balk, Zadel interceded with a letter that
reassured him of Djuna's "deep & true" love, despite obstacles such as "[h]er mother's
disapproval and opposition," and Djuna's own discomfort at his sister Fanny's presence in the
household (1,8: 21 December 1909). That Barnes should have cared for Percy despite these
circumstances is difficult to believe, regardless of Zadel's insistence that the difficulty was
only in Percy's reluctance to return the outward signs ofDjuna's affection. That the marriage
lasted less than a year reinforces a skeptical attitude (Field 43).
What motivated Wald and Zadel Barnes to marry Djuna to her father's mistress's
brother when a local youth's interest was summarily rejected? An answer lies in Zadel's
earlier script for rejection: "Tell him you do not feel prepared as yet, for either engagement
or marriage (he must not know your views on marriage & sex questions-they would certainly
become common gossipl)" (I, 8: 18 February 1909). Zadel and Wald both supported 'free
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love,' a position that Percy would be expected to tolerate, given his knowledge of his sister's
relationship to Waldo Apparently, Zadel and Wald feared that Djuna's revelation of the
sexual practices she learned at home would be a cause for scandal away from home-so they
preferred, despite her mother's objections, to keep them within the family. In the Barnes
household, incest was the rule-the basis of the family's economy of consumption-rather than
the exception.
As the next section will show, Barnes's journalistic and literary careers involved a

compulsion to play out, although always, as it were, behind a screen, the politics of
consumption that structured her family life. As a young journalist she made herself the main
feature of the feature stories she wrote for mass consumption. Later, as a literary writer, she
structured her family's incestuous dynamics most consistently through transgressive revisions
of popular fairy tales. Before moving on in later sections to a consideration of the ways in
which Eliot participated-however inadvertently-in the politics of consumption that
structured Djuna Barnes's life and work, I want to take some time to examine the ways in
which the workings of incest and consumption inform, and even predominate, Barnes's prose.

Breaking the Silence: Speculating (on) Incest
"[T]his, at least, is one picture that will never go into the family album."
Djuna Barnes, "How It Feels to Be Forcibly Fed" (5)
Given her experience of sexual abuse within the family, a form of consumption that
acted powerfully on Barnes's own habits of consumption as well as her literary production,
it is of little surprise that Barnes's career in journalism, which began in 1912 and continued
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into the early 30s, would focus so markedly on consumption and on spectacle-particularly
on the consumption of spectacular celebrities, such as circus folk, mob figures, actors, and
dancers. By establishing herself as a freelance features writer, Barnes seemed to be mirroring
grandmother Zadel's career in journalism, whose features often focussed on the women's
issues of her day. But if Barnes mirrored Zadel, it was in a circus funhouse mirror-the
reflection she gave back was one troubled by various 'distortions.' For, whereas Zadel's
writing for women's causes was typical of like-minded women of her time, Barnes maintained
an ironic distance from sufiTagism and related feminist causes, a distance enlarged, I believe,
by her recognition ofZadel's 'lie.'
A much-vaunted example of Barnes's 'feminist' writing provides a case in point.
"How It Feels to Be Forcibly Fed," a photographic image with which this chapter began,
spectacularizes for New York readers the suffering of English suffragettes compelled to end
their hunger strikes through forced feedings of pea soup through the nose. In a superb
analysis, Barbara Green reads the article as "deeply conflicted," at once "restag[ing] and
reread[ing] the celebrity interviews of Barnes's early career, foregrounding the problem of
the woman who looks," and "rework[ing] the discourse of forcible feeding generated during
the British suffrage movement by foregrounding the figure of the woman who speaks from
the body in pain, and examining that figure as a problem in systems of representation and in
feminist discourse" (70). Some of the difficulty Green has making "sense of Barnes's
exhibitionism and her play with 'spectacular confession' in terms of feminist politics" (80)
may result because of Barnes's own painful relationship to forced consumption. That Barnes
uses the newspaper article to stage her own 'spectacular confession' of her family history of
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violation indicates an attempt on her part to force a reversal of the family politics of
consumption.
Peter Stallybrass and Allon White's The Poetics and Politics of Transgression
provides a framework within which to consider Barnes's transgressive figurations of her own
and others' bodies. Relying on Bakhtin, Stallybrass and White position the classic body as
the "inherent form of the high official culture" (20), against the grotesque body which
represents "impurity, ... physical needs and pleasures of the 'lower bodily stratum'" (22).
Barnes, in the single act of willfully submitting to and purposefully staging a forced-feeding,
turns the plight of suffiagettes into a kind of circus, a drama which renders the classical
figures of authority grotesque, excessive. The sanctioned powers of penetration of the
white-robed, rubber-tube-wielding doctor, the excess of force brought to bear on the already
mummified female body12-with aptly-named orderlies clasping head, hips, and feet-all offer
spectacular evidence of the hegemony's stake in maintaining order, in curtailing the social
demands of women. And, although Barnes describes herself as lying in "passive revolt," the
mere fact of this situation as a self-chosen display invests it with agency and transgressive
potential. 13 Now, as Green points out, self-starvation in itself is a spectacular act of bodily
vitiation British suffragists used to represent the intolerable fact of women's social
powerlessness; at the same time, however, the act reinforced the cultural stereotype of the
weak woman, and could thus be recuperated into existent hegemonic categories. Barnes's
strategy instead focussed attention on the medical establishment which attempted to restore
order, to inflict the continuation of an intact status quo on those it disempowered. To make
such hegemonic operations visible is a uniquely effective political act. Through it, Barnes
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indicted not only larger cultural forces but her own family rule: incest, whose practice relies
upon the daughter's continuing silence, was struck a blow when "passive revolt" became a
spectacular confession in the Sunday news magazine. The noted absence of the article's
accompanying photograph from the "family album" signifies the empowerment available to
Barnes through writing; by making a spectacle of herself as forcibly-fed, Barnes transgressed
the pact of silence required by her family's incestuous sexual practice, and thereby acted to
remove herself from the family'S politics of consumption.
Significantly, when Barnes returned to a figure of medical authority in Nightwood,
she transmogrified it even further into a grotesque body, 14 and used the language of fairy
tales to do so. T. S. Eliot, in his preface to Nightwood, draws attention to Barnes's
transgressive use of fairy tales by commenting on her ability to concentrate situations "into
a horror of intensity by a phrase, as when Nora suddenly thinks on seeing the doctor in bed,
'God, children know something they can't tell; they like Red Riding Hood and the wolf in
bedl'" (295). Of course, part of the uncanny power of this phrase comes from the audience's
instant recognition of the "Little Red Riding Hood" tale, and its status as a cultural icon for
Europeans and Americans alike. But this story, which most people associate with injunctions
to little girls against tarrying in the woods with wolves, was transformed by Barnes in a
number of ways: her rendering highlights its (barely) submerged issues of child and adult
sexuality. In Barnes's version, not only are children not fooled by the wolfs grandmotherly
getup, IS they like this cross-generational, cross-dressing, cross-species sexual union. Of
course, this insight is less valuable as a generalization than as a rendering of Barnes's own
experience. For while most critics acknowledge the sexual undertones of the story, all
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subsume the suggestion of grandmother-granddaughter sexual relations to a heterosexual
norm. 16 And, although the "wolf' Nora sees is a man-Dr. Matthew O'Connor-Barnes
subverts 'straightforward' readings by depicting O'Connor as a womb-envious transvestite:
"God, I never asked better than to boil some good man's potatoes and toss up a child for him
every nine months by the calendar" (304). Indeed, O'Connor is the "good doctor" of

Nightwoo(/s underworld precisely because olhis distance from the hegemonic center. His
grotesque body-dirty, excessively fat, transgressively clad-marks his rightful place in the
upside-down world of Barnes's novel. But rather than note, as many feminist scholars
including Jane Marcus and Bonnie Kime Scott have already done, the novel's tendency to
invert prescribed values, I want instead to focus attention specifically on the way the novel
transforms fairy tales into cultural scripts which speak transgressively, breaking silences
rather than repeating prescriptions for normal behavior.
As many critics have noted, fairy tales, widely read by children and adults, and
presented and represented in books, recordings, and movies, have the status of ur-texts in
Western culture. They not only proscribe appropriate behaviors but prescribe the cultural
roles available to men and women. As Sandra Gilbert and Susan Gubar write in The

Madwoman in the Attic, "myths and fairy tales often both state and enforce culture's
sentences with greater accuracy than more sophisticated literary texts" (36). But, far from
representing some transhistorical vision of gender relations, the historical development of
fairy-tale narratives reveals the operations of cultural, economic, and social pressures upon
them. The evolution of the Little Red Riding Hood tale is a case in point. From an oral folk
tale to Perrault's stylized version written for the seventeenth-century French court to the
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more familiar nineteenth-century Grimm brothers' version, the evolution of the tale records
a marked diminution of the heroine's survival skills. The folk version which preceded
Perrault's inscription of a moral tale enjoining girls to avoid wolves ends with the child's
saving herself by tricking the wolf into freeing her (Jones 102-105). Perrault instead ends
his tale with the wolfs devouring Little Red Riding Hood, while the Grimms' tale produces
the figure of the hunter (in other versions a woodcutter), who, passing by, wonders at the
loud snores emanating from the Grandmother's house, and, finding the wolf asleep in her bed,
slits the wolf's belly open and out pop grandmother and granddaughter intact (Zipes 137).
The development of the Red Riding Hood story gives further credence to Foucault's
analysis in The History ofSexuality of the increasing discursive articulation (and thus social
disciplining) of sexuality from the eighteenth century forward. Beginning with Perrault,
written versions of the tale emphasized the female child's prettiness and preciousness (her
sexual attractiveness) and, concomitantly, her dependence on a male authority for
rescue-defined as a magical return to an intact virginity. The 'evolution' of the tale
constitutes its incorporation into a Victorian sexuality which simultaneously fantasizes and
denies childhood sexuality, while it concurrently suppresses the obvious homoerotic content
of the tale (for the wolf, having eaten the grandmother and then dressed in her clothing,
embodies beast and grandmother) by tying its resolution to a male hero who takes control
over Red Riding Hood's exchange. In Nightwood, however, Barnes's revision of "Little Red
Riding Hood" dislocates the male hero and relocates as central the issues of sex and
cannibalism that lie just beneath the surfaces of these texts.
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In all of Nightwood, a surreal vision of the lives of members of the 'third sex,' only
two dreams are represented. Both focus on the central character Nora's grandmother; both
combine descriptions of the grandmother with fairy-tale elements from "Little Red Riding
Hood" and "Snow White," tales in which consumption, violence, and female familial
relationships dominate. The phrase which so impressed Eliot-the vision of the wolf in
grandmother's clothing which "children Iike"-is a reversal of the central image of the first
dream, a vision of the grandmother in wolfs clothing. Significantly, in Nora's first dream
Barnes calls the grandmother's room "taboo" (a term which, in the Freudian 30s, strongly
suggested incest). The dream imagines two grandmothers, one in a "Little Red Riding
Hood" nightgown, the other in wolfs clothing;
The architecture of dream had rebuilt [the grandmother] everlasting and
continuous, flowing away in a long gown of soft folds and chin laces . . .
With this figure of her grandmother who was not entirely her recalled
grandmother went one of her childhood, when she had run into her at the
comer of the house-the grandmother who, for some unknown reason, was
dressed as a man, wearing a billycock and corked moustache, ridiculous and
plump in tight trousers and a red waistcoat, her arms spread saying with a
leer of love, 'My little sweetheartl'-her grandmother drawn upon as a
prehistoric ruin is drawn upon, symbolizing her life out of her life ... (282)
Both grandmother images, one chin-laced and be-gowned, the other billycocked (i.e.,
wearing a hat rather like a small derby, though derby would not emphasize the phallic nearly
as well as the chosen term does), trousered and waist-coated, are linked explicitly to time,
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but to time in two different senses. The first image, feminized through its "soft folds and
chin laces," suggests a kind of "everlasting and continuous" maternal ideal-matching the
earlier, nostalgic description of the grandmother's room, which, though "taboo," is also
likened to a bird's nest, now empty, "saturated with the lost presence of her grandmother"
(282). Importantly, loss and emptiness conjoin with the positive connotations of maternal
softness and security, for precisely what is "everlasting and continuous" about the
grandmother is her departure. In other words, like all nostalgia, Nora's yearning for her
idealized grandmother is inextricably conjoined to the grandmother's absence.
In contrast, the second image is much more present and intense, much less evanescent

than the first. Rather than moving away from Nora, the figure leans toward her, ready to
catch her in widespread arms. Although somewhat comical, the image also terrifies with its
"leer of love." These ambivalent images of the grandmother, contiguously placed, reveal the
Janus-face the grotesque body can wear: while Dr. O'Connor in grandmotherly drag is
clearly comic, liked by both children and adults, the figure of the grandmother as wolf/man
terrifies. Its "prehistoric" character, along with its suggestion of the leering 'wolf,' place it
within Nightwoods matrix of associations concerning the primitive, including incest,
animality, cannibalism (as a particular form of consumption), and spectacle. As Karen
Kaivola notes, Barnes's description of Robin (Nora's lover, a character based on Barnes's
lover Thelma Wood) links her both to the figure of the grandmother and to an abject
primitive:
Sometimes one meets a woman who is beast turning human. . . . Such a
woman is an infected carrier of the past: before her the structure of our head
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and jaws ache-we feel we could eat her, she who is eaten death returning, for
only then do we put our face close to the blood on the lips of our forefathers.
(N261-62, qtd. in Kaivola 174)

The figure of Robin connects with the wolfish grandmother precisely through the politics of
cannibalistic consumption.

But, whereas the grandmother most strongly suggests a

wolf7sexual predator, Robin, who is also described as "an eland ... [with] hoof raised in the
economy offear" (262), suggests prey.
These linked figures, crucial to an understanding of the sexual economy of

Nightwood, require more consideration. For, while both suggest Iiminality and shapeshifiing,
a position of marginality that Mary Douglas links anthropologically to the notion of boundary
transgression, and hence, a threat to homogenous social organization-that is, while both may
be deemed "infected carrier[s] of the past"-the quotation which describes Robin also makes
the prey complicit in the predator's cannibalistic consumption. That is, the passage figures
Robin as a prey who "urges us" to "put our face close to the blood on the lips of our
forefathers" by consuming her. That Barnes stated on more than one occasion that Wood
reminded her of her "first love" Zadel is significant here (O'Neal 1991: 351).

Two

possibilities for interpretation suggest themselves to me: that Barnes saw in Wood both
predator (Zadel) and prey, a woman who could be both her grandmother and grandmothered
by her; and that Barnes took responsibility for Zadel's sexual predation, that in her mind the
victim ofsexuaVcannibaiistic consumption in some sense must have "asked for it."
Certainly, Bruno Bettelheim, who performs a textbook Freudian reading of "Little
Red Riding Hood" that makes use of Freud's seduction theory, corroborates the later
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reading. Bettelheim emphasizes the child's role as seductress in this story, acting out her
Oedipal desires for her father. But beyond his failure to criticize Freud's relocation of
parental sexual desire wholly onto children (a bias he simply repeats), Bettelheim fails, as
most readers have, to contend with the ways that wolf and grandmother are identified in the
story; the wolfs 'incorporation' of her through eating and then imitation of her voice and
clothing, is never considered in his analysis.

Indeed, Bettelheim insists upon the

unimportance of mother and grandmother to the story:
The maternal figures ... which were all-important in 'Hansel and Gretel'
have shrunk to insignificance in 'Little Red Cap' where neither mother nor
grandmother can do anything-neither threaten nor protect. The male, by
contrast, is all-important ... (172)
For Bettelheim, this shift from female to male priority in the little girl's life is a natural
consequence of her maturing process. But, although Bettelheim quotes Barnes's rendering
of the tale in his discussion, he fails to consider the fact that she reappropriated the story,
only to reinstate the grandmother in a primary role (as wolf-seductress). Barnes, who did
not deny children's sexuality, reveals the heterosexual bias of Bettelheim's (and Freud's)
models of sexual development, at the same time she suggests the ways that adults can
threaten children's sexual development by coercive actions. Nevertheless, even though
Barnes relocated seduction, and therefore primary responsibility for sexual actions, to the
adult (and, in this case, specifically to the grandmother), she also seems to have maintained
a sense of guilt for her own victimization. For a child for whom the boundaries between care
and abuse had been so often (and often ambiguously) violated, transgressive writing could
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not provide resolution. The contemporaneous predominance of Freud's double construction
of incest as a universal taboo and incest as an infantile fantasy seemed to make it impossible
for Barnes's lived experience of doubled incestuous abuse to be validated.

The

unspeakableness of the category accounts in large part, I believe, for Barnes's compulsion
to write her violation in all of her works.
But she did so in a language so elaborately embroidered, so veiled, as to occlude that
content. Indeed, Barnes's ornate, obscure, repetitive and ambivalent language is the content
of her work. Its lack of narrative drive, baroque intricacies, and encrypted aphorisms create
a kind of impenetrable body, a "locked box with nothing in it" as one critic described The
Antiphon ("Lost" 108, qtd. in Dalton 117)-as if Barnes sought to protect the body of her

creative work from hermeneutic penetration. Unfortunately, this tendency has had two
adverse effects: to occlude the recurring issue of incest from even some of her most avid
readers, and to make her writing obscure enough that many readers avoid her work
altogether. Although Barnes wanted to be a widely read and admired writer, and was
pleased to have T. S. Eliot publish and 'promote' her work, at the same time she curtailed
consumption of her own literary texts by making them difficult, indeed, nearly impenetrable.
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Straitening Consumption in the Modem Marketplace
[Emily Coleman] practically forced the book [NightwoodJ down my throat,
I admit I didnt [sic] appreciate it at first; and as for editing it, well Morley and
I cut out a lot ourselves, and that all to the good, I say.

T. S. Eliot to Djuna Barnes, 23 July 1945
The quotation above strongly suggests that Eliot operated under the presumption
that, when it came to Barnes's writing, less was better. I7 Significantly, he describes his first
reading of the manuscript at Emily Coleman's behest as a kind offorced feeding to which he
had to submit. His response to such forced-feeding can also be registered within the
economy of eating disorder behaviors, as a bulimic rejection through the excision of large
portions of the manuscript's 'offensive' matter. Given the transgressive propensities of
Barnes's work, Eliot had his work cut out for him as editor and introducer to define its clean
and proper body. His preface to the American edition of the novel clearly reveals the tension
between his admiration for Barnes's poetic language and bawdy humor and his concomitant
discomfort with her 'excessiveness.'IB Like his preface to Moore's Selected Poems, Eliot's
introduction to Nightwood, contrary to the generic purpose and practice of preface-writing,
limited rather than encouraged consumption-for either Eliot or potential readers.
A crucial element in the operation of Eliot's economy of limitation lay in his negative
form of expression: his introduction said more about what Nightwood was not than what it
was. For example, Nightwood was "not a collection of individual portraits" (230); "not a
psychopathic study" (230); and "[t]o regard this group of people as a horrid sideshow of
freaks is not only to miss the point, but to confirm our wills and harden our hearts in an
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inveterate sin of pride" (231). That last phrase sounds strangely like some combination of
a minister introducing a contingent of circus performers to a conservative parish, and a
(grand)mother inveighing with a child to eat what is "good for you"-and was likely to meet
with as little success. (As we shall see in the next section, at the same time Eliot would
require that Barnes cut her writing down to the bone, he would also regularly enjoin her to
eat, eat.) He consistently defined the novel by exclusion, just as, in a manner reminiscent of
his preface to Selected Poems, he defined its audience to exclude most readers: "A prose
that is altogether alive demands something of the reader that the ordinary novel-reader is not
prepared to give" (228). The consumer mirrored in Eliot's preface for Nightwood was one
whose "sensibilities [were] trained on poetry" (228); but, although Eliot's preface for
Nightwood followed his preface of Moore's book by only a year, the critical response to it

was decidedly different. Perhaps the refined poetic sensibilities that Eliot defined as
necessary to an appreciation of both Moore's Selected Poems and Barnes's
Nightwood-although acceptable to readers of Moore's poetry-struck prose readers and

critics as a 'forcible feeding,' and one on which they gagged.
Eliot's insistence on the book's relevance to the 'normal'-in spite of its preoccupation
with a "horrid sideshow of freaks" -and insistence on the exclusivity of its audience, struck
many readers (and especially book critics) as an anxious attempt to cover over his own sense
of the book's weaknesses. Barnes's book was widely and enthusiastically reviewed-as Jane
Marcus pointed out in "Mousemeat: Contemporary Reviews of Nightwood," "any novelist
writing today would give her eyeteeth ... to be reviewed at great length by Dylan Thomas,
Alfred Kazin, Graham Green, Philip Toynbee, Carl Van Doren, and Mark Van Doren"
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(195)-despite, rather than because of, Eliot's preface. Nightwood received thirty reviews
within a year of the publication of its American edition (the British edition was published by
Faber in 1936); 70% of those reviews mention Eliot's preface. But, while a small number of
reviewers, including Mark Van Doren, 19 made Eliot's "brilliant" introduction the centerpiece
of their reviews (a phenomenon we saw often in the reviews of Moore's book), many took
issue with Eliot's evaluation and either openly disagreed with it or made ironic use of
quotations from it, such as the following by a reviewer from the Brooklyn Daily Eagle, the
publication that gave Barnes her start in journalism:
Mr. Eliot derived a certain moral uplift from not disapproving, and he has
another phrase about 'the human misery and bondage which is universal,'
suggesting that the book helps to substantiate Mr. Eliot's faith in Christianity.
It seems unfortunate that a critic as scrupulous as Mr. Eliot should intrude
his religious beliefs into the most ordinary kind of literary criticism. ("Mr.
Eliot Presents Miss Barnes" 16C)
Peter Quennell in The New Statesman and Nation referred to Eliot as "the most eminent
Anglo-Catholic poet of the present day" (592). Such comments register the reaction for
some reviewers to the change in Eliot's status from a young angst-ridden modernist poet of
the early 20s to "the Pope of Russell Square," Eliot's rubric as a Faber editor. His rank as
a figure of the literary establishment appealed strongly to Barnes; it did not appeal equally
to all. In fact, as was true for Moore's book, many critics focussed their reviews of the book
as much on Eliot's preface as on Barnes's work, and most made unci ted references to the
terms of the introduction. But, in this case, rather than lauding Eliot, and the book by
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association, critics more often rejected the preface while lauding the book. Given Eliot's high
place in the literary hierarchy as an editor at Faber and author of what even then was deemed
the definitive text of modernism, his introduction should have spurred consumption of the
novel. Instead, ironically, it was perceived as more of a hindrance to consumption than a
goad.
Now, implicit in my argument about Eliot's prefatorial treatment of both Moore and
Barnes has been the assumption that male writers received different treatment from him. In
fact, the only other living creative writer for whom Eliot wrote a preface is Ezra Pound.
Despite important differences in Eliot's relationship with Pound compared to his relationships
with Moore and Barnes (for indeed, as Chapter 2 noted, Pound was Eliot's editor/mentor for
the writing of The Waste Land, and Eliot's 1928 preface to Faber's edition of Pound's
Collected Poems can to a significant extent be seen as a gesture of honor and thanks to a

former advocate), some useful comparison can be made between his prefaces for the three. 20
Although Moore and Pound were both better known to the reading public than was Barnes
when Eliot introduced her, the rhetoric of Eliot's prefaces for all three bear both striking
resemblances as well as striking contrasts.
As the Introduction suggested, in all three cases, Eliot set himself up in his prefaces
as not so much a promoter or defender of the writing as an instructor to its proper reading,
a professional man of letters rather than a mere 'sponsor.' His attitude toward readers in
each case is equally patronizing:

all three prefaces refer to "lovers of poetry" with

undisguised repugnance and distrust. Of course, this attitude has everything to do with Eliot
and Pound's shared sense that any really "new" writing demanded a "new" reader, educated
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within the stringent precepts of modernism. But from the reader's perspective, what is the
rhetorical situation of a book that comes with directions? It carries the snob appeal that this
book is only for the initiated; it also carries a warning-if one doesn't handle the book with
care, it may go offin one's hands. And it establishes Eliot as an ultimate arbiter of the new,
modernist writing.
But the contrasts between the preface Eliot wrote for Pound's Collected Poems
(1928) and Barnes's Nightwood are equally striking. For while, as I indicated above, Eliot
casts himself as a moral evaluator of Barnes's work, with Pound's poems he acts as an
aesthetic evaluator, ajudge of literary worth whose main effort goes toward placing Pound's
work within a clearly defined literary tradition. Pound's influences are carefully gone over,
as is his relationship to ''true originaIity." (x-xi). Eliot sprinkles Pound's preface liberally with
references to "the poet," "the good poet," and "the perfect poet," to which status Pound's
entitlement is never in doubt. And, although the reader is directed how to read Pound
(which is at once and the same time a lesson in how to read modern poetry), the preface
never imposes a moral duty upon the reader to read Pound for his or her own good. Rather
than impose an economy of limitation, Eliot's preface to Pound's poems enacts an economy
of abundance: this volume, the preface both implies and explicitly states, can only begin to
suggest the depth and importance of Pound's work.
The opposite holds true for Eliot's preface to Nightwood, which he misrepresents as
her first novel (she had published Ryder in 1928). The lapse portrays Barnes as a novice, and
Nightwood as an isolated achievement. Rather than an economy of abundance, for Barnes,

as for Moore-as strikingly different as their aesthetics are-Eliot enacted the same economy
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of scarcity, of limitation. The reader, it seemed, had to be schooled differently to read
women writers, trained to expect less, to grant more tolerance, to distance him or herself
from their "small" (Moore) or "hideous" (Barnes) textual bodies.

"Find[ing] a Moist, Gillflirted Way:" Transgressing the Reproductive Body
As the last section began by suggesting, the correspondence between Djuna Barnes
and T. S. Eliot was fraught with the same issues of nurturance, starvation, cannibalism,
parasitism, and anorexia that characterized Barnes's familial relationships. While Barnes is
said to have referred to Eliot as "Uncle Tom" (Field 21),21 his letters to her often took on the
tone of her grandmother's, inveighing with her to eat well. In 1940 (when their letters
became more frequent after the formal and sporadic letters of the later 30s), Eliot advised
Barnes to "put those notes [for her next book] on the boil" (2 December 1940), as if her
writing were some raw matter that needed cooking to be fit for consumption. In Britain's
lean post-World War IT years, a period during which the government enforced strict rationing
of foodstuffs, Barnes began to send food and cigarettes regularly to Eliot, whose thanks
always included finger-shaking at Barnes for not feeding herself well enough. The following
is a typical example:
But my dear Djuna I hope that you are also nourishing yourself, but I fear
not. You never eat anything anyway, and now here you are beggaring
yourself to feed me.... You must not do this again until I write and say we
are actually STARVING. (1,5, 1 November 1947)
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And again, in 1949, "my dear Djuna it is important that YOU should Eat as well as f' (I, 5,
19 August). Eliot's concern reinforces the point that Barnes's eating disorders, which, 1
believe, began as a form of resistance to her grandmother's sexual coercion, continued for
many years after Barnes had left the family household. But, as the last section also makes
clear, Eliot's advice encouraging Barnes to eat more could often be accompanied by editorial
advice that leaned toward an anorexic principle. While, as a friend/grandmother, he
encouraged Barnes to nurture herself, as an editor he imposed the male modernist laws of
leanness, conciseness, and the straitening of excess, trying to produce out of the grotesque,
transgressive body of Barnes's work the 'classical body' of modernist prose.
1 noted earlier that, for Barnes, the body was the primary site of personal, familial,
and cultural signification. 1 have already considered how Barnes's rejection offood could
be figured as a rejection of her grandmother's sexual and emotional coercions. The
anorexic's body is the site of many battles: battles against what she sees as a potentially
overwhelming hunger, battles against her parents' (and in Barnes's case, grandmother's)
control of her person and of the major decisions that affect her. But the causes and
significance of eating disorders should not, according to a number of feminist scholars, be
viewed only as an individual or family matter:

instead, their historical and cultural

implications need to be mapped. In her account of anorexia nervosa as a "crystallization of
culture," Susan Bordo asserts that anorexia nervosa escalates at historical moments when
women's latitude for action in the public sphere appears to be expanding. At such moments,
daughters may attempt to distance themselves from their mothers' domestic and reproductive
roles by making their own bodies achieve resemblance to what is falsely named an
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'androgynous' ideal, and is in fact the body of an adolescent boy (Bordo 1988: 100-102).
(In the modernist period, the straight-edged look of the flapper, as opposed to the corsetinduced hourglass that represented the Victorian ideal of beauty, comes easily to mind). A
woman equipped with such a body not only fits better into male-dominated commercial and
cultural spaces, but can more easily distance herself from the powerlessness Western culture
associates with domesticity, childbirth, and childrearing. 22
Significantly, one of the most prevalent metaphors for mentoring is midwifery. But
before considering what kind of midwife Eliot may have been for Barnes, I want to follow
out the implications of the linkage Bordo makes between anorexia and self-distancing from
the mother's body.

That Barnes associated childbirth, domesticity and their related

operations with female powerlessness is suggested by her consistently negative,
transgressive, and 'perverse' figurations of pregnancy and childbirth. As I noted earlier,
Barnes's relationship to transgressive language was ambivalent-there were some images of
the grotesque in which even she could not revel. One of these was the pregnant body, a
figure so grotesque to Barnes in itself that she sought constantly to further transgress its
(bio)logical implications. The most common form her responses to pregnancy took was in
a reversal of reproductive chronology. In Ryder's "Rape and Repining" chapter, the speaker
asks "What Nation has the Son first and the Mother second? ... What Infant gives Birth to
its Parent, what Child crawls out of the Cradle, that its Mother may have where to lay her
head" (35). This notion of reproduction "out of order" is developed further in Nightwood,
when Matthew O'Connor imagines an inverted aging process as follows:
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How more tidy had it been to have been born old and have aged into a child,
brought finally to the brink, not of the grave, but of the womb; in our age
bred up into infants searching for a womb to crawl into, not be made to walk
loth the gingerly dust of death, but to find a moist, gillflirted way. And a
funny sight it would be to see us going to our separate lairs at the end of day,
women wincing with terror, not daring to set foot to the street for fear of it.
(310)

A play on old age as a second childhood, the image strikes Matthew O'Connor as humorous;
but for this reader, who identifies more with the housebound "women wincing with terror"
than the aged fetus looking for a womblhome, the image horrifies precisely for its positioning

of women-as unwilling receptacles of terrifYingly tenacious infants and, ultimately, as
simultaneous womb and tomb. Note too that in both the quotations from Ryder and

Nightwood, Barnes deploys self-consciously archaic, and in that sense transgressive, language
and forms anachronistic to the times and settings of her works. Her language, as disordered
as her images, threatens through its very elaborateness and anachronistic elements to empty
meaning out of language, an impulse to which Eliot, as we shall see, was violently opposed.
These transgressive figurations of sexual reproduction continue in The Antiphon,
when Miranda, an abused daughter, reproaches her mother with her own conception: "You
came braying for a victim lover.! The cock crew, the spur struck, and Titus Adami Had at
you with his raping-hook! And you reared back, a belly full of thumbs" (194). (Barnes's
imaging of sexual intercourse, conception, and childbirth make Sylvia Plath's childbirth
poems seems downright celebratory.) In the play, Miranda herself is (as Barnes was)
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childless; indeed, her brother Dudley says of her "there's depopulation in her yaw" (174).
Not surprisingly, the negative depictions of fetuses and infants come most directly and
ferociously from Miranda's mouth:
Then began the trickThe balking embryo, that mischief's parcel,
That legless flight, that gizzard brain,
That sitting hummock crouching in the head,
Computing its slow minting inch-that orphan,
Purblind, faceless, jellied in its course,
Rolling in a palm-full of the belly's Thames,
A dockless hawser 'round about its neck,
Praying without hands-lolled on its thumb,
And time commenced....
A door slammed on Eden, and the Second Gate,
And I walked down your leg.
Miranda's own conception, gestation, and birth engender some of the bitterest language in
a very bitter play. In it, pregnancy and birth are joyless, volitionless, powerless conditions;
conception results from a rape, and both mother and child seem victims of the consequences;
the (female) embryo, a "dockless" vessel, is an "orphan" even before it leaves the womb.
Both mother and child are governed by forces beyond their control: the mother forced to
conceive, the conceived child force-fed through the umbilical cord, a "hawser 'round its
neck" that holds it to life. Barnes defines maternity as the ultimate position of passivity here:
indeed, if there is any agency in this process, it belongs, frighteningly, to the fetus, whose
"gizzard brain ... comput[es] its ... minted inch."

Although the fetus will become

Miranda's "I," it begins as an alien life form, "faceless," its flesh a "jelly." Miranda's mother
Augusta, though less coldly analytical of human reproduction than her daughter, seems not
much more delighted by it, especially as it relates to Miranda: "I was slumming when I let
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you wear [m]y belly" (194). Augusta claims agency here, but she is cut offand rivaled by
her daughter's claim to an infant autonomy: "I walked down your leg."
Titus, who represents Barnes's father in this most autobiographical of her works,
wants to use his wife and a passel of mistresses to "breed a kingdom" (Antiphon 161); in the
play, as in Barnes's family life, reproduction is a male prerogative for which women serve as
mere vessels and caretakers, not as co-creators with control over their own reproductive
destinies.

Rather than associate herself with the pain and powerlessness childbirth

represented for her, Barnes chose instead to produce and reproduce herself through her
writing. Eliot, in a metaphor currently popular in mentoring theory, might be called the
'midwife' of Barnes's cultural reproduction-he saw two of her major works through editing,
pUblication, and promotion. But, to tum again on the tropes of reproduction and mentoring,
Eliot's cultural influence made him more of a scalpel-wielding obstetrician than midwife;23
his editing advice-unlike that of a midwife, a knowledgeable peer-came from an
incontrovertible position of authority. And when Barnes seemed of a mind to transgress her
inferior position by challenging his advice, Eliot found ways to intimidate her into
submission.
The dynamic of the friendship between Barnes and Eliot was defined by these major
elements: Barnes's admiration for Eliot's cultural position, and the ways that his friendship
reflected on her own work; Eliot's relief that Barnes would impose no sexual demands upon
him; and Barnes's at least outward refusal to be overawed by Eliot, which put him at ease
with her. But when differences of opinion arose over the direction Barnes's manuscript
revisions should take, and Barnes seemed likely to overstep her bounds, Eliot used various
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strategies to keep her in her place, and to assure that the reproduction of culture remained
on his terms.
Hank O'Neal's memoir makes patently clear the intensity of Barnes's difficulties with
the technical side of publication; she had no head for figures, did not understand contracts
or copyright law, and could not keep track of her book rights. Her correspondence with
Eliot reveals that she relied on him constantly over the course of their thirty-year relationship
to help her with such 'details,' requesting advice on appropriate translators for her books,
on appropriate royalty offers from her American publishers, on the state of her copyrights
and publishers' markets, and other such matters. Barnes's difficulties coping with the
material end of her work made her wlnerable to any assertion Eliot might make about the
business of publishing, and assert he did. The most common method which served to
reinstantiate his control over Barnes's writing-one which resonates powerfully with the focus
on food and eating which marked Barnes's and Eliot's correspondence-was his invocation
of Faber's "Board."
Of course, the sense in which Eliot used the term was "a body of persons officially
constituted for the transaction and superintendence of some particular business" (OED). But
'board' also has complicating gustatory and theatrical connotations that must be explored in
order to understand the way the term worked in the Barnes-Eliot correspondence. Eliot
invoked the Board-a term guaranteed to alienate Barnes through its connotations of hidden,
inscrutable power-at critical points in editing The Antiphon. In the first letter that refers to
it, he informed Barnes that "[t]he next step is to tell my Board that I want to publish the play
and to try to coax, cajole or coerce them into accepting it" (I, 5, 19 September 1956). Now,
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while Eliot portrayed the Board as a cohort of glowering patriarchs, and himself as a wily
supplicant for their favor, in fact, as Peter du Sautoy remembers Faber's board during this
period, Eliot himself was its chief patriarch, around whose "list" meetings were arranged
(172-73). Indeed, as du Sautoy notes, "many authors will have received letters from Eliot

with a phrase like 'My board has decided ... ' It was useful to indicate a corporate decision"
(172). Here du Sautoy may mean merely that Eliot echoed the Board's decision in his letters.

But I tend toward a reading that puts the accent on "useful"-in other words, it was useful
to Eliot to represent his own decisions as ifthey emanated from a corporate body rather than
himself alone. Such a reading is bolstered by the evocation of Eliot's dominant position in
board meetings with which du Sautoy follows his point, noting that Eliot's word alone was
sufficient to launch the publication of a book (173). But, as I noted above, Eliot disguised
his influence over the Faber Board (a word he inevitably capitalized, as if it were a deity)
with an almost servile fashioning of his relationship to it. The gesture protected those whose
work he rejected, who could feel that at least Eliot still personally supported them, and thus
protected him from personal recriminations. He dramatized the precariousness of Barnes's
position by implying his own precariousness as the book's promoter.
The information that her work would not be readily accepted by the Faber board was
likely to have come as a shock to Barnes, who would have assumed on the strength of
Nightwood that Faber was ready and willing to publish her work. In language that might

have disconcerted her even more, his next letter invoked the Board as follows:
I am now able to tell you that the Board have accepted THE ANTIPHON,
in this latest revision, on my advice. It is quite impossible to say what the
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market for this work will be, or how many copies we ought to print. There
is no precedent in any publisher's experience which would throw the faintest
ray of light on this dark problem, so we are proposing merely a straight ten
per cent and, of course, if the book takes on like wildfire, I promise you that
I will use my best endeavours to persuade my Board to improve the terms at
a later stage. (I, 5, 8 November 1956)
The reference to the market for The Antiphon as "this dark problem," a phrase that Barnes
would no doubt find insulting, was bounded by two references to the Board, whose makeup
and operations would have struck her as both mysterious and unassailable. Eliot emphasized
the personal risk he took by convincing his Board to take on the book at all, "on [his]
advice;" Eliot's indefatigable efforts against the implied resistance of the Board to publish the
book thus became a further obligation on Barnes to comply with the rest of his editorial
advice concerning the play-most of which involved massive cutting.
Now, to bring in the theatrical definition of "board": part of the pressure Eliot
brought to bear in order to convince Barnes to cut down the play referred, obliquely and
directly, to his greater authority as a playwright. In other words, Eliot, who, especially with
the success of The Cocktail Party, had, in effect, trod the boards more successfully than
Barnes, implicitly claimed that he could therefore better judge the changes necessary to her
play's success. Simply by transforming the issue from a personal point of dispute to a
technical and dramatic concern, Eliot worked to redraw the boundaries of his professional
relationship with Barnes, the integrity of which was threatened by their personal closeness,
and by Eliot's own obligations to her.
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For, in the third relevant meaning of the term board, Eliot had in a sense been
Barnes's 'boarder' during the lean years in England after the war, when his board was
significantly supplemented through Barnes's care packages of tinned meats, macaroni, rice,
other foods, and mentholated cigarettes for Eliot's ailing throat. Although Eliot expressed
deep gratitude for these gifts, and offset their cost by paying the rent on Barnes's storage in
London, he was less eager to 'nurture' Barnes's writing through encouragement and respect.
Instead, as I have already suggested, Eliot's editing process adhered to the formal leanness,

hardness, and conciseness that characterized the modernist aesthetic, in principle at least, for
Eliot and for his own early mentor, Ezra Pound. 24 This principle represented for Barnes a
curiously familiar anorexic economy-one of rejection, refusal, and rigorous self-control-as
a strategy to bolster bodily and emotional integrity and autonomy.
In contrast to this principle, however, Eliot force-fed Barnes editing suggestions,
much as he felt himselfforce-fed by her writing. Contingent on her acceptance of his advice
was her material success, her board, her survival. This dual mentoring operation of coercion
and resistance, forced feeding and gagging, binging and purging, tapped in deeply to Barnes's
earlier experience as an object of consumption within the family. Thus Barnes conceded to
Eliot's advice to put her work 'on the boil,' to render its female excesses, its undigestible
masses of impenetrable aphorism, into a lean meat fit for modernist consumption.
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Writing the (Abject) Body, Redux
Miss Lang [director of the first reading of The Antiphon by the Cambridge
Poet's Theatre]-1 having screamed-suggests in place of herself for Miranda,
a fat woman, playing to a fat woman, as Augustal Thinness is absolutely
essential-as anyone having read the script should know-with a certain
amount of unkillable presence lurking in the bone . . .
Djuna Barnes to T. S. Eliot, 15 May 1956
Under Eliot's advice that hearing her drama performed would help in her revisions,
Barnes, together with Eliot and the Muirs, warily witnessed the Poet's Theatre's reading of
The Antiphon; her negative reaction culminated in an author's note to accompany the

published text of the play, cautioning the reader that "[a]s a misreading of The Antiphon is
not impossible, it might be well to keep in mind that this play is more than merely literal" (a
comment that probably referred to its potential life on the stage, but perhaps also to its
autobiographical content). She followed that enigmatic opening shot with an 'authoritative'
characterization of key players, including the mother figure in the play, Augusta, as "in
person stark and spare." Given Barnes's voluble insistence on an anorectic body type for the
two central characters of her last major work-her "scream" in the epigraph to this section
was apparently not metaphorical (Field 223)-we need to consider certain key questions that
relate female bodies to cultural production and reproduction (for after all, Barnes's
"Cautionary Note" concerns itself, not with the writing of the work, but with its production
and reproduction in the theatre and in the reader/viewer's mind). In the last section I made
a case for Barnes's consistent transgressions against the pregnant body. Here I want to
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develop that insight further in light of its familial, social, and cultural implications, to ask
what the relationships are between mothers, daughters, survival, and thinness in the play, and
how Barnes figures the dynamics of reproduction and nurturance in it. I also wish to
consider how Eliot's editing strategies for The Antiphon reflect both the anorexic principle
I argued for in earlier sections, and his own negotiations with female reproductive power.

The Antiphon, now out of print, never attained the kind of cult status that Nightwood
received. Much less comic than Barnes's earlier works, The Antiphon reworks the ground
of Barnes's autobiographical mock-bildungsroman, Ryder, but as tragedy rather than satire.
I find her verse drama the most disturbing and the most effective of Barnes's works,
because-with its limited cast and action-it dramatizes (indeed, physicalizes) the
psychodynamics of the incestuous family, and the pacts of silence, denial, and complicity that
fuel its violence. Most feminist critiques of The Antiphon have emphasized the incest themes
in the playas well as Eliot's straitening influence on it: as Lynda Cuny notes, though Barnes
cried "Tom, do take mercy on the author who has been twenty months in a fairly gruesome
state of tension" (Barnes to Eliot, 21 February 1956; qtd. in Cuny 286), he continued to
urge excisions, so that the final version of the play was twenty pages shorter than the
penultimate version (Cuny 287). The absence of the excised material obscures to some
extent the ferocity of the father's incestuous violence toward his daughter, and, according to
both Cuny and Louise DeSalvo, muffled Barnes's attempt to break the daughter's silence.
But, although I agree that Barnes's response to her own experience of incest is at the heart
of The Antiphon, DeSalvo's claim that the play is a "literary exploration of a girl's
victimization by incest" (300)-a claim that has been echoed by other critics-diminishes, I
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believe, the full extent and power of the play's implications. The Antiphon does indeed
explore the consequences of incest for the daughter-victim, but its most significant
contribution to twentieth-century literature is its inscription of the imbrication offamily and
culture in constraining women's powers of and over reproduction-both sexual and
cultural-even in the mid-twentieth century.
Barnes's language, as I have noted elsewhere, is at once intensely suggestive and, at
many moments, just as intensely cryptic. Her need to disclose her experience of abuse was
matched by at least as powerful a need to shroud the mutilated 'body of evidence.' Eliot's
response to the result-a language that seduces yet repulses, compels reading yet resists
comprehension-was a mixture of admiration and disgust (and toward The Antiphon, the
latter response prevailed). Miriam Fuchs credits this dire combination-which she also sees
in Eliot's comments on Nightwood-with the slowness and paucity of Barnes's creative output

after 1936, when Nightwood was published by Faber, as well as her self-seclusion from about
1940 onward.

And, although I agree that Eliot's cultural stature gave his opinions

disproportionate weight for Barnes, I also believe that deeper-running currents impelled her
isolation, currents which had at their center the alienation from her family, from her personal
history, and from the conditions of her own reproduction (bodily25 and in language) that are
all central issues of The Antiphon. These issues, and Barnes's recurrent bouts of depression

and alcoholism, contributed to the play's nearly twenty-year gestation period. 26
As I noted in the last section, reproduction was an intensely fraught issue for Barnes,

and the mother's sexual and cultural role in reproduction receive their most potent treatment
in The Antiphon. As I stated earlier, Barnes targeted most of the rage that resulted from her
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sexual violation at her father. In The Antiphon, however, the mother's complicity in her
daughter's abuse is Barnes's main target, as is her later unwillingness to acknowledge that
complicity when re-confronted with it. While Barnes seemed to see her father as both a
source of violence and as a direct competitor for Zadel's love, her mother represented female
powerlessness in a woman who could neither protect her children from their father's wrath
nor control either within or outside of the family.27 As Janet Liebman Jacobs's discussion
of incest in relation to "mother blame" makes clear, "[t]he incest victim ... experiences the
powerlessness of women in the most personal and painful of ways, first through her own
victimization and then through the knowledge of her mother's ineffectuality" (510). While
Barnes did have the example of Zadel as a powerful female force in the family, that image
was distorted by Zadel's paradoxical ethic of care: Zadel both protected Djuna from her
father's violence (by saving her from some of his horsewhippings [O'Neal 1991: 351]), and
betrayed her by imposing her own sexual demands on her. Zadel made Barnes an object of
her own and her son's powers of sexual abuse and sexual exchange.
Although Barnes's family situation by no means reflected the 'typical' incest
model-indeed, archival and textual evidence suggests that, while her sexual relations with
her grandmother continued over a period of at least ten years, her father's sexual abuse was
in the form of rape or attempted rape rather than a prolonged incestuous relationship-Barnes
nonetheless responded to her victimization in ways similar to other incest survivors, through
both eating disorders and an ultimately self-damaging misogyny originating in mother-blame:
For incest victims, then, a significant aspect of their response is separation
from the failures that come to be associated with maternal power. The result
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is the hatred and denigration directed at the mother.

It is a painful

consequence of mothering in patriarchal society that daughters in abusive
families need to devalue mothers, and women in general, in order to achieve
a sense of self. (Jacobs 513)
In Powers of Horror, Julia Kristeva theorizes the development of the subject as a selfpositioning against "object" and "abject." She extends Mary Douglas's analysis of pollution
and the body as a symbol for the social order in a direction that is very significant for this
study. Kristeva, who defines the abject (the impure, the polluted) as something which
inhabits the ambiguous space between the subject and its object-"what disturbs identity,
system, order. What does not respect borders, positions, rules. The in-between, the
ambiguous, the composite" (4)-links the abject with the all-powerful 'archaic' mother (the
mother of the pre-subjectal infant). The abject is "the translinguistic spoor of the most
archaic boundaries of the self's clean and proper body. In that sense, if it is a jettisoned
object, it is so from the mother" (73). Thus, Kristeva allows us to make the progression
from the genderless body of Douglas's analysis,28 to the female body, and specifically, the
mother's body: the ultimate archaic object which must be rejected for the subject to be able
to construct itself.
Kristeva's insights have implications for both the 'semiotic' language of The Antiphon
(that is, the language's tendencies to produce an excess of signification that drowns sense),
and its figuring of threats to the daughter's subjective autonomy. These threats come from
two main sources: the tendency, especially strong in the mother, to overidentifY with her
daughter (to see the daughter as an exact replica ofherselt), and the daughter's victimization
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at both her mother's and father's hands. "[S]he's that part of mel I can't afford" (131), "She's
all Augusta laid up in Miranda! Born again to be my new account" (146), "She's only me"
(162)-these lines reflect what Nancy Chodorow has identified in The Reproduction of

Mothering as a powerful psychological drive in the partriarchal family for mothers to
perceive their female children as extensions of themselves (109-110).

Miranda's

identification with her mother receives a more quizzical expression:
Miranda:
Burley:
Miranda:

For I do swear, dear uncle, I have loved
Three sons, and one woman to the heart.
Sons?
What else, ifI am she, and she Miranda?

Here, Miranda's reference to her brothers as sons exaggerates mother-daughter identification,
and reiterates the theme of reproduction out of order that runs through Barnes's writing.
Exaggeration of this kind implies to me a distance on the daughter's part from that
identification which, Chodorow asserts, threatens the daughter's development of an
autonomous subjectivity (168-70). But permeable ego boundaries were a relatively mild
threat to Barnes's own development of a subject position, compared to her status as an object
of consumption within her family.

Her father's (violent) and grandmother's (gentler)

transgressions against the 'incest taboo' created an ambivalence-an intimacy with the
abject-that had profound implications for her reproduction of self through writing. 29
Although The Antiphon focuses much more closely on mother-daughter dynamics
than any of Barnes's earlier work, and limits the active presence of the father and
grandmother, the legacy of those figures is strongly felt in the play. Through an analysis of
how Barnes figures nurturance and reproduction, especially in the metaphor of 'mother's
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milk,' I hope to clarifY the extent of Barnes's ambivalence toward reproduction, and to bring

us closer to the issues that lay at the heart of Barnes's relationship with Eliot.
In the play, Barnes positions grandmother 'Victoria' (a name that, particularly within

the English historical context of the play, bespeaks enormous political power) within the
conflicting roles of nurturer and villain; procurer of food for the family ("in the dead of
winter, [she] rode a Gothic sleigh! To fetch the bacon home" [155]),30 she also procures both
wife and mistresses for her son Titus's sexual pleasure and procreative impulses under the
guise of mothering: "She could cluck anyone for a daughter.! She whistled, and the girls,
like thieves, came running.! A ready and a milking tongue could strokel One out of store as
quick as any a[u?]ntl As keeps a cow" (154). Augusta, eager to lay blame for her unhappy
marriage to Titus, claims:
She had my purse, my person, and my trust
In one scant hour.
Even stones wear down beneath the lick of flattery
And I but rock-salt to her stallion son ... (154)
Barnes's emphasis on the cunning play of Victoria's tongue (a talent she seems to have passed
on to her son) strongly suggests the grandmother's own sexual appeal for her surrogate
daughters, although, oddly, it is they who produce (mother's) milk, and she who laps it. But
the next instance in which mothers and milk are invoked revolves around Miranda's own
conception and birth. As I mentioned above, Augusta's utter unwillingness to take any
responsibility for her own or her children's suffering makes us unsympathetic to her attempts
to blame others; significantly, the terms with which Miranda portrays her mother's culpability
for her union with Titus name her a colluder in her own victimization:
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When yet the salt unspilt, the bread unbroken,
The milk unquested, unwept for, and unsprung,
You came braying for a victim lover. (194)
Although Miranda describes the sex act that resulted in her own conception as a rape ("Titus
Adami had at [her] with his raping-hook! And you reared back, a belly full of thumbs"
[194]), her description of Augusta as "braying for a victim lover"-that is, a lover of
victims-implicates her in her husband's sexual violence, and echoes the ambivalence

Nightwood shows toward victims of sexual abuse. The result of this violent union reverses
the 'unbroken' status of the mother's body:
The salt spilled, the bread broke. Unmuzzled bone
Drew on the hood of flesh, entombing laughter.
Tongues came forth, and forth the hissing milk
Its lashing noose, and snared the gaping mouth. (194-95)
Other quotations from Act 3 of the play 'credit' the fetus with greater agency than the
pregnant woman; here she represents a weirdly active yet passive reciprocity between mother
and fetus. Indeed, as does the long passage I quoted previously, this one emphasizes bodily
action without human agency ("Unmuzzled bone! Drew on the hood offlesh ... Tongues
came forth"}-but within its own straitened economy, the (mother's) milk seems to inhabit a
realm between subject and object, snaring the infant's mouth, forcing it to take on flesh.
Barnes figures nurturance here as weirdly disengaged, though not disembodied. In fact, it
seems grotesquely over-bodied. Her reference to the "hood of flesh" over the bone,
"entombing laughter," brings us back full circle to the description of Miranda and Augusta
that began this section, "with a certain amount of unkillable presence lurking in the bone."
Both are victims yet survivors, both inextricably tied up in the sexual and reproductive
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dynamics of the patriarchal family, though Barnes makes it very hard to see where and how
their own agency affects their relations to it. In the horrific family reunion the play
dramatizes, although all the skeletons are brought forth from the closet, no justice prevails,
and no resolution is offered.
Like Miranda, the character in The Antiphon who represents her position in the
family, Barnes's response to this situation was to reproduce another kind of offspring, a
literary expression and acute analysis of the daughter's abuse and alienation. And, not
surprisingly for a victim of incest, a mutilated subject, her language transgresses the
boundaries of the 'clean and proper' whose borders were trammelled for her at an early age
by the sexual acts of family members. Lines like "Curbing the waspish bodkin of her eyes!
Spurring the fornication of the mint" (110) wound sense, because the language seems so
elaborate, so performative in itself as to occlude meaning. Barnes seems committed to an
artistic process that cloaks itself at the same time it exposes the "tears," "rips," and "gashes"
(terms in which, as Louise DeSalvo notes, The Antiphon abounds [301]) that underlie the
seemingly smooth functioning of the patriarchal family. As I asserted earlier, this 'cloaking'
of meaning through elaborately embroidered language is less an obfuscation than, at bottom,
what Barnes's writing is about: a darkly beautiful expression that justifies her survival of
sexual abuse within the family. Her language also points to the absence of a clear and
transparent discourse to describe what is not allowed by the symbolic order: the 'universal'
incest taboo that underlies it. But, even in cloaked form, Barnes's suggestions of incest and
rape at the center of the family were transgressive to the point that Eliot tried to abort them
through excision. He gagged at the truths Barnes tried to force-feed him. The obscurity of
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much of Barnes's language (as Lynda Curry asserts, she left out much of what would have
clarified the past action of the play to save her "best poetry" [295]), also reveals the extent
to which she did indeed intend to guard her meaning, to create a textual corpus that was a
sort of closed system, an anorexic body which little may enter or leave.

Barnes's

elaborateness simultaneously inscribes a sort of binge oflanguage, out of control, over the
top, excessive, and ambiguous, pointing to a loss of control. Try as he would, Eliot could
not excise this character from Barnes's writing; he could only strai(gh)ten it by insisting on
less and less.
Barnes's grandmother Zadel was both 'mother' and mentor, in whose literary
footsteps Barnes followed by making a reputation for herself as a feature-writer for
newspapers in a career that continued from 1912 to roughly 1917, when she began to
combine article-writing for magazines with her own literary work, first in poems, plays and
stories, and then in longer works. Zadel was Barnes's model of a literary success, her model
ofa mother, her model ofa lover. And T. S. Eliot, another important mentor, unconsciously
'fed into' the model of care, and the model of control and consumption that Zadel had
represented for Barnes from early on. In both his editing and marketing practices, for both

Nightwood (which he edited and prefaced) and The Antiphon (which he edited and marketed
with a 'blwb,' which stated in part: "never has so much genius been combined with so little
talent" [I, 5, late 1956]), Eliot reproduced in significant ways the affective economy of
Barnes's upbringing. He 'mothered' Barnes, urging her to eat, eat, to nurture her body, while
as editor he demanded the opposite. He controlled her literary production of The Antiphon
by intimidating her with references to the technical aspects of publishing and to his Board,
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convincing her both that her play would never be published by anyone else and of Faber's
risk at taking on her work, and by relentlessly demanding further cuts to the manuscript on
that basis.
Significantly, the sorts of excesses in Barnes's prose against which Eliot reacted
most strenuously (for it is notable that Eliot was much more positive in his reception of
Nightwood, a tale of adult sexualities, than The Antiphon, a drama about the incestuous

family) were precisely those which relate to the female body, especially in its reproductive
capacity. Of the third act, from which Barnes's abject evocation of sexual reproduction
comes, Eliot wrote to Barnes, "some sort of explosion of nuclear fission seems to take place
in which language disintegrates into some sort of primitive constituents of violent energy"
(1,5, 19 December 1954). Intuitively, Eliot was right on target here-the shattering of sense
was the most precise way to describe affects on the daughter's consciousness of incest
abuse-but his next sentence demonstrated his unwillingness (or perhaps inability) to
countenance such a vision: "What is to be done about it? Only God knows, so far." Eliot's
invocation of the great white father boded ill for his editing of Barnes. For as much as Eliot
may have wished to be Barnes's (grand)mother and midwife, he ultimately deferred to the
dominant constructions oflanguage and authorship sanctioned by his, and Barnes's, culture.
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NOTES
1. Elizabeth Grosz's Volatile Bodies is a recent and important contribution to
feminist debate about both the significance of conceptions of the body to feminism and about
how the body should be conceived.
2. In fact, Barnes credited pressure from a magazine to interview a teenage girl who
had been raped six times for driving her out offeature-writing for the weeklies. Sneaking past
hospital guards and offering the girl a fantastic excuse for her presence, Barnes got the
interview but refused to submit it, for which her editor at the Journal American fired her
(O'Neal 1990: 52).
3. At least two other modem women writers broached the topic of incest: Anars Nin
in her diaries and fiction, and Edith Wharton in unpublished stories. Both represent incest as
an erotic encounter between post-adolescent daughter and her father (in Nin's case, in a twist
on the Oedipus myth, the father's identity is for some time unknown). These writers treat
incest more as a pornographic fantasy than as the mind-and-body threatening experience of
actual incest; I dare say their writings represent experimental forays into the taboo notion of
interfamilial sex rather than the description of events they experienced.
4. This is not, unfortunately, a unique example. In her translator's introduction to
Deleuze and Guattari's Kafka: Toward a Minor Literature, Dana Polan makes a similar
critique of the authors' treatment of"Katka's schizo-incest with his sister." Although, Polan
notes, their ''throwaway references may well promote the male writer's rejection of an Oedipal
triangulation for the sake of a certain polymorphous perversity . . . they can also elide the
sister's place in all this: to what extent might not Franz's (or Deleuze and Guattari's) need for
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detenitorialization of the Kafka-machine require a certain reterritorialization of the sister and
her reification into a myth of Femininity as a kind of succoring aid to the adventuring male
in his quest to go beyond limits?" (xxvi).
5.

Nightwood was edited by Emily Coleman-Barnes's "highly unorthodox

agent"-Eliot, and Barnes herself(Scott 26). Marcus does not state which of them excised
the quotation above from the manuscript.
6. The family remained on Wald Barnes's brother Justin's estate in Cornwall-onHudson until Justin's death in 1907, when they moved to a lOS-acre farm near Huntington,
Long Island (Field 185).
7. This idealization offemale relationships, connected with the 'strategic essentialism'
of American feminist theory in the 1970s, has lately been challenged by critics such as Betsy
Erkilla, who, in The Wicked Sisters, questions the uncritically positivistic approach to
women's relationships with their literary foremothers and female mentors taken by most
feminist literary critics.
8. Few ofDjuna's letters to her grandmother remain, making her participation in the
creation of this erotic language difficult to ascertain. Anne Dalton's article "'This is obscene'"
reads a letter Barnes wrote to her grandmother, noting how "deeply conflicted" Barnes's
iterations of their secret language could be (124-26). The importance of this correspondence
to Barnes's later literary aesthetic will be taken up in a later section.
9. The continuance of Barnes's eating disorders throughout her life is signaled by her
correspondence with Eliot. Eliot often refers to the fact that she eats very little. Indeed, he
seems to take over the duty of lecturing Djuna on proper eating after her separation from
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family. Field also notes Barnes's tendency to "eat sparingly" (22).
10. The preponderance of current scholarship on eating disorders reveals that they
can be linked to incest and other childhood sexual abuses in a significant number of cases;
however, the two have not been shown to be causally related. Rather, both are symptoms of
dysfunctional families. A representative article in the American Journal of Psychiatry stated
that "many of the women with eating disorders [in their sample] were raised in multi-problem
families, in which sexual abuse was one of various dysfunctions" (1130).
11. Brumberg notes that outbreaks of anorexia nervosa within Victorian bourgeois
families had much to do with daughters' anxieties about marriage, a crucial decision in which
they often had little say (134-137).
12. Indeed, the mummified body of the self-starving female suffragette-thin and
tightly contained-performs a version of the classical body for early twentieth-century Western
culture. As Brumberg notes in Fasting Girls, the early twentieth century marked the
inception of the dieting industry with the publication of the first books on dieting and calorie
counting; ready-to-wear clothes established normative sizes; and the first 'desirable weight'
charts for use by doctors and insurers added to a long-standing cultural obsession with
regulating women's bodies (Brumberg 232-245).
13. See Chapter 4 of this study for a further development of spectacular passivity as
a performance which entails agency.
14. See Jane Marcus's "Laughing at Leviticus" for a fascinating discussion of Barnes's
use of the tattooed body as a site for signification in Nightwood.
15. See Jack Zipes's The Trials and Tribulations of Little Red Riding Hood for this
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and other versions of this much-told tale.
16. That Bruno Bettelheim's well-known study of fairy tales, heavily influenced by
Freudian psychoanalysis, should obviate the possibility of trans-generational homosexual
incest is hardly surprising. But even James M. McGlathery's recent literary study of fairy-tale
romance, which focuses directly on incest suggestions in fairy tales, and describes the
grandmother's "doting affection" for Red Riding Hood as "almost befitting a lover" (114),
raises this possibility only to instantaneously elide it.
17. At this time no careful study of Eliot's editing of Nightwood has been made.
Rather than try to argue about Eliot's editing through that novel, then, I will instead focus on
his prefacing of Nightwood and, later, on his editing of The Antiphon.
18. Part of Eliot's attraction to Barnes's work lay, I believe, in her ability to combine,
indeed collapse distinctions between, low and high culture in her work. That Eliot placed a
photograph of Barnes alongside his photo of Groucho Marx on his office wall attests to this
admiration (I, V, 4 May 1961).
19. Interestingly, Mark Van Doren's Nation review of Nightwood participated in the
rhetoric of nurturance and denial so prevalent in the Barnes-Eliot correspondence:
"'Nightwood' is mouse meat at which we nibble page after page with a special kind of joy.
But great fiction is more ordinary than this, and ultimately more nourishing. Beefsteak and
apple pie" (3 April 1937, 383). Van Doren's allusion to "All-American" food may be a
comment on Barnes's status as an exiled American whom perverse old Europe has influenced
too much.
20. Eliot also prefaced his mother Charlotte Eliot's Savonarola: A Dramatic Poem.
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Despite the extremely formal tone Eliot maintains in the preface, and the use he makes of it
to extemporize on the links between primitive rituals and historical fiction, given the nature
of the relationship between prefacer and writer, I do not believe this preface makes a useful
comparison to the others Eliot wrote for living writers.
21. "Uncle" is a term that resonates in Barnes's family lexicon, in her correspondence
with Eliot, and in its racial connotations in the phrase "Uncle Tom." Here I want briefly to
explore those resonances, and to offer an informed speculation on how Barnes came to refer
to Eliot as "Uncle Tom."
That Barnes would employ "uncle" colloquially in The Antiphon, "as a form of
address to [a] non-relative" (OED}-a use which Eliot attested that he had "never in [his] time
addressed or been addressed by anyone in this way, no [had he] ever heard it" (letter to
Barnes 19 September 1956}-makes perfect sense in light of her upbringing within a household
in which demarcations between family and non-family were continuously elided. (Barnes's
marriage to her 'uncle' Percy Faulkner, brother of her father's live-in mistress, at the insistence
of her father and grandmother, is but one extremely pertinent example.) Eliot, on the other
hand, resisted this elision vehemently, and, finally, "adamant[ly]" (8 November 1956), in a
series of four letters that took issue with this usage. Indeed, it is my feeling that Barnes's
reference to Eliot as "Uncle Tom" (reported by Field, apparently from conversations with
Barnes), came as a gently mocking response to his intense and long-winded insistence on the
removal of "uncle" from her play. This incident serves, I believe, as another example of
Barnes's tendency to transgress familial and cultural boundaries, and Eliot's to try to repair
such breaches.
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Interestingly-and, perhaps, appropriately for her-Barnes seems to have used this
appellation without any awareness of its echoing of Harriet Beecher Stowe's character in

Uncle Tom's Cabin. The major arguments surrounding Barnes's relationship to race in her
writing revolve around this central question: did Barnes marginalize Others, i.e., negatively
subject Others to the standard of some implied norm (cf. Kaivola), or did she centralize
Others by offering no norm against which they might be marginalized (cf. Altman, Michel,
Marcus)? I tend to side with the majority here, wishing, like Meryl Altman, to "avoid the trap
of blaming Barnes and others [Eliot included] for not anticipating the liberationist theories of
the 1970s and 1980s" (163). But I also need to acknowledge that, by putting such concerns
into a footnote, I may be reasonably accused of submerging, if not marginalizing, the issue
of race in this chapter, much as Barnes is accused of doing in her writing.
22. But Bordo does not always associate the maternal role with powerlessness.
Rather, she sees it as a source of male anxiety, which therefore must be repressed and
displaced. In a later essay, Bordo discusses how, to fit into male environments, "female
bodies ... must be stripped of all psychic resonances with maternal power." A woman's
carefully controlled dress and behavior in the office "declare symbolic allegiance to the
professional, white male world along with her lack of intention to subvert that arena with
alternative 'female values'" [1993: 208].)
23. Note that to describe his role as informal editor of The Waste Land, Ezra Pound
used an obstetric trope in a doggerel verse, "Sage Homme" (a takeoff on the French term for
midwife, sage femme), which he sent to Eliot in a letter: "Ezra performed the Caesarean
Operation" (pound 170; qtd. in Froula 253).
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24. Christine Froula argues that Pound subjected Eliot to a chastening editing
process, excising large portions of the original manuscript, to remove any suggestions of
homosexual eroticism, and thus to produce a hardened, solidified modernist text. As I shall
note later, Eliot's 'anorexic' editing of Barnes revolved chiefly around transgressive sexual and
reproductive language.
25. Peter Mailloux conjectures from biographical evidence from the mid-30s that
Barnes received an abortion in Morocco around 1935, a situation she alluded to as a "horror,"
and seemed to have regretted deeply thereafter (141-147).
26. Fuch's hypothesis that Barnes's seclusion had much to do with Eliot's criticism
seems to me to be weakened by a number of factors. The correspondence between Barnes
and Eliot was very sporadic between 1937 and 1954-it seems unlikely that a relationship
defined by at most three or four letters a year was governing Barnes day-to-day decisions
over that seventeen-year period. Instead, I perceive Barnes's seclusion as not the result of any
particular event or relationship, but as part and parcel of her earlier' spectacular' period, and
of the self-hatred at the bottom of her misogyny.
27. Field reports that Wald Barnes "carried a damp sponge on his saddle to wipe
himself after intercourse whenever the chance presented itself' (181).
28. It is important to note that most of Douglas's examples of ritual pollution links
it to female bodies and, fairly consistently, to menstruating and to pregnant women.
29. See Kristeva's analysis of incest and exogamy in Powers ofHorror, 56-112.
30. Note the echoing of Zadel's sexual nickname "Flitch of Bacon" in the phrase
"fetch the bacon home."
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CHAPTER FOUR
"Like a Hook Fits an Eye":l Jean Rhys, Ford Madox Ford,
and the Imperial Operations of Modernist Mentoring
Masks, Mastery, and Master-Texts
A quick glance at the index of The Letters ofJean Rhys reveals that, in the last forty
of her nearly ninety years, after she had 'settled' in England, Rhys lived at no fewer than
twenty-five addresses. Born and raised in the West Indies, and from the 1910s to the 1930s
a vagabond in Europe's major and minor cities, Rhys was situated, both geographically and
socially, much further from modernism's centers in New York, London, and Paris than either
Marianne Moore or Djuna Barnes. Although, during her affair with Ford Madox Ford, she
was briefly acquainted with members of Paris's literary elite, her life, spent writing in rented
bed-sitting rooms and cottages with little or no contact with other writers, was distinctly
unglamourous. The world Rhys wrote about-the world ofan 'expatriate from nowhere'-was
even farther removed, geographically, socially, and discursively, from modernist coteries and
little magazines. Hence, we might expect, a study ofRhys's work and life would remove us
from the central concerns of literary modernism.
But such is not the case. As this chapter will explore, Rbys's 'original discoverer' and
promoter Ford Madox Ford unselfconsciously put into playa repetition of the rhetoric of
discovery and (sexual) conquest by which the West Indian island ofRhys's birth, Dominica,
had been claimed and continuously contested by European powers from the date of its
'discovery' by Columbus in 1493 until England finally secured it from France by the Peace
of 1783 (Coke 332). Indeed, Rhys's treatment in the hands of Ford Madox Ford as a
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'primitive'-a treatment that still limits and constrains readings of her life and work-performs
colonizing operations that lie, as Tzvetan Todorov, Chris Bongie, Mariana Torgovnick, and
Marianne Dekoven have shown us, at the heart of the modernist enterprise.
Dominica, small and steeply mountainous, made a poor site for the huge cash-crop
plantations that on other West Indian islands helped to sustain Britain's economic and
military dominance in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Instead, located between the
French possessions of Martinique and Guadeloupe, its main value was strategic, a launching
point from which British ships could intercept French trading vessels and interrupt commerce
during times of war (Coke 332). Ford's 'discovery' ofRhys was similarly strategic, in that
it served his own needs to the same extent it served Rhys. That mentoring is a cultural
practice that tends to mask such reciprocity is.no coincidence; just as imperial conquest and
colonial exploitation could mask themselves as 'the white man's burden,' so the literary
master's power to take possession of disciple's product may mask itself as non-reciprocal
patronage.
In this respect, 'mastery,' a term long associated with a Modernist aesthetic of
linguistic control, and in particular with a few male modernist masters, takes on another,
more disturbing cast. A question that has not previously been asked is where such an
invocation of mastery positions the women whose work these men promoted? Once named
and claimed by a male master, how did women writers wrest back autonomy over their own
work? One answer to these questions is suggested by Houston Baker's Modernism and the

Harlem Renaissance, which considers mastery and masking in the context of the minstrel
mask. Rather than consider the ways in which power masks itself (as charity, or as necessity,
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etc.), Baker theorizes a mastery of the oppressed that disguises itself as that which its
dominant audience can or will perceive: "for it was in fact the minstrel mask as mnemonic
ritual object [through which whites positioned blacks as "mis-speakers bereft of humanity"]
that constituted theform that any Afro-American who desired to be articulate-to speak at
all-had to master" (22). Baker's notion of the taking up of stereotypical forms by members
of oppressed groups as a model of mastery has powerful implications for what I want to say
about Rhys's relationship to Ford, as well as her problematic evocations of female
masochism. Rhys's own relationships to mastery (she was a descendant of slave owners in
Dominica) and race (she claimed a mixed-race grandmother) were complicated. As a West
Indian colonial, Rhys was positioned by the Afro-Caribbean majority of her island as a
member of the conquering class; in metropolitan Europe, and especially in England, she was
defined by what Stella Bowen called her "lack of nationality" (155), yet still bore Europe's
assumptions about the promiscuity of women from the tropics. Rhys, who, as I shall make
clear, had little discursive control over her public image, used tropes of possession to
describe her writing process; that is, she figured herself as one possessed, a "pen" held in
someone else's hand. By exploring the fraught relations between Rhys and Ford, Rhys and
modernist coteries, and Rhys and her own writing, it will be my aim to establish the imperial
limits of metropolitan modernism as Rhys understood them and to delineate her critique of
and challenge to these limits.
In a draft ofan unpublished section of her autobiography, Smile Please, Rhys renders

in microcosm the obsessions that drove her writing, fictional and non-fictional- identity,
race, and the control of discourse which decides not only truth but sanity:
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My relations with little English boys and girls-'real' ones-were peculiar..

[I]f I said I was English, they at once contradicted me, or implied a
contradiction. No, a Colonial. You're an inferior being (breed)-a Colonial.
My mother says Colonials are not Ladies and Gentlemen, my mother says--etc., etc.
If, on the other hand, I answered, exasperated, 'All right then, I'm not
English. As a matter offact, I'm not a bit and I don't want to be.... ' This,
it seemed, was the last blasphemy. Not want to be English, not want to be
like the English? Blasphemy. I am not only a dirty little Colonial, but I am
also mad-stark, staring mad.
I said 'My father says that he doesn't like English people. I've heard him
say that negro women are much cleaner than Englishwomen, and he's a
doctor, he ought to know. ("New Story," Plante 14:7)2
This passage neatly inscribes the absolute positions in relation to which the status of the
colonial is defined: the position of the "real" English gentleman, and his binary opposite, the
Negro woman. As I will later demonstrate, the status of the Colonial-and especially of the
(white female) creole-as betwixt and between metropolitan imperial authority and Black
slave labor provides a unique position from which to critique the imperialist center. That
potential can be read in the passage above, which encodes the power of the English subject
to define such crucial categories as good breeding and sanity. Rhys's attempt to overturn
these designations by referring to her father's medical authority does nothing to unsettle the
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English as prototypes for civilization. But, for my purposes, the most important insight the
quotation suggests is this: that Rbys's ultimate goal was to write the biography of a new,
discursively unstable identity-the creole-a project whose full success required the inception
of the post-modem, post-colonial era.
As a genre that positions the subject within overlapping familial, material, cultural,

historical, and national frames, biography has the potential to combine the specificities of new
historicism and cultural criticism with post-structuralism's attempts to destabilize (or to
reinvent mUltiply) the subject. Such, however, has not been the practice of biography. While
Gayatri Spivak contends that biography and post-structuralist theories are not incompatible
(244), in Recognizing Biography William H. Epstein emphasizes that biography's generic
thrust has been to reify the unified patriarchal subject within a seamless whole; as
traditionally practiced, biography erases (by naturalizing) context as such. Although Rbys's
work-and especially her cUlminating novel, Wide Sargasso Sea-goes far toward enacting an
alternative poetics of biography, Rbys's critics, many of whom take biographical approaches
to her work, consistently fail to 'recognize' the genre-bending qualities of her work, and thus
shut down potential readings ofRbys's life and writing.
Note that I call Rhys's writing "biographical" rather than "autobiographical." To call
a writer's work autobiographical amounts to something between accusation and insult in
contemporary literary criticism. It denotes a condition of lack-of perspective, of craft, of
imagination. The charge has been most often leveled at women writers-as Alison Booth
reminds us, despite many women writers' attempts to deflect attention from their lives, "the
personal is always attributed to texts written by women" (89). A stark example is the
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apparent inability ofT. S. Eliot-author of the theory of artistic impersonality in "Tradition
and the Individual Talent"-to keep Marianne Moore's person and persona out of his preface
to her poems. As we saw in Chapter 2, despite the intensity of her efforts to cryptically
encode the personal, even Moore could not avoid speculations on her sexual and emotional
"frigidity" by Eliot and later critics, a painfully ironic testament to Booth's point. Despite
New Critical and other formalist attempts to isolate texts from their authors, the personal
(especially when women's texts are the subject of criticism) has a way of leeching through.
In light of these conditions, it is no coincidence that the majority of full-length works about
Rhys are biographies. Despite biography's 'illegitimate' status in a subject-destabilizing postmodem era, Rhys's critics seem ineluctably drawn to the practice, even to the point of taking
her life straight out of her fiction. Such readings inevitably reduce the literary works to
paltry reportage, and bear a great part of the responsibility for the diminishment and
disregard ofRhys's craft.
My attempt to distinguish between Rhys as 'autobiographical writer' and as
experimenter with biography should be viewed as strategic rather than totalizing, an effort
to avoid the tendency of Rhys criticism to read Rhys's novels as autobiography, while
ignoring her autobiography's fictive elements. Rhys's editor, Diana AthiIl, reinforces such
an approach by ordering Rhys's Complete Novels not by the date of writing or publication,
but by the age of their Rhys-like protagonists. On the other side of the biographical divide,
those critics who do not take biographical approaches tend to avoid any discussion ofRhys's
life whatsoever, as if they hoped to transcend the biographical and thus somehow elevate
Rhys criticism to a higher and more serious plane. The implications of this practice have
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been explored by Valerie Ross in "Too Close to Home: Repressing Biography, Instituting
Authority." There Ross argues that the reasons behind biography's pariah status in academe
are both misogynist and imperialist: that the 'taint of domesticity' that surrounds biography
and the limitations it poses for the universality of authorial voice combined to lower its status
in a New Critical era when English departments wanted to make larger, not smaller, claims.
In light of these unnecessarily opposed positions, the crucial question becomes not whether

to invoke autolhiography as evidence but how to do so. While it would be ridiculous to deny
that Rhys's life informed her work, the more important issue is how it did so. To view Rhys
as a self-conscious producer of a biographical narrative is to deliver her from the passive
position of one who records personal experience to the agency of one who theorizes the
parameters of what shall be considered a life, a power that, whether they accept it or not,
writers of biography have always had over their biographical subjects.
Although, as I noted earlier, Spivak attests to the dangers of distinguishing arbitrarily
between authors' lives and writing, significantly, she designates the alternative practice of
reading them together as a problem her essay will not solve:
I need hardly mention that the object of my investigation is the printed book,
not its 'author.' To make such a distinction is, of course, to ignore the
lessons of deconstruction. A deconstructive critical approach would loosen
the binding of the book, undo the opposition between verbal text and biography of the named subject . . . and see the two as each other's 'scene of
writing.' In such a reading, the life that writes itself as 'my life' is as much
a production in psychosocial space (other names can be found) as the book
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that is written by the holder of that named Iife-a book that is then consigned
to what is most often recognized as genuinely 'social': the world of
publication and distribution. To touch [a writer's] ... 'life' in that way,
however, would be too risky here. We must rather strategically take shelter
in an essentialism which . . . will continue to honor the suspect binary
oppositions-book and author, individual and history ... (244)
Spivak's designation of such a project as too radical to tackle in her present writing
reinforces Epstein's notion of the kind of epistemological revolution required to attempt it.
But this kind of reading is precisely what Jean Rhys's work calls for, a call signaled by the
ways in which she funnels her experience of history and national identity into her writing.

As I have already suggested, the female Colonial (whom I shall later call the white creole)
represents a mediating position between absolutes, an alternative to binary oppositions.
Rhys was not the only modernist writer to play with identity and biography in fiction.
Reading Virginia Woolfs Orlando we should remember that Woolfs father Leslie Stephen
became editor of the Dictionary oj National Biography in 1882, the year of her birth;
Woolfs ironical treatment of the authority of the biographer and destabilizing of the
biographical subject register a critique offatherly authority and of biography as the Father
Text. With a textual politics that traditionally totalizes its readings of the biographical
subject, biography instantiates its status-whatever its standing in academe-as a Master Text.
For Rhys, the onus of her biographical transfigurations of the creole was a response to
English 'lies' about the West Indies in general, and to the 'lies' of one English Master in
particular-Ford Madox Ford.
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Rhys's reaction to Arthur Mizener's biography ofFord (1971), published when Rhys
was eighty-one years old, attests to the lasting power ofFord's narratives over Rhys's life.
After reading Mizener's account of her affair with Ford (most of the evidence for which
derives from Mizener's reading ofFord's common-law wife Stella Bowen's memoir Drawn
from Life), Rhys

shut the book flung it to the end of the bed determined to take it back to the
library. I put the light out but I couldn't sleep.... I got the book again
looked at the index read about my fictitious daughter my attacks on Ford the
'allowance' paid by Ford and Stella (Stella I suppose) .... I got up still in a
furious rage. Then I thought There is no one no one to say these are obvious
lies and tears came into my eyes. (Green Exercise Book~ Rhys 1: IB)
Later, I will have more to say about that "fictitious daughter." Here what matters most is
Rhys's despair over the conviction that, even fifty years later, Ford had control of the 'truth'
of her experience, and that no one would question that control. 3
After reading through Ford's and Rhys's biographies, one can't help but be struck by
their greatest difference, the difference in their sense of entitlement to the status of author.
As a son of the Pre-Raphaelites who "was brought up to believe that humanity divided itself

into two classes-those who were creative artists and those who were merely the stuff to fill
graveyards" (Ford Thus to Revisit, qtd. in Mizener 10), Ford's sense of belonging to both an
artist's station and to the English ruling class was utterly assured. Rhys, a white West Indian
creole, a chorus girl, a 'kept woman,' a convict's wife, could hardly have shared his
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assurance. In the next section, I will work out the implications of this difference, especially
as it operates within the mentoring relationship-the master-discipleship--ofFord and Rhys.

Colonial Margin and Defining Center
In The Pound Era, Hugh Kenner depicts Ford Madox Ford as a mentor for Pound,
a critic of the "Rossettian tosh" that Pound was writing in 1911:
The Incense, the Angels, elicited an ultimate kinesthetic demonstration. By
way of emphasizing their hopelessness, [Ford] threw headlong his
considerable frame and rolled on the floor. 'That roll,' Pound would one day
assert, 'saved me three years.' (80)
In the latter half of the twentieth century, Ford is better remembered as a mentor to others
than as a modem prose stylist himself. In Chapter 2, I envisioned modernism (as it was
played out in the established literary reviews and the little magazines) as a battle between
traditional fathers and insurrectionary sons. Ford's mentoring of younger writers, male and
female, places him somewhere between the two groups. In a 1928 article about Ford for The

Bookman, Herbert Gorman described "Ford's boys," an entourage of ambitious young men
for whom, by that time, Ford represented "the living example of [a modem] literary
tradition" (58). But according to Ford's common-law wife Stella Bowen, Ford's generosity
to younger writers was double-edged:
He needed more reassurance than anyone I have ever met. That was one
reason why it was necessary for him to surround himself with disciples. . . .
In exchange for the help he gave Ford received something very valuable ..
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. and without which he could scarcely live. He received the assurance that
he was a great master of his art. (80)
To this point, in keeping with the conventional discourses of and about mentoring, I have
hardly considered the reciprocity ofmentoring relationships. But a study ofFord as mentor
makes such implications impossible to ignore. Clearly, while his disciples' ability to make
a living through writing may have depended on Ford's literary connections, Ford's psychic
well-being depended on his having disciples. Whereas Eliot's mentoring allowed him to feel
himself a literary father when earlier established reviews had positioned him as an illegitimate
son, Ford's more tenuous claim on literary mastery made his reliance on the admiration of
followers that much stronger. Although from early in his career "he was possessed by the
feeling that he had been shamefully betrayed by people he had sacrificed himself to help"
(Mizener 198), he depended on his disciples to bolster his self-esteem, just as he depended
on a series of women to, as Bowen put it, "keep him young ... refresh his ego ... restore
his belief in his powers" (165). Clearly, disciples and lovers provided similar boons, and
Rhys, who played both roles, was the ultimate disciple. But before I take up the relationship
between Ford and Rhys, and the preface by which Ford defined that relationship and Rhys's
writing, I need to elucidate aspects of the cultural context that constructed that relationship.
Though a number of contemporary critics, inspired by Said's Orienta/ism, have
sought to establish the ways in which white Western culture has taken up the category of the
primitive, fewer have succeeded in offering persuasive arguments for the gendering of this
loaded term. While Torgovnick's Gone Primitive instances the ubiquity of concerns around
the primitive in a wide range of modem discourses (including art, film, popular literature,
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anthropology, psychology, and experimental literature), its generalizations about the links
between the primitive and the feminine are, by contrast, vague and unconvincing. A more
compelling materialist argument comes from Sander Gilman, whose essay "Black Bodies,
White Bodies: Toward an Iconography of Female Sexuality in Late Nineteenth-Century Art,
Medicine, and Literature" traces the figure of the "Hottentot woman" through late
nineteenth- and early twentieth-century medical, literary, and painterly discourses to show
how they collapsed the categories of race, female sexuality, and disease into each other.4
Gilman reveals how such discourses successfully displaced female sexuality, and all the
anxieties it engendered in the white male subject, from the bodies of proper (white, middleand upper-class) women onto those of African women and their sisters in sinful sexuality,
white European prostitutes. Thus a black and white, whore/virgin binary logic could be
maintained about women that effectively subordinated both halves.'
Deborah Faye Jacobs extends Gilman's analysis of the nineteenth-century
constructions of female sexuality as primitive and aberrant, into a twentieth century which
was redefining health around a 'liberatory' discourse of sexual emancipation. According to
Jacobs, writers such as Freud, Havelock Ellis, D. H. Lawrence and Ford Madox Ford began
to enact a new discourse of sexuality in the early twentieth century which invisibly
repositioned the (male) body in relation to sex, while maintaining a fierce inspection and
pathologization of the female body. Rather than pathologize sex, as the Victorians had,
modernist writers (with Freud in the lead) pathologized a new sexual category, sexual
"repression." The healthy (male) body became one which acknowledged and even
encouraged its sexual inclinations. Now, the ways in which this new discourse played out
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across gender divides is crucial to an understanding of the illusory nature of its 'liberatory'
force. For, as Jacobs reads the modernist discourses of the early twentieth century, including
psychology, literature, and eugenics, at the precise cultural moment when "more and more
middle- and upper middle-class women reject domestic and maternal spheres for business and
intellectual ones," these discourses "struggled to invest female desire with maternal valence
rather than with what were perceived as baser sexual connotations" (11), connotations which
derived from Darwin's portrayal of female drives toward "consummation rather than the
process of bearing and raising children" (10). What, then, is best served by such attempts
to rescue women from associations with degrading desires? A male sexuality whose "takenfor-grantedness" can remain intact. Male desire, the real subject under revision, was
effectively masked by the intense speculation around the proper direction for female
sexuality, and the disorders attendant upon its misdirection into repression or improper
desires (82).
The implications of the apparently shifting (but, Jacobs would argue, in fact static)
status of sex are crucial for Ford's positioning ofRhys as lover and as writer in ways that
would shore up his masculinity and his position as central subject. Taken together, Gilman's
focus on the connections between female sexuality and the primitive, and Jacobs' emphasis
on seeming shifts in constructions of sexuality and health that mask male-gendered desire,
provide valuable analytical frameworks for understanding the matrix of sexuality, primitivism,
and constructions of masculinity in Ford's preface to Rhys's early stories. Although Ford's
power in the cultural marketplace did not rival Eliot'S, his framing ofRhys's first book still
produced the concerns that would define later criticism. His treatment of the textual body
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ofRhys's writing (barely) masked a primary focus on her sexualized and primitivized body,
a focus she would expose in her novelization of the affair, Quartet, but one she would only
fully explore in her final novel, Wide Sargasso Sea.
As has been demonstrated throughout this study, though the gender of modernism
has remained masked, the dynamics it produced were nonetheless consistent, and could be
damning to women writers. Rachel Blau Duplessis's biography of H.D. recasts a central
scene of modernism's development-Pound's 'creation' of imagism in the tearoom of the
British Museum by inscribing "H. D., Imagiste" on his freshly edited manuscript of her
poem-in terms that make his sexual and textual appropriation unmistakable. 6 This "crisis of
naming" (Duplessis 6) makes the tensions of modernist women's self-fashioning and
fashioning by others distinctly palpable, for while H.D.-like Djuna Bames (Vanity Fair's
Lydia Steptoe, Ladies AlmanaclCs Lady of Fashion), and like Jean Rhys (who was Ella
Gwendolyn Rees Williams at birth, Ella Gray as a chorus girl, and Ella Lenglet as a married
woman)-used a number of aliases, Pound gave her the one that would stick when all the
others (even the original name the initials were based on) were forgotten (Duplessis 7). So
too, Ford gave Rhys the name by which we and all her reading public would know her: in
publishing Rhys's story "Vienne" in the Transatlantic, "Ford changed the author's name from
Ella Lenglet to Jean Rhys" (Angier 138). In Good Morning, Midnight, Rhys's protagonist
Sasha Jansen ponders "I thought it might change my luck if! changed my name. Did it bring
me any luck, I wonder?" (12). For Rhys, a sexual and textual alliance with a figure like Ford,
who could and would introduce to her Hemingway, Joyce, and Stein, was one worth making,
a risk worth taking for a destitute young writer whose husband was serving time in jail.
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However, as I have argued throughout this study, the advantages of such alliances were
offset by the costs; Rhys may have felt compelled to pursue a relationship with Ford as a
mentor and lover, despite evidence that she knew Ford regularly had affairs outside his
central relationship with Bowen. 7 By involving herself with a man known to have a
common-law wife and child, Rhys placed herself in a doubly' othered' position to the mainly
bourgeois literary set: an (easily primitivized and eroticized) colonial writer with what
Bowen called a "lack of nationality" (166), and an easily villainized 'other woman.' In the
best of circumstances, Rhys would simply have her work judged by the criteria Ford's preface
would set for it. As we shall see, all these factors influenced the way Jean Rhys would be
read.
More than Djuna Barnes, who established a name for herself through her journalism,
and much more than Marianne Moore, who attended Broom parties as a young woman and
went on to edit The Dial and make life-long friends of Eliot and Pound, Jean Rhys was an
outsider to modernist coteries. Her relationship with Ford, who introduced her to other
writers in 1920s Paris, represented her first connection to a literary world. But her
connection with that world was a briefaffair, as briefas her love affair with Ford, which took
place between 1924 and 1926 (Angier 157). Once the latter was over, and Rhys published
her 'version' of the story in Quartet (1928), the former was toO.8
Michelle LeDoeuff notes that of the women who had any relation to philosophy
before the mid-twentieth century, "all experienced great passions, and their relationship to
philosophy passed through their love for a man, a particular philosopher" (3). The reasons
behind what she calls this "erotic-theoretical transference" were the educational, social, and
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cultural baniers between women and philosophy: "It is only through the mediation of a man
that women could gain access to theoretical discourse. Here we find a predicament common
to the feminine condition, that of not being able to do without a protector and mediator in
any part of life defined as social" (3). In Edging Women Out, Gaye Tuchman thoroughly
analyzes publication rates for women's novels in nineteenth-century Britain to show that,
rather than increasing, women's opportunities for publishing decreased as the century
progressed and novel-writing became an accepted and valued pursuit for men. Counterintuitively, novel-writing was a field less open to women in the early twentieth than in the
early nineteenth century. This cultural disadvantage, in combination with Rbys's financial
destitution as a result of her husband's incarceration, and her lack of connection to literary
circles, deepened her dependence on Ford.
But there was more than sheer desperation on Rbys's part to draw her to Ford. Late
in her life she would recall approvingly his precepts about writing: "I was told by Ford ~

to let an unfinished MSS out of my hands.. " The result is always a muddle and sometimes
tragic-how true!" (letter to Selma Vaz Dias, 12112/63; Rbys 4:6). Notes taken by David
Plante from his interviews with Rbys for her autobiography make clear the ambivalence of
Rbys's feelings for Ford:
Ford ~ a liar in a way ... [But] he knew such a lot and took such a lot of
care over Jean's writing - he was kind, took her to meet people (Stein came
to tea)-reading aloud from Jean's writing he would exclaim CLICH::E!
CLICHE! Ifhe liked what he read, he put on a special solemn voice. (plante
14:4)
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Rhys's sense of what Ford could offer her, combined with his approval of her work-his
"special solemn voice" lent it that all-important tone of authority that she would have had
trouble summoning for herself-gave her the confidence to work toward publication.
Although even Ford's long-time companion at the time he met Rhys, Stella Bowen, would
later attest to the "great sensitiveness and persuasiveness" ofRhys's writing in her pre-Ford
period (166), Rhys was unlikely to have gotten published, or to have considered herselfa
serious writer, without Ford's connections and encouragement. 9
Because there are no letters extant between Jean Rhys and Ford Madox Ford, critics
and biographers often succumb to the great temptation to read Rhys's novels as very slightly
altered autobiography. As I have already noted, this tendency leads to painfully reductive
readings of both Rhys's life and work. I have tried throughout this study to consider lives
multiply. Here again, rather than read Rhys's novels to obtain the 'facts of her life' with
regard to Ford, I intend to explore in detail not only Rhys's and Ford's fictional
representations of each other, but also, and first, a previously unmined but crucial site for
elucidating Ford's relationship ofRhys, and his positioning of her vis avis modernism: his
preface to her first full-length book, The Left Bank and Other Stories.
Critics have pointed out that there is no story in the collection called "The Left
Bank"-rather, that name seems to be taken from Ford's preface, entitled "Rive Gauche."
That Ford's preface would have the power not only to frame but to name Rhys's book
signifies the relationship of power between the two: Ford, as former editor of The English

Review and current editor of the Transatlantic Review, and as author ofa long and steady
stream of commercially and critically successful novels, could assure Rhys publication and
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presumably a wider audience. As The Left BanlCs title indicates, its publisher, Jonathan
Cape, took Ford's preface very seriously.lO This naming is but a minor repetition ofFord's
bestowing the name 'Jean Rhys' upon the author, but it nonetheless signifies the power of
Ford's preface in itself to define Rhys and her work.
For Rhys, an unpublished writer, Ford served as both guide and gatekeeper to the
literary marketplace and modernist coteries. The preface was ostensibly written, like Eliot's
prefaces for Moore and Barnes, to attach significance and authority to the work, to attract
an audience familiar with the "master," and to enhance the selling power of the work through
association. The master's name was inscribed on the book cover as an imprimatur, a sign of
patronage meant to encourage the patronage of others. From then on, like the body of her
work on which the master's name is inscribed, the female writer would wear the master's
sign-she would always be associated with his name.
But, as was also true for Eliot's prefaces for Moore and Barnes, the ostensible
purpose of the preface in general is not particularly well-served by the master's preface in
particular. Interestingly, Ford is the subject in both senses of the word of this preface; it i~
much more an autobiography ofFord's "hot youth" (a phrase he uses no less than three times
in eight pages) in the Latin Quarter than it is an evaluation ofRhys's work, for of the twenty

pages the preface comprises, only four refer directly to Rhys. However, a careful reading
of the preface indicates that those pages that do not mention Rhys are as significant
indicators of her relationship with Ford as those that do, not only because the preface was
ostensibly inspired by her work, but because of the consistent operation of a colonizing
impulse throughout.
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The world into which Ford introduces Rhys's work, for him the only world that
matters, "consists of the Left Bank, Asia and Africa" (7).11 While the Left Bank represents
Europe in this triad, it at first resembles and then begins to subsume the more southerly
continents: "[the Left Bank] is a vast sandy desert, like the Sahara ... but immense. More
immense than the whole of Europe, more immense than even Australia" (10; Ford's ellipsis).
The Left Bank owes its enormity to the minuteness of Ford's perspective, as he willingly
admits (10), but there is more at work here than mere shortsightedness. Note how, in Ford's
phrasing, the Left Bank at once collapses into and exceeds the other two continents (which
Ford never visited, but which were nonetheless, in the words of anthropologist Edward
Sapir, "strange yet always intelligible" (568) to him); the Left Bank takes on Saharan
characteristics only to outgrow that huge desert in the space of an ellipsis.
Within the gap or lack the ellipsis connotes12 operates the mysterious logic of
colonialism, working through the figure Mary Louise Pratt calls "the' seeing man,' . . . he
whose imperial eyes passively look out and possess" (7).13 Through his minute knowledge
of the Left Bank Ford possesses Africa, Asia, Australia, the far reaches of the world. This
world, the "real Latin Quarter," is "glamorous and filled with dangers," for it was once the
home of the "now extinct" Apaches (14, 16), crucial characters of the only dramatized scene
in Ford's preface. As the little magazines of the 1920s would, in blissful yet nonetheless
implicated ignorance, illustrate Aztec history with Mayan art (Williams 112-120), Ford
melded together the Left Bank, the Sahara, and a Native-American nation into a mythic
space of danger and adventure. The real subject of this adventure, however, was not the
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tum-of-the-century Parisian gangster but the besieged white male, Ford himself, witness to
and creator of this scene:
They were Apaches all right: they wore the casquettes with the visor right
down over the eyes, the red woollen muffler floating out, the skin-tight
jacket, the trousers ballooning out over the hips: and one of them had an
open jack-knife.... (16)
Here again Ford's ellipsis contains as much as it leaves out: it signifies the observer's
personal risk, his courage to hold firm, his power to evoke the drama of the moment, and,
a few sentences later, his power to use the "now extinct" Apache as a metaphor for the more
mundane but nonetheless significant danger of encroaching "industrialism" implied to be the
cause for the Apache's extinction. Though Ford consistently contrasts dismal "financiers"
to the exciting Apache and other erstwhile denizens of the Left Bank, he unselfconsciously
ignores his own 'investment' in the primitive, and the connection between the economic and
cultural colonizations practiced in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Ford's
nostalgia for the "now extinct" exoticism of the Apache and the "Saharan" Left Bank echoes
that of many other Modernist masters, including Conrad, Joyce, Forster, and Pound, and
their contemporaries, Freud, Levi-Strauss, Michel Leiris and others. 14 And, despite Ford's
hatred of the financiers, his colonizing movement obviously mirrors theirs.
Into the place vacated by the "now extinct" Apache Ford places Jean Rhys, "coming
from the Antilles, with a terrifying insight and a terrific-almost lurid!-passion for stating the
case of the underdog" (24). Even without an open jack-knife, she terrifies with her
"sympathy for law-breakers ... a sympathy of which we do not have too much in Occidental
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literature" (24). Ford implicitly positions Rhys as an 'Oriental' writer, although in fact she
hales from farther West than Europe. And, like all things Oriental, Rhys's writing derives
from instinct rather than reason or craft; Ford is struck hardest by "the singular instinct for
form possessed by this young lady, an instinct for form being possessed by singularly few
writers of English and by almost no English women writers. I say 'instinct,' for that is what
it appears to me to be: these sketches begin exactly where they should and end exactly
where their job is done" (24-25). Given that Ford's definition of 'instinct' could as easily
apply to the term 'craft,' we should be suspicious of his word choice. For 'instinct' is less
consistent with his explicit definition than with his implicit reduction of Rhys to a sort of
passionate primitive. Indeed, Ford insists not only on Rhys's "instinct," but uses the terms
"passion" and "passionate" four times in the four pages of the preface devoted to Rhys.
Ford explicitly positions himself as a mentor to Rhys in the preface:
I tried-for I am for ever meddling with the young-very hard to induce the
author ... to introduce some sort of topography of that region [the
'atmosphere' of the Left Bank and other European cities she writes about],
bit by bit, into her sketches-in the cunning way in which it would have been
done by Flaubert or Maupassant, or by Mr. Conrad 'getting in' the East in
innumerable short stories ... But would she do it? Nol (26; my ellipses)
Ford presents the mentoring relationship as one in which advice is kindly and wisely offered,
but rejected by the youthful author. Although Ford encourages Rhys as a writer from
outside European culture to 'get in' its foreign atmosphere as Conrad 'gets in' the East, she
refuses that penetrative approach just as she refuses to survey the landscape with the eyes
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of the white European "seeing man." Instead, the place Rhys wishes to 'get in' is not Europe
but her own homeland, the Caribbean. Ford's description of her interest in that region shows
little attention, however, to the ways in which Rhys uses the West Indies as a space from
which to critique white European culture; instead, his presentation of it makes clear its
inseparability from his own assumptions (assumptions that, as we shall see, Ford's When the

Wicked Man makes all too clear) about the Caribbean as Oriental: although Rhys shows
"cold deliberation" in eliminating the descriptive matter of her work that Ford asks to see
more of, she is in every other instance consumed with passion:
So she hands you the Antilles with its sea and sky-'the loveliest,
deepest sea in the world-the Caribbean!'-the effect of landscape on
the emotions and passions of a child being so penetrative, but lets
Montparnasse, or London, or Vienna go (26).
As Veronica Gregg notes in Jean Rhys's Historical Imagination, "For Ford, the Antilles is

not a place (to be written) in the same sense as London, Montparnasse, Vienna, but
landscape, or as Edward Said terms it, 'imaginative geography'" (6). Ford positions Rhys
as infantilized by association with the primitivized space of her homeland; nonetheless, or,
rather, as a result of her childish simplicity, she can bring that space, pure and unmediated,
to the white European reader at the center of things, parcel out the colonies in pieces to a
European readership. What we see here is not an original insightful reading ofRhys's work
but a repetition of the images of the Caribbean that proliferated in big and little magazines
of the 1920s: the image of the Caribbean as raw, untouched by civilization (see Figures 4.1
and 4.2).15
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Figure 4.1. Cunard-Anchor West
Indies Cruise Advertisiment, Vanity
Fair December 1929
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Figure 4.2. Cunard-Anchor West Indies Cruise
Advertisement, Vanity Fair November 1929
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Such portrayals-like Stella Bowen's characterization ofRhys as a woman "without
a nationality"-deny both history and nationhood to the Caribbean and its inhabitants. As
Simon Gikandi and Deana Rodriguez remind us, history is an intensely contested issue in the
Caribbean, where imperial powers imposed their histories on the indigenous populations, as
well as the African slaves and East Indian laborers they later imported. Where slavery, as
Orlando Patterson makes clear, imposed a social death-the alienation of the slave from
immediate kin and more distant ancestry, as from all local social rule and ritual (5-7)-which
erased the histories and nationalities of the large populations of African slaves in the
Caribbean. And, as the passage quoted earlier detailing Rhys's remembrance of the
difference between the true English and their "dirty Colonials" makes clear, the imposition
of British government, social institutions, and value systems in the West Indies extended that
social death (although certainly to a lesser degree) even to the British colonists. The
orientalizing tendency of Ford's preface reinforces an imperial vision that erases the
specificities of the Caribbean as nation, while at the same time this erasure substantiates the
centrality of the white European male subject.
The Left Bank preface's incantatory repetitions of words like 'passion' and 'instinct'
panders Rhys as a passionate, tropical sexual being at the same time it sells her writing. Ford
earlier presents himself as earnest mentor and Rhys as his resistant protegee, but, through the
strange conceit with which he ends the piece, he (not so) subtly implies a physical
relationship with her. Although Rhys, through her colonial status, is privy to penetrate the
physical beauties of the Antilles, for Ford she represents a body to be penetrated; his
conclusion of the preface hopes that "when-hundreds of years hence!-her ashes are
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translated to the Pantheon, in the voluminous pall, . .. a grain or so of my scattered and
forgotten dust may go in too, in the folds" (27). The false humility of his wish that his
"scattered and forgotten dust" should enter the Pantheon in Rhys's "folds" hardly disguises
the sexual metaphor. But at this point the contamination theme Ford earlier developed with
his notions of industrialism and financiers takes a sudden twist; it is now he that contaminates
Rhys's bodily and textual integrity by entering the Pantheon of great writers, scattered in her
folds. Through his mentoring connection to Rhys, Ford gives himself a shot at immortality.
For Ford, Rhys, as both colonial and as woman, represents the exotic element of the
Left Bank, the heat and passion of the East and South for which, conveniently, one does not
even need to leave home. Ford's sexual patronage ofRhys was well-known among Ford's
coteries in the Left Bank; by "picking Rhys up," giving her her first publication in the

Transatlantic Review, and inscribing her first book of stories with his venerable name, Ford
does to Rhys's text what he earlier did to her person-he takes literary possession of what he
earlier 'possessed' sexually. And though, as we shall see in the next section, Rhys's own
metaphors for possession referred to a power much greater than Ford's, the implications of
the preface's imperializing bent for Ford's own self-possession are crucial here.
Now, as I suggested earlier, Ford's sexualizing and primitivizing of Rhys in the
preface is not an isolated incident, but ties into both nineteenth-century constructions of
female sexuality, and twentieth-century constructions of (male) health that pathologized the
female body. By rendering Rhys sexual and primitive, Ford renders himself the true subject
of the preface, the integrity of which, unlike that ofRhys's body, is not to be questioned. In
an homage to Joseph Conrad that Ford composed at around the same time, he wrote: "But
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most of all lowe him that strong faith-that . .. the writing of novels is the only pursuit
worthwhile for a proper man" (qtd. in Mizener 49). Such extreme language strongly
suggests an actively defensive posture, and Carolyn Burke provides evidence of the kind of
situation from which Ford was defending himself and other male writers. In the early 1910s,
at the time he was actively collaborating with Conrad, Ford wrote that in Edwardian London,
"a man of letters [was] regarded as something less than a man" (Ancient Lights 243; qtd. in
Burke 104). We have already seen the kinds of tensions this situation caused for male
modernist writers. How much more pleasant and serene was the position of the literary
mentor, who could bring to bohemian Paris the "strange but always intelligible" work of the
half-savage female writer, than that of the male writer forced to defend his masculinity.
The labial metaphor Ford used to describe his relationship to Rbys has further and
more disturbing implications. Marianne Dekoven has theorized that modernist writers, male
and female, confronted tensions around gender by deconstructing generic formations.
Although Dekoven's examples, from Conrad, Chopin, and others, greatly emphasize their use
of specifically maternal metaphors, she does not discriminate between the maternal in
particular and the feminine in general, and so does not pursue the connection between
tensions around gender and those around sexuaVtextual reproduction. Once we begin to
make those connections (and further note the links between the maternal body and the
primitive), an even grimmer picture ofmodernistlcolonialist operations results.
Ford not only puts the name of the Father on Rhys's work, but in doing so, lays claim
to that work as his own, as ifhe had 'fathered' it and deserved equal, ifnot greater, credit
for its production. Indeed, Ford seems to have had a penchant for claiming children as his
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own with little or no proof of paternity. Mizener notes that, after developing a sexual
interest for Brigit Patmore that was not returned, "in the twenties, Ford went about New
York saying 'Well, I am not quite sure he [Derek Patmore]'s not my son'" (239n). Rhys's
outrage upon reading about her own "fictitious daughter" from Ford in Mizener's biography
(583nI5) is understandable, given both the need she felt to keep her very young daughter
Maryvonne in a clinic while she stayed with Ford and Bowen, and her lack of control over
the kinds of claims Ford could make about her writing. Rhys provides the passion, the heat,
the fertile Caribbean ground for reproduction, but by deeming her technical gifts 'instinctual,'
Ford claims for himself the position of knowledge, power, and control: that is, modernist
mastery. The potent "dust" he "scatter[s]" in her folds is the stuff of literary life itself, and
it is reproduced every time Rhys's prominence is credited to Ford. 16
And this is often. Both contemporaneously with the publication of The Left Bank and
with Rhys's 'rediscovery' after her 1966 publication of Wide Sargasso Sea, Ford's name is
uniformly invoked. All ten reviews of The Left Bank make reference to the preface, some
more appreciatively than others; while the New York Herald Tribune Book Review avers
that "in this genre he has no equal" (16), the New York Times reviewer "can't escape the
feeling that the book takes its title from Ford Madox Ford's preface" and calls the preface
"needless" and a "misnomer" (29). Most of the reviews repeat key terms of the preface, such
as "passion," "sympathy for the underdog," and "instinct for form." Significantly, nearly
forty years later, the reviews of Wide Sargasso Sea tend to begin with eulogies to Ford
which give him as much credit for Rhys's earlier discovery and publication as do the 1927
reviews: the New Statesman notes "she was encouraged by Ford Madox Ford;" the
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Spectator calls her a "protegee of Ford Madox Ford;" The Sunday Times begins,
U[i]ntroduced as a writer ("The Left Bank," 1927) by Ford Madox Ford, she surprised even
this patron by her grim autobiographical demi-monde novels;" and The Sunday Telegraph
notes that her novels of the 20s and 30s ''won recognition among a minority of connoisseurs,
including a wide-eyed Ford Madox Ford"l Even the biographical note for the Arts Council
Press notice includes as one of its three sentences "Began writing at the encouragement of
Ford Madox Ford" (McFarlin 2:22). The back cover of Norton's 1987 collection ofRhys's
stories repeats Ford's emphasis on Rhys's skill in "the rendering of passion." Even Francis
Wyndham, a great devotee ofRhys's, begins his introduction to the 1982 Norton paperback
edition of Wide Sargasso Sea with reference to "her patron Ford Madox Ford," and quotes
Ford's phrases "passion for stating the case of the underdog" and "instinct for form." Indeed,
all of the forewords and prefaces to recent editions ofRhys's work refer to Ford, and many

critical articles also allude to that connection. As was true of the reception of Marianne
Moore and Djuna Barnes, once the introduction has been made, the literary master's name
remains fixed to the body of the woman writer's work, as if to give it its 'proper name.'

(Re)Possessing the Word
Having just asserted that Ford's preface positioned Rhys as a passionate primitive,
and himself as a central subject of literary discourse, here I want to make a case for Rhys's
first novel, Quartet (1 928)-whose publication followed the publication of the preface for The
Left Bank by only a year-as a response to Ford's imperial act, an attempt to assert narrative

control and to redefine their relative positions that continued throughout Rhys's literary
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career and had its culmination nearly forty years later in her last novel Wide Sargasso Sea.
For, as I suggested in the previous section, the preface is as much an account ofFord and
Rhys's relationship as it is of Rhys's short stories. The central issues that circulate in all
accounts of the affair are race, class, identity, and sexual mastery. But at the center of these,
and tying them all together, is the issue of discursive mastery, the power to create the terms
by which a person or thing will be defined. I7
There were two kinds of imperial mastery Rhys was interested in deflating in Ford:
literary and sexual. To take the last first: as I noted earlier, Ford's affair with Rhys was one
in a long series; most contemporaries who knew Ford recognized what Stella Bowen called
his need "from time to time to exercise his sentimental talents ... upon a new subject" (165).
On meeting Janice Biala, Ford's lover after Bowen, Rhys, and Rene Wright, Joyce was
moved to pen a ditty to the tune of "Father O'Flynn"; it began "0 Father OfFord you've a
masterful way with you,! Maid, wife and widow are wild to make hay with you" (EHmann
635n). Taken together, Bowen's choice of the term "subject," and Joyce's of "masterful,"
underline a cultural attitude toward heterosexual relations which positions men as agents
(sexual masters) and women as objects subject to male desire. Within this paradigm,
submission becomes a cultural mask by which the category "woman" is recognized, a
performance whose status as such is invisible-much as the minstrel mask, when worn by
African-Americans, was invisible to their white audiences. Freud's designation of an (at least
semi-) masochistic passivity as the proper direction of female sexual development is just one
of many illustrations of this naturalized construction (272). But, like the Harlem Renaissance
writers who mastered the minstrel mask in order to articulate difference in a form acceptable
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to white audiences, Rhys mastered masochism as an articulable form of female sexual
difference, and as a critique of the patriarchal domination on which Ford's literary mastery
rested. Her emphasis, nay, insistence, on passivity and sexual submission (especially for
white women) as requisite social roles performs a critique masked as natural, a performance
that compels yet confuses even her best critics.
An examination of passivity/masochism as a potential form of critique in Rhys's
writing is much-needed, given that the perceived passivity ofRhys's female characters has
long been a sore point for readers, feminists among them. Elizabeth Abel attributes the
problem to "Rhys's portrayal of passive, helpless heroines ... [and her] unremitting
pessimism" (156). In an attempt to vindicate Rhys, Abel's response is to pathologize her:
she argues that Rhys's heroines owe their passivity and lack of affect to the clinical condition
of schizophrenia.

Ironically, in her defense of Rbys, Abel goes on to attest that

schizophrenia, rather than being a mark of mental weakness, is instead the result of social
conditions that marginalize women-a move that pathologizes not just Rhys and her
characters, but potentially all women.

Rather than destabilizing the categories that

marginalize and pathologize Rbys (and, by implication, all women), Abel reifies them.
By eschewing what Gayatri Spivak identifies as the Western feminist model of
transcendent individualism (for which, significantly, she uses Jane Eyre as the reigning
example), Rhys can create these kinds of binds for her critics. IS My own method for evading
such traps is to emphasize Rbys's 'masochism' as a response and critique of the marginalizing
and pathologizing structures Rhys felt herself to be surrounded and constructed by. As
Sasha Jansen in Good Morning, Midnight puts it: "Every word I say has chains round its
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ankles; every thought I think: is weighted with heavy weights. Since I was born, hasn't every
word I've said, every thought I've thought, everything I've done, been tied up, weighted,
chained?" (106). Rhys's insistent invocation of the tropes of bondage has important
metaphysical, sexual, and historical ramifications that tie into her discursive and sexual
relationship with Ford.
To further develop this point, let me return to a term I glanced over in the last
section, one which has powerful implications for Rhys's and Ford's constructions of
themselves and each other. To repeat a phrase from Mizener's biography ofFord, "he [Ford]
was possessed by the feeling that he had been shamefully betrayed by people he had
sacrificed himself to help" (198).

Indeed, Ford's sense of himself as betrayed does

reverberate throughout his biography and letters, often 'taking possession' of those texts.
In a moment I will comment on the sort of ego-reinforcement I believe Ford's possession
afforded him. Right now, I want to trace the very different, but no less significant, use of the
same trope for Rhys.
Rhys also described herself as "possessed" in a way that related to literature-not by
a sense of betrayal, but at the core of her writing process. In an excerpt from Smile Please
(which again reminds us of the difference for Rhys between autobiography and fiction) she
described her first writing experience, which occurred some time in the early 1910s, as a
response to a physical need:

It was after supper that night-as usual a glass of milk and some bread and
cheese-that it happened. My fingers tingled, and the palms of my hands. I
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pulled a chair up to the table, opened an exercise book, and wrote This is my
Diary. But it wasn't a diary. (129)

And, in terms even more alienated from conscious will, late in life Rhys described herself to

David Plante as "a pen":
'And do you imagine yourself in someone's hand?'
Tears came into her eyes. 'Of course. Of course. It's only then that I
know I'm writing well. It's only then that I know my writing is true. Not
really true, not as fact. But true as writing. That's why I know the Bible is
true. I know it's a translation of a translation of a translation, but the writing
is true, it reads true. Oh, to be able to write like thatl But you can't do it.
It's not up to you. You're picked up like a pen, and when you're used up
you're thrown away, ruthlessly, and someone else is picked up.' (plante 31)
While we can see both Ford's "possession" by and obsession with betrayal and his need to
mentor others as functions of the same psychological need to reinforce his subject boundaries
(for to see oneself as central to the success of others, and on top of that, unrecognized, is a
position both masterly and martyred), Rhys's possession works in the opposite direction.
Through it, she disclaims subjectivity, autonomy, even responsibility for her literary output.
But, as her reference to the Bible implies, at the same time she puts herself into the
enormously ambitious position of one personally chosen by some higher power for the
purpose of writing. In love, Rhys's protagonists could feel themselves to be sexually
possessed by their lovers, in what Joan Dayan has referred to as "amorous bondage"-a
notion I will return to shortly in my examination of possession tropes in Rhys's Quartet and
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Ford's When the Wicked Man. But here it is crucial to note the most important difference
between Rhys and her protagonists: that they are not writers. That is a power Rhys reserves
for herself.
Rhys's difficulties positioning herself as a subject can be felt in her tropes of
possession-she is the pen, not the hand, the instrument, not the governing consciousness.
Such fashioning belies her dedication to writing, the numbers of drafts she wrote through,
the difficulty with which she gave up any piece as finished (Gregg 1987: 36-40). It signifies
her desire to be tied into something larger than her own subjective authority: to the "huge
lake" which all writing feeds (plante 22), to fate. We can see this relation to subject status
as one driven by fear and denial. Or we can see it as one that performs Rhys's history, and
the history of Obeah (that is, voodoo) practices in the Caribbean as a response to imperial
dominance. When we consider that Rhys's masks were always white masks (Voyage in the
Dark 185; Good Morning. Midnight I06)-it becomes clear that the form into which Rhys

had to fit herself to articulate her vision was no less constructed than that of Baker's minstrel
mask. Once this is understood, we come closer to understanding modernist mastery as itself
a socially constructed position. If Ford, to be recognized as a modernist writer, had to put
on the mask of (literary and sexual) mastery, Rhys, as a woman writer and modernist disciple
to Ford, had to master the mask of the possessed in order to articulate the position of
'woman' But, as Judith Butler argues so persuasively in Gender Trouble, regardless of the
ontological status of gender (or any other naturalized category) as a performance, a kind of
mask, it is no less difficult to remove.
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In order to understand the active, as well as passive, potentials of possession, we
need to pursue Rhys's Biblical allusion in the quotation above. Rhys's allusion to the Bible
as another fonn of ,possessed' writing, taken together with her unpublished but nonetheless
significant essay called "The Bible Is Modem," enacts the active elements of possession,
possession as subterfuge. That connection leads us to the Caribbean roots of possession (in
the form of Obeah) and their links to slave rebellion. After pursuing these connections, I
want to conclude this section by returning to its premise that Ford's, Rhys's, and Bowen's
narratives of each other contested the site of discursive mastery by addressing the
ramifications of possession as a fonn of subject positioning in Rhys's novelization of her
affair with Ford, Quartet, and in Ford responses to it.
In an undated fragment of a manuscript at the McFarlin, Rhys explores her affinities

with 'primitive' peoples and simultaneously critiques Europe as a self-defined metropolitan
literary and cultural center. "The Bible Is Modem" begins
'God said, Let there be Light, and there was Light.' There is something
short, snappy, and utterly modem about this sentence. You have only got to
alter 'God said' to 'Said God,' put a stop in the middle, and you could almost
call it a quotation from the newest, starkest American novel. . . .
And, though it is obvious that the significance of this manner is entirely
dependent on an intensity of feeling, let us remember that we are dealing with
primitive people who express themselves in the primitive way. These people
are an Oriental people who have never learnt to keep a stiff upper lip.
(Rhys 1:3)
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Here, Rhys again ironically mimics Ford's invocation of her own work as 'Oriental,' turning
the tables on him and other male modernists as she simultaneously attempts to redefine
modernism and elevate her own aesthetic as that of the Book. In Veronica Gregg's reading
of this piece, Rhys "is attacking the ideology sustaining imperialism and class divisions which
provide the discursive field of literary works in English society" (1987: 36). On the level of
language, note first that the line she quotes from Genesis consists entirely of words of one
syllable. Rhys here confronts her own penchant for simple, austere language and the
conventional association of such a style with the infantile and the valueless. 19 Rhys's mockery
of a system of exchange that equates letters-per-word with market value is repeated in "The
Bible Is Modem":
The idea that books written in short, simple sentences, depending for their
effectiveness on the intensity of feeling of the author, are inferior books,
follows automatically ... But then what is difficult for us black people [sic]
to understand is the ingenious way in which they set about making money out
of ' God said 'Let there be Light, and there was Light' (Rhys 1:3)
Unlike the English, who characterize "feeling intensely about anything [as] a quality of the
subject peoples" (Rhys 1:3), Rhys equates simplicity with intensity and herself with England's
"subject peoples" in order to consolidate her position. Her repositioning of the Bible as the
literary product of "primitive," "subject" peoples at once delegitimizes white (and especially
English) claims to a Christian ethic through the Bible, and situates moral and religious
authority with a new kind of' subject.' This inversion of Colonial power relations can be
partially identified by Rhys's self-identification as one of "us black people."
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By erasing her own identity as a white 'British' writer, Rhys participates in what she
saw as the unmediated authenticity of blackness. As a white daughter of the Caribbean
islands, a creole, Rhys did not take the kind of patronizing, infantilizing view of blacks that
she associates with the newly emigrated English on the islands. In her novels, she
consistently compares the English unfavorably to the black islanders; in Voyage in the Dark
(1934), a dying protagonist remembers the carnivale of her youth, in a scene that parodies
the fascinated horror with which the newly-arrived English voyeuristically observe the events
from behind jalousies. In the parade, blacks masquerade as whites with masks: "over the
slits for the eyes mild blue eyes were painted then there was a small straight nose and a
little red heart-shaped mouth and under the mouth another slit so that they could put their
tongues out at you. .. I knew why the masks were laughing' (186; emphasis in original).

Only in the original, unpublished version of the novel does Rhys offer the reason why the
mask-wearers laugh: "they were laughing at the idea that anybody black would want to be
white" (qtd. Scott 387). Rhys's colonial view of the Blacks of her island distinguishes itself
from that of the English imperial in its refutation of white superiority. And just as white
masks tied to black faces operate uS an ironic subterfuge, a reversal (for the duration of the
carnivale) of the minstrel mask, so possession (in its Obeah context) acts as a form of
subterfuge whose practice cannot be so constrained.
If, as I asserted earlier, masochism is a form offemale masquerade for Rhys, then
it makes sense to look at that masquerade from within the context ofRhys's childhood and
adolescent experience in the Caribbean, where some of her sharpest memories and strongest
influences were of carnival masquerade, Obeah, and forms of bodily possession. Obeah
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(called voodoo or voodoun in Haiti), is an African-based religious practice that grew up in
the West Indies during its long period of colonial occupation and exploitation of African
slave labor. Obeah magic, often in the form of poisoning, "functioned as one of the few
means available to slaves to retaliate against the system of slavery and the cruel treatment of
slave owners" (Hedrick 61). According to Zora Neale Hurston's account of voodoo
practices in Haiti, Tell My Horse, the two main forms of bodily possession were divine
possession (possession by gods) and zombi-ism (possession by evil spirits). The former state
brought revered powers to the person so possessed (119-121); the latter provided a powerful
analogy to colonial slavery: the dead body possessed by evil spirits represented a kind of
perfect slave, one that would work ceaselessly without food, water, or rest, let alone
compensation (180-181).

Ifwe recognize Obeah, as I believe Rbys did, as a covert form

of resistance to and critique of colonial mastery (and in zombi-ism I see that critique brought
to the level of parody), then her self-positioning as possessed (a pen in a hand), and her
positioning of her female protagonists as possessed (usually by the overmastering power of
a male lover), likewise perform critiques of imperialist and patriarchal domination.
Here I want to address these issues specifically in the novels that Rhys and Ford
wrote about each other. In Quartet, which is at one and the same time a damning portrayal
ofFord in the character of Heidler, and a brilliant evocation of the triangulated sexual and
emotional dynamics of an affair, Rhys's protagonist Marya (pronounced Maria) is neither a
West Indian colonial nor a writer. While it is true that in all of Rhys's books, however
'autobiographical,' writing was a form of mastery she reserved for herself, here that
difference also serves the crucial purpose of erasing the mentoring relationship between Rbys
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and Ford (and thus any lack of gratitude toward him) and transforming their relationship into
a strictly sexual one. 20 Thus Ford (Heidler) is cast into the role of sexual predator upon an
indigent woman in his and his wife's care, with Rhys (Marya) in the role of guileless victim
made further blameless by the authenticity of her love for Heidler (her possession, in both the
sexual and economic senses, by him). Within this scenario, I see Rhys's representation of
Heidler's "savaging" of Marya as her response to the primitivizing operation of the preface:
He knelt down and stared at her. Her head had dropped backwards over the
edge of the bed and from that angle her face seemed strange to him: the
cheek-bones seemed higher and more prominent, the nostrils wider, the lips
thicker. A strange little Kalmuck face.
He whispered: 'Open your eyes, savage. Open your eyes, savage.' ...
She was quivering and abject in his arms, like some unfortunate dog abasing
itselfbefore its master. (131)
Heidler's objectifying, savaging look-his status as Pratt's 'seeing man'-is strongly
emphasized.

Marya, who has been "Othered" most profoundly through her sexual

relationship with Heidler, must nonetheless bear the full responsibility for her 'savage'
sexuality. One cannot be a member of the Heidlers' bourgeois English set and at the same
time challenge the basic rules of civilization, as Marya does, by having an illicit affair with
a married man. That such rules do not apply to Heidler is in perfect keeping with the logic
of the game being played.
The 'rules of the game' reverberate throughout Quartet (references to "playing the
game" appear in at least seven places in the novel),21 as does female submission as an
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undergirding condition of that game. 22 Marya at first resists Heidler's attempts to make her
his lover, but then accedes: "To give in and have a little peace. The unutterably sweet peace
of giving in" (107). When Heidler's position as "the man, the male, the important person, the
only person who matters" (81), is fully acknowledged, Marya's resistance becomes at most
an annoying posture, her acquiescence an act less of personal than of culturally-gendered
masochism. But, given Rhys's repetitive insistence on Marya's masochism as mask, female
submission can become more than a gender stereotype. It becomes a way of playing dead
that calls attention to the deadening forces of the culture.
The association between Heidler's 'savaging' of Marya, and her dog-like abjection
before her "master," is echoed, strangely enough, in Ford's response to Quartet, When the
Wicked Man (1931 ).23 The character who 'represents' Rhys in this novel is notable for three

things: the indecipherability of her color for the main character, the rapaciousness of her
sexuality, and, a characteristic no doubt linked to the first two, her penchant for underworld
contacts. In this intrigue, set within the New York publishing world, the infamous Lola
Porter, described as "Black as night, and very likely hot as hell and sweet as sin in certain
circumstances," makes the central male consciousness of the novel, Joe Notterdam, wonder
"if Porter [her husband] would sell her. She was thin with a thin, delicate nose; full enough,

scarlet lips. . . . Probably Porter would not sell her" (78). Thus, from first sight, as it were,
Lola is a racialized and commodified, eyed like a female slave on the block. Ford's sexual
and racial othering of Lola extends to class as well: she is the social companion of gangsters,
bootleggers, and blackmailers. When Lola's writer-husband commits suicide, Notterdam
feels sure it is because he has canceled a high-paying contract with Porter, and he is quick
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to destroy evidence linking him to the death. Lola, who knows nothing of the broken
contract, blames herself for her husband's death, and wants it to be treated by the police and
press as an accident. In a scene following the discovery of her husband's body, we find Lola
and Notterdam searching Hoboken for a doctor to sign a death certificate. Here Lola begs
Notterdam not to make the suicide public: "she caught one of his hands and leaning on his
breast kissed it continuously as if she had been a slave imploring a boon of a sultan" (171).
Note not only the similarity of scenes from Quartet to When the Wicked Man, but also the
masculine position of dominating subjectivity in each. Ford portrays Lola's abjection as
wholly political and self-serving here; but one senses Notterdam's sexual excitement at the
master-slave suggestion of the scene (the metaphor is his). In this scene and others, the two
texts resonate in ways that, I believe, support Rhys's portrayal of Ford's orientalizing
mentality.
Another element ofFord's text that supports this view is Notterdam's inability to
discern Lola's race: as in the passage above, later he calls her a "blackamoor" (103) who
nonetheless has a ''very white back" (165). When Ford describes her as "dancing half nude
with a very formidable racketeer in a regular tohowabohu of negroes, mulatresses, and
gangsters" (266-67), he exposes the intensity of his desire to villainize Rhys by associating
her with other racially and socially transgressive types, and repeats his penchant for
collapsing one 'Other' into another. The word "tohuwabohu" here derives from the Hebrew

tohu wa-bhohu, found in the second verse of Genesis, and translated in the 1611 King James
Version as "And the earth was without form, and void" (Satire 24); with it, Ford reveals the
threat of absolute disorder imposed by the terrifying ambiguity of the (presumably) mixed-
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race creole upon the upright middle-class white male. Indeed, perhaps all the apparent
inconsistencies in Ford's portrayal ofRhys can be explained by his summation of her 'type':
"Creoles are as noted for their indolence as for their passion. On that basis, she became
entirely comprehensible" (192). Ford's imperial attitude toward the "strange yet always
intelligible" (Sapir 568) life of the savage comes through here as strongly as it did in his
preface to Rhys's book of stories; his use once again of the word "passion," a buzz word of
the preface, only underlines my point that, in many ways, the characterization of Lola Porter
revises only slightly Ford's characterization ofRhys in the preface: both racialize, primitivize,
sexualize, and class her with society's seedy underside. And, of course, both construct the
subjectivity of the central figure of the work-Ford himself-over and through her
pathologized body.
As we shall see in the concluding section, Rhys got the last 'fictional' word in this
battle of narratives. While, as her reaction to Mizener's portrayal of her affair with Ford
shows, she knew she could not ultimately control the perception of that event, her last novel,
Wide Sargasso Sea, moves the battle to an even more heavily-contested ground: the

historical constructions of the Caribbean, and the biographical construction of its divided
daughter, the white creole.

History, Biography and Narrative Control
[T]o resist colonial authority, the writer devalorizes European cultural
'shrines'; his or her discourse then invites us to step outside a world of given
meanings and identities; finally, by establishing new semiotic and ideological
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connections between the colonizer and the colonized, the author sets out to
reorder the narrative of history. (Gikandi 58)
Jean Rhys's critique of empire and of male writers' dominating constructions of
female subjectivity in her first four novels (Quartet, After Leaving Mr. MacKenzie, Voyage

in the Dark, and Good Morning. Midnight) were not entirely recognizable as long as she
failed to engage a dominant text in a recognizable way, and as long as she attempted to
maintain the blameless status of the ultimate outsider, a view from nowhere. It is when she
engages the implicated identity of the creole in Wide Sargasso Sea that her critique comes
to quickest life. Rhys discovered a way to critique both modernist discourse and English
imperialism by significantly rewriting a European "shrine": Charlotte Bronte's Jane Eyre.

Wide Sargasso Sea was not the first novel in which Rhys identified the central character as
a white creole, but it was the first in which she thoroughly historicized the construction of
that category.

Wide Sargasso Sea attempts to speak an unspoken history of the Caribbean, to make
visible what Bronte's imperial narrative leaves invisible. To that end it focuses sharply on an
historical situation whose traces can be found in many eighteenth- and nineteenth-century
British novels including Wuthering Heights, Mansfield Park, and, most prominently, Jane

Eyre: the English aristocracy's practice of sending second sons to the West Indies to find
well-endowered colonial brides. The practice allowed for the consolidation of patriarchal
inheritance, all of which would go to the first son, while insuring the second a life of leisure
through marriage to a socially inferior but financially secure colonial daughter. While, from
the English perspective, the colonial bride was 'buying' the breeding and social status of her
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husband, the transfer of all of her resources into the husband's name and control upon
marriage made such 'purchases' a poor deal.
The novel is divided into three parts, the first and third spoken by its white creole
heroine, Antoinette, its middle (and longest) section dominated by a character identified only
as "the man." Though the male character is easily identifiable as the Rochester of Bronte's
novel, Rbys never explicitly recognizes him as such. Gayatri Spivak asserts, in the most
convincing argument I have read on this point, that "Rhys denies to Bronte's Rochester the
one thing that is supposed to be secured in the Oedipal relay: the Name of the Father, or the
patronymic" (252). At the same time, Rhys's unwillingness to specifY "the man's" identity
projects his arrogant imperialist actions and attitudes to Englishmen in general. But, perhaps
more importantly, I believe her refusal to grant "the man" a name at once critiques and
reverses Ford's eagerness to name her. Given that Ford literally provided Rhys with both
patronymic and given name (a move we will see repeated in Wide Sargasso Sea when the
man begins to call Antoinette "Bertha")-that Ford, in writing the preface, both named and
claimed Rhys's work as his to define-that Ford was even imputed to have fathered a child
upon Rhys-it is not at all difficult to see Rhys's "denial of the patronymic" as a patriarchal
insult aimed at Ford as well as at Rochester.
And, in another significant echoing, "the man's" intensely othering vision of his creole
wife also repeats Ford's treatment ofRhys in the preface and in When the Wicked Man.
Rhys, in a parodic echo ofFord's discourse on woman, gives us a novel that resists the
conflation of the feminine and the exotic by making painfully clear that the imperial male
subject cannot resist conflating the two. The Englishman feels about his wife the way he
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feels about the island on which their honeymoon is spent (which closely resembles Rhys's
home island Dominica): "a beautiful place-wild, untouched, above all untouched, with an
alien, disturbing, secret loveliness. I find myself thinking, 'What I see is nothing - I want
what it hides'" (87).

As Rhys hints, the dependence of beauty on purity for the

Englishman-"untouched, above all untouched"-reinforces the patriarchy's compulsion to
evaluate (the white) woman's value on the basis of her sexual purity. As Jacobs makes clear,
this assumption was no less crucial to men in the 'free love' twenties than in the nineteenth
century. The passage uncannily echoes a moment in Quartet that follows on the rules of
Heidler's game-"Intact or not intact, that's the first question. An income or not an income,
that's the second" (161). These rules are followed closely by another of Quartets veiled
references to the Caribbean: Marya, sent south to Nice (France's own 'tropics') by the
Heidlers, confuses the sound of the sea with "trees in a gale. Dark trees growing close
together ... Virgin forest. Intact. Never been touched" (162). The patriarchal equation of
woman and land, and the intense male scrutiny to which the virginal status of each is
subjected, haunts both novels, and signals Rhys's awareness of the projection of white male
fear and desire onto both landscape and woman.
It is ironic that the metropolitan English man should value so much what has been left

untouched, given that European colonial activities in the West Indies focused exclusively on
the exploitation of the islands' fertile soil for (mainly sugar) cash crops; as Chris Bongie
illustrates, imperialist exploitation of natural and human resources was consistently
accompanied in contemporaneous travel literature and memoirs by a deep longing for an
untouched paradise to penetrate. This longing was often projected onto the body of the
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native woman, whose dark blood was elevated and purified by reference to her membership
in a local aristocracy (hence the predominance of Afiican princesses in these texts). Conrad's

Heart ofDarlmess, treated in Bongie's study, provides a potent example. In her reading of
West Indian colonial travel narratives of the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries,
Mary Louise Pratt notes that the object of such desires was the mixed-blood woman, the
mulatta slave. But while some of these narratives promoted abolitionist agendas by positing
dark-skinned peoples as worthy of white male love (and even of marriage to a white man),
the genre required the abandonment of the dark wife upon her husband's return to Europe,
and, inevitably, her death. That such narratives never transgressed certain unspoken
(unspeakable?) boundaries by positing marriages between white European women and dark
men underlines their investment in maintaining colonial hierarchies which placed white men
at the top, seconded by white women. For a white woman to be ruled over in marriage by
anyone but a white man was a transgression too hideous to name, because by association it
implied the transference of white-controlled land into black hands. (This suggestion is yet
another unspeakable thought spoken by Wide Sargasso Sea, where Antoinette's sexual
relationship with her mixed-race cousin Sandi, a successful business man-which occurs after
her husband's rejection-is made explicit.) In another significant repetition of Quartet's
exposure of the sexual double standard, while "the man" uses the body of a black servant
woman for his sexual pleasure, his horrified and obsessive suspicion that his creole wife may
be tainted by black blood leads to the dissolution of their extremely brief marital happiness.
Inevitably, the secret the man 'discovers' is the secret he has looked for all along; that
it is supplied to him by the intensely suspect, blackmailing Daniel Cosway, his wife's bitter
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mulatto half-brother, is irrelevant to him. Cosway gives him a decontextualized version of
Antoinette's mother's decline into madness (which leaves out the burning of her estate and
death of her son); he goes on to suggest another taint or corruption that the man expects,
even wants to have corroborated, which will free him from the strain of trying to understand
his wife's differences, and give him leave to take control of her life and money: "'Give my
love to your wife - my sister,' he caIled ... 'You are not the first to kiss her pretty face.
Pretty face, soft skin, pretty colour - not yellow like me. But my sister just the same ... '"
(126).

As Gilman's article suggests, nineteenth-century male fears of the pollutions of

female sexuality and Black blood create the necessity for control of women's bodies: the
man is fully prepared to reject his wife's passion for him as trained by sexual relations with
black men and tainted by her own black blood and madness. That rejection by itself performs
a self-fulfilling prophecy: his decision to commit Antoinette to a Jamaican mental institution
(a move which will give him sole charge of her inheritance) ends her chances of separation
from him. But his fear of his wife's sexuality runs so deep that rather than leave her in the
West Indies, he secures her chastity (and her madness), by locking her up in his English
estate house.
Although the man-in what is literally a foregone conclusion, for after all, the novel
is, in the words of Sandra Drake, "deliberately derivative, an imitation, a copy. . . . a
novelistic colony" (99)-wins the battle for control over Antoinette's destiny, his failure to
engage the Other or to participate in the "creolization" (the formation of new discursive
economies whose narrative "insists on the transmutation and transformation of the colonial
subject" [Gikandi 17]) of the West Indies marks his ultimate loss. His investment in a
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"[h]istory [that] ultimately emerges as a fantasy peculiar to the Western imagination in its
pursuit of a discourse that legitimizes its power and condemns other cultures to the
periphery" seals his fate (Dash xxix). Ileana Rodriguez reads the novel as a "fundamental
disagreement about narratives and concepts, between English representations of the
Caribbean islands and those of the inhabitants" (110). The exposure of "the man's" imperial
vision as precisely that, a position of dominance that destroys the autonomous subjectivities
of others, ultimately decides the discursive battle in Rhys's favor. But rather than take the
prize of the "ultimate victim," Rhys's construction of white creole identity admits her own
implicated status in Caribbean history.
Mary Lou Emery's definition of the status of the white creole in the twentieth century
accurately acknowledges the historical contingency of that position:
white Creoles are divided precisely within the context of the island's histories
and cultures. They descend from a class that no longer exists and whose
history is morally shameful. They feel close to a black culture that they
cannot be a part of and that can only resent them, and they may still look to
a 'mother country.' (13)
Certainly Emery's definition describes Rhys's own position accurately, as Rhys's Black
Exercise Book attests: "[As a child] I was curious about black people. they stimulated me
and I felt akin to them. It added to my sadness that I couldn't help but realize that they didn't
really like or trust white people-white cockroaches they called us . . . One could hardly
blame them" (Rhys 1:1). The passage demonstrates the pervasive longing for a place to
belong to, the ineluctable in-betweenness of the white Creole! white cockroach which
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Elizabeth Nunez-Harrell defines as "a sort of freak rejected by both Europe and England,
whose blood she shares, and by the black West Indian people, whose culture and home have
been hers for two generations or more" (281-282). The sentiment is repeated by Wide

Sargasso Sea's Antoinette:
'[the] song about a white cockroach. That's me.... And I've heard English
women call us white niggers. So between you [the English and the black
islanders] I often wonder who I am and where is my country and where do
I belong and why I was ever born at all.' (102)
In Europe, as this chapter has shown throughout, Rbys's desire to belong was no better
assuaged; perhaps in response to the impression held by Stella Bowen (and others) that Rbys
lacked a nationality, Rbys wrote, "Am I an expatriate? Expatriate from where?" ("How I
Became a Novelist," qtd. in Gregg 1987: 32). And, although at times in Wide Sargasso Sea
Rbys appears to give in to the desire to claim for her protagonists the status of the ultimate
outsider (as she desired to claim that role for herself-rejected by both the blacks of her
island, to whom she imputes an unmediated relationship to body and land, and by the

n,

metropolitan English, who mock her clothing, her accent, and her provincialism [Rbys 1: 1

Antoinette's relatively privileged status as a colonial is never evaded in the novel. Unlike
some of her critics, Rhys ultimately acknowledges the implications of her colonial history.24
Despite her important differences from post-colonial black and mixed blood
Caribbean writers, however, Rhys's ineluctable in-betweenness in fact bears some striking
resemblances to the equally mediated positionalities of black Caribbean writers, and serves
to remind us that the colonial history of the West Indies is no simpler for blacks than for
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whites. In Writing in Limbo: Modernism and Caribbean Literature, Simon Gikandi
explores West Indian political, literary, and cultural history to find that black West Indians
cannot be any more simply classified as 'natives' of the Caribbean than white Creoles can.
Caribbean history is divided from the outset, with its mix of (denied) indigenous and (denied)
Afiican histories, and the hegemonic imposition of European historical narratives.
The moment in Caribbean history that Wide Sargasso Sea opens upon is the
transition from the plantation economy to emancipation for the slave laborers who made that
economy possible. It describes the 'niggerization' of the white British former-slave-owning
class-according to Tia, Antoinette's black companion-'" old time white people nothing but
white nigger now, and black nigger better than white nigger'" (24)-the move toward
independence of the former slaves, and the profound shift in social relations that
accompanied this historical change. By choosing this moment to dramatize the "Bertha
Rochester" story, Rhys contests not only Bronte's imperial vision ofthe Caribbean (and, as
we have clearly seen, Ford's imperial vision ofRhys), but also 'discovers' (that is, unburies)
the particularized, contingent identity of the white female colonial, whose allegiance to white
society aligned her with power, but whose gender-as Wide Sargasso Sea makes patently
clear-made her dependent on, and subject to, the men of her caste.
But for all of Wide Sargasso Seds active engagement with colonial history, it remains
a modernist novel of fractured identity, and a revolutionary form of modernist biography.
Emery notes how Rhys's earlier novels "record the double displacement, colonial and sexual,
that the conventional European modernist narratives, with their presumption of a self to be
displaced, divided, or lost, cannot adequately express" (17). Rhys's discursive formation of
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the Creole's always already displaced identity performs a reading of modernist imperialist
discourse that reveals its determinate effects on its non-metropolitan, non-European subjects.
Veronica Gregg points out that "Rhys challenges History (as European discourse) and posits
history as that which is secreted within her experience, memory, and imagination. One of the
fundamental obsessions of Jean Rhys's writing is an insistence on the symbiotic relationship
between history and self-writing and the attempt to reconceptualize both" (1995:72). By
positing history and self-writing as imbricated acts, Rhys challenges the limiting operations
of traditionally-conceived biographical criticism and traditionally-conceived modernism. In
so doing, she resists and revises Ford's defining portrayal of her own and West Indian
history. But rather than substitute one totalizing vision for another, rather than merely
reconquer and rename the same overdetermined ground, Rhys's writing provides an
alternative poetics of contingency, of constantly shifting definitions, of irresolvable
difference.

NOTES

1. This phrase comes from Rhys's Black Exercise Book dated from the late 1930s,
held in the Jean Rhys Collection at University of Tulsa's McFarlin Library. Materials from
the collection will be cited by reference to the collection from which they come (Rhys or
Plante) and their box and folder number; the Black Exercise Book thus will be referred to as
Rhys 1:1A.
2. David Plante assisted Rhys in the writing of Smile Please by taking down the
stories from her dictation and helping to organize and compile the materials for publication.
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Diana Athill edited the work, which was published after Rhys's death. Plante's participation
in the project is described in his memoir, Difficult Women: A Memoir of Three.
3. Ironically, the paperback edition ofMizener's biography uses Rhys's name on the
back cover as a selling point: "Mizener skillfully dissects the many messy affairs with women
like Jean Rhys." Though, as the copy hints, Rbys was but one ofa dozen women Ford carried
on affairs with, and though some of those women (including Violet Hunt) were at least at one
time as well-known as Rhys, in something of a reverse of prefatorial politics, hers is the name
that marks his book as worthy-to-be read. Of course, the explicitly sexualized context into
which her name is dropped bears remembering.
4. Significantly, Anna Morgan, heroine ofRhys's 1934 Voyage in the Dark, is called
a "Hottentot" by her London acquaintances (Voyage 13; qtd. in Brown 76).
5. See Dayan for a subtle argument on the interdependence of the categories of white
southern lady and black slave.
6. Although Carolyn Burke asserts that Pound was "blind to gender" (l00), and that
"by [1918], Pound was already certain that 'genius' was coded 'masculine,' and seems to have
felt that, unlike the sentimental poetesses of the nineteenth century, intelligent modem women
like Moore and Loy wrote just like men" (100), I would disagree with the idea that Pound
treated male and female poets equally. The review to which Burke is referring, one Pound
wrote of Marianne Moore and Mina Loy, credits their' cleverness' to university training, not
inborn intelligence or poetic genius; in no other Pound criticism have I seen this gesture. He
also refers to them as "girls" (pound "Marianne Moore and Mina Loy" 424).
7. In Quartet, Rhys implies not only that Ford regularly took mistresses while
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involved with Bowen, but that Bowen herself sanctioned such affairs, and even procured
women for her common-law husband. Bowen seems to bear Rbys out in her memoir of that
period: "In order to keep his machinery running, [Ford] requires to exercise his sentimental
talents from time to time upon a new object. It keeps him young. It refreshes his ego. It
restores his belief in his powers. And who shall say that this type of lubrication is too
expensive for so fine a machine? Goodness knows, female devotion is always a drug on the
market" (165).
8. The success ofRbys's novels of the 1930s-After Leaving Mr. MacKenzie, Voyage

in the Dark, and GoodMoming, Midnight-owed nothing to Ford, for although the memory
of their connection was made much of in the 60s, it had ended in 1928. Even Ford's own
response to Quartet, the dismal novel When the Wicked Man (1931), while it lays Rbys out
in the most exaggerated and brutal fashion imaginable, does not depreciate her writing.
9. She met Ford as a result of trying to get her husband Jean Lenglet's stories
published. She took them to various newspapers and then to a Mrs. Adam, "the wife of The

Times correspondent in Paris; and the person who, by introducing her to Ford Madox Ford,
began her literary career" (Angier 123). What Rbys had written to that date was contained
in notebooks that she'd written in the 1910s and carried with her on her journeys through
Europe but had not seen fit to try to publish on her own (Rhys Smile Please 128-30, 155-56).
But her sexual relationship with Ford did not begin until her husband was jailed for selling war
contraband, and Stella Bowen offered her a room in their apartment.
10. The interrelationship between the writer's name and the economics of publishing
is again illustrated in a case of a disputed translation. Ford encouraged Rbys to translate
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Francis Carco's novel Perversity, published by P. Covici, Chicago, in 1928. The translation
was instead, however, credited to Ford, a mistake for which Rbys originally blamed Ford but
which was in fact the publisher's responsibility, as Ford had made clear to them that the
translation was Rhys's. Diana Athill reports in her foreword to Smile Please that "this made
[Rhys] angry at the time but in later years she would speak of it quite cheerfully, saying that
she supposed Ford's name would attract more readers than hers" (15).
11. Ford's 1926 introduction to a volume of short stories he selected from the

Transatlantic Review reveals a writer similarly preoccupied with the geography and the
savagery of the West. Though Ford published Rbys's "Vienne" in the Transatlantic (her first
publication), he did not choose her story for this volume.
12. The Latin word ellipsis comes from the Greek elleipsis, "a falling short, defect,
omission" (Webster's New Universal Unabridged Dictionary).
13. For Bowen, Ford was a man who "lived through his eyes" (77).
14. This intense nostalgia for the always already lost exotic or primitive is played out
in detail in Mariana Torgovnick's Gone Primitive and Chris Bongie's Exotic Memories.
15. The Caribbean, a geography that white mid-nineteenth-century (and especially
southern) America read as dangerous because of its history of African slave and native Carib
rebellions (Dayan 263), was refashioned in the advertisements of the 1920's Vanity Fair as
a playground for the wealthy tourist who wanted unmediated access to the exotic:
"satisfyingly foreign, 'unspoiled,''' and featuring "quaint primitive villages," Cuba was the
ultimate getaway-next-door (Vanity Fair November 1929, 45). While the decline of
European currencies following the Great War made Europe cheap for Americans, the
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Caribbean was touted as even cheaper ("do your Christmas shopping at a third of the price
in fascinating tropical bazaars") and a much more daring and "original" vacation choice

(Vanity Fair December 1929, 44).
The use to which images of the primitive were put in advertisements in Vanity Fair
and other magazines dedicated to the "smart set" reveals the operation of an interesting
EastlWest 'Orientalist' distinction. While travel ads for the Caribbean depicted charmingly
ragged native women with baskets on their heads, or bare-chested boys leading pigs, an ad
for men's clothing signified luxwy in the image of a sultan in robes and plumed turban (Vanity

Fair May 1921)-that is, while images of Eastern opulence advertised expensive, elaboratelywrought clothing and jewelry, the West Indies was associated with raw, unmediated, natural
beauty; while India and the Middle East suggested ancient civilizations now fallen, the
Western tropics were a prelapsarian paradise.
16. As further proof of the connection between Rhys's feelings about her own
blighted maternity (her first child died in its first few weeks of life, and she gave over the care
of her daughter to clinics, while she lived with Ford and Bowen, and later to her husband) we
should note that it is she who genders her rumored child from Ford female (Green Exercise
Book; Rhys 1: 1C). What Mizener's book actually states in a footnote is that "gossip"
reported that "Miss Rhys had had a child by him" (583nI5). Rhys's gendering the child
female suggests her recognition that people assumed her daughter Maryvonne was Ford's
child. Such was Ford's influence: it could eclipse Rhys's life independent of him.
17. In an article titled "Jean Rhys and Ford Madox Ford: What Really Happened?,"
Paul Delaney identifies the pitfalls of seeking a single and absolute answer to that question.
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He then proceeds, singly and absolutely, to answer it. In doing so, he positions Rhys on the
side offalsehood, suggesting that for Rhys and other women"lies are ... ajustified means of
defense against male oppression" (17). In his unwillingness to take this logic a step further
to a point where the epistemological status of lies and truths might be reexamined, Delaney
situates the truth squarely with Ford, oppressor or no. In order to consider the significance
of the narratives that followed Ford's preface, I will make use of the same textual sources as
does Delaney-namely Rhys's, Ford's, and (to a lesser extent) Stella Bowen's accounts of the
affair-but I want to focus attention less on a false dichotomy of truth and lies, and more on
the historical and cultural dynamics that helped to produce these texts.
18. Of course, some critics don't get into a bind at all~ instead, like Peter Wolfe and
Elgin Mellown (Rhys's bibliographer), they simply blame the victim. In discussing what he
terms masochism in Rhys's writing, Wolfe writes, rather ludicrously, that "Rhys does not
study the dynamics of domination and dependence" (29)-when, in fact, that is a central theme
in all her novels; MeUown contends that Rhys's characters owe their problems to their inability
to control their own desires (464). Such obtuse statements reveal more about the misogyny
of some ofRhys's critics than about her writing, but follow, unfortunately, a commonplace
in Rhys criticism of disregarding the social commentary Rhys offers and instead focussing
obsessively on her character's sexual 'looseness.'
19. Rhys makes the same gesture in Good Morning, Midnight, when she describes
Sasha's brief career as an amanuensis. Her employer, a wealthy white woman, reports that
her husband doesn't think she's getting value for her dollar: "what he actually said was that,
considering the cost of these stories, he thinks it strange that you should write them in words
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of one syllable" (167).
20.

The exception to this rule comes in Rhys's fourth novel, Good Morning,

Midnight, when the protagonist Sasha Jansen serves a brief stint as a ghostwriter for a
wealthy woman; however, even here the power imbalances implicit in such a relationship
obviate the issue of mastery for the female writer.
21. On pages 72,88,93, 106, 113, 127, and 132.
22. In a statement that, ironically, corroborates Rhys's critique, without itself being
critical, Stella Bowen writes "Goodness knows, female devotion is always a drug on the
marketl" (165).
23. Interestingly, both Rhys's and Ford's novels begin with epigraphs that make
reference to Biblical passages, Rhys's with a modem poem that implores the reader to
"Beware! Of good Samaritans ... ," Ford's with a Biblical passage from which his title
derives: "When the wicked man tumeth away from his wickedness that he hath committed,
and doeth that which is lawful and right ..." That Rhys positions herself in opposition to the
story of the Good Samaritan, while Ford allies himself through quotation with the Bible's
intense cultural legitimacy, gives us insight into their relations to the status quo. Later, I will
have more to say about Rhys's relationship to the Bible, which she will invoke as an
illegitimate, but nonetheless powerful, cultural text.
24. While it may be true that the English, with their assumptions of superiority over
white creoles and black islanders alike, are the worst offenders, we should not fall into the
trap (as Mary Lou Emery has, I think, done) of collapsing distinctions among Caribbean
writers. For to call Rhys simply, as Emery does, a Caribbean writer who uses marronage (a
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type of guerilla warfare that originated in the Caribbean) as a form of resistance to colonial
oppression is to deny Rhys's own colonial interests, interests she herself acknowledged in the
writing of Wide Sargasso Sea.
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CHAPTER FIVE
Concluding Preface: Toward Alternative Modernisms
This project about prefaces was induced, at least in part, by an echo of conclusion.
On finishing my first reading ofIean Rhys's GoodMoming, Midnight (1939), I was shocked
by the way its closing phrase- "Yes - yes - yes" - echoed that of Modernism's ur-text,

Ulysses. Although both endings mark the moment of a woman's sexual affirmation, the
circumstances that surround the affirmation ofRhys's aging and near-destitute protagonist,
Sasha Jansen, seemed to me to be at such great odds with those of Molly Bloom that that
echo reverberated far beyond the borders of both books, at once gendering modernism
(masculine) and engendering a new version of modernist writing. When Virginia Woolf
asserted in 1929 that "a woman must have money and a room of her own if she is to write"
(4), she made explicit the crucial link between financial and textual economies that most
critics had overlooked, especially with regard to women. Rhys, possessing neither of the
requirements Woolf had outlined, rewrote literary history from the perspective of the
racially- and socially-indeterminate woman by producing distorting echoes of those texts that
had helped to define it (including Jane Eyre and Ulysses). And in so doing, she opened up
to me an alternative politics and poetics of modernism. But, ironically, she might never have
been 'given' the voice to do so (that is, she might never have been published), had she not
received the sponsorship of a prominent modernist master, Ford Madox Ford.
If this project could be said to have "begun" with an echo, so it "ends," at least for
the time being, by echoing its own beginning, that is, by concluding with a preface. An
exploration of the dynamics of the modernist preface constitutes a shift away from the
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fonnalist study of modernist texts and toward the social, historical, economic, and cultural
moment(s) of modernist inscription itself. As this study has attempted to destabilize some
crucial epistemological grounds-namely, the binary oppositions between inside and outside,
before and after-in its treatment of lives and works, literary and non-literary texts as
interpenetrating, multiply-signifying discourses, so too the preface, as the Introduction
posited, cannot be contained within its designated space. Instead, it exists both before and
alongside the text it describes, proscribes, and inscribes-mediates, that is, between
description, proscription, and inscription in order to influence, if not effectively control, the
text's interpretation. Thus the preface exists after the text as well. In this respect, at least,
the preface and the conclusion share important qualities: both are after-effects, written 'after
the fact' of the text's writing, and both-though not themselves easily limited-attempt to
delimit and circumscribe the text's 'clean and proper' body. Within the semio-Iogic of the
preface and conclusion, then, it is fitting to conclude with a preface, however much doing
so might upset conventional expectations.
Throughout this dissertation I examine the interpenetrations of preface and text, of
literature and culture, in order to discover the categories and logics that helped to construct
the modernist woman writer. The material emphasis of this study is designed to suggest that
myriad literary discourses (including book blurbs, poetry, reviews, novels, criticism, plays,
and literary theory), biographical discourses (including letters, journals, and photographs),
and popular discourses (including newspaper features, advertising, and diet books), can be
read with, against, and across the culture, and that such reading can produce, if only
temporarily and provisionally, historically grounded readings of creative texts. Marianne
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Dekoven characterizes modernist writing as marked by "irreducible self-contradiction, ...
the sous-rature of modernist form" brought about by the "irresolvable ambivalence (fear and
desire in equal portion) of modernist writers concerning their own proposals for the
wholesale revision of culture, proposals paralleled in the political sphere by programs for
wholesale social revision promulgated by socialism and feminism" (20). While I agree with
Dekoven that modernist writing was deeply influenced by and imbricated with other social
discourses, both liberal (as she notes) and conservative (for example, the eugenics
movement), I disagree with her assumption that one can receive and perceive modernist
literary texts in any direct and unmediated way. As Frank Lentricchia and Thomas
McLaughlin put it:
the production of literature always occurs within a complex cultural situation,
and its reception is similarly situated. Authors and readers are constituted by
their cultural placement. They are defined inside systems of gender, class, and
race. They operate inside specific institutions that shape their practice. They
have been brought up inside powerful systems of value, especially powerful
because these systems present values as inevitable rather than ideological. As
a result, acts of reading are always culturally placed, angled at the text from
a specific point of view. (7)
Accordingly, this study attempts to acknowledge these broadly stated conditions through a
consideration of some of the constantly shifting specific conditions of literary production and
reception for modernist women writers. It asks, among other things, how the imprimatur of
the preface altered the production and reception of women's writing, how the short-term
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profits of the preface should be weighed against its long-term costs, and what, under the
aegis of prefatorial sponsorship, women writers' texts were able to produce.
In each chapter I argue for the ways in which women's writing exceeded the terms
by and through which the prefaces of their male mentors defined them. Despite Eliot's
reduction of Marianne Moore to a "pleasant little sand-coloured skipping animal," Moore's
encrypted poetic language (as well as her recurring gestures toward a radical animal
authority) critiqued male dominance at the same time it resisted the culture's insistent
association of women and bodies. Djuna Barnes also resisted Eliot's prefatory prose as she
encoded a critique of male and heterosexual dominance, and especially of the abuses inhering
in the patriarchal family, in her own uniquely cryptic and allusive language. And Jean Rhys
critiqued British imperialist histories of the West Indies and especially of the creole while at
the same time exploding the limitations Ford's preface placed on her writing. However, the
felt-need for prefatory support by Moore and Barnes, both of whom had substantial
publishing records hefore their prefaced works appeared, indicates the difficulties even
already-published women writers faced in establishing serious reputations on their own.
Although both Moore and Barnes wanted to be judged literary "masters" within their own
masters' tenns, the cultural moment in which they wrote made this a nearly impossible goal.
Rather than further reuy the fonnalist definitions of modernism that refused entrance
to these women by attempting to enfold their writings into them, I would instead like to
speculate here on the usefulness of Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari's notion of a "minor
literature" for the lives and work of the women under study, and to suggest ways that
materialist studies might be used to support such a designation. In Kafka: Toward a Minor
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Literature, Deleuze and Guattari develop a notion of minor literature that, combined with
a materialist emphasis, has interesting implications for feminist modernist study. To this
point, many feminist critiques of modernism have implicitly portrayed modernism as a sort
of ivory tower, whose walls women writers tried to scale, but which were secured from
invasion by a coterie of "central" male writers.1

Such a model of 'high' modernism as

constituting a stable and impenetrable core functions, I believe, to solidify traditional
definitions of modernism which marginalize women writers. While, as my Introduction
implies, some feminists have associated power with margins (Luce Irigaray and Elaine
Showalter come immediately to mind), that position is ultimately dissatisfying.
Deleuze and Guattari characterize a minor literature in opposition to "a literature of
masters," identifying it instead with a politics, a connection to collective experience, and a
"minor practice of a major language" (17-18). The term "minor" in this context "no longer
designates specific literatures but the revolutionary conditions for every literature within the
heart of what is called great (or established) literature" (18). That is, a minor literature
constitutes a positive enactment, not a position of impoverishment, of lack. Indeed, the only
condition of lack Deleuze and Guattari identify is a "scarcity of talent," which they claim is
a necessary condition for the development of a minor literature, whose effects are collective,
uninterested in distinctions between one master's style from another.

Whereas Eliot

described Barnes as a writer for whom "never has so much genius been combined with so
little talent" (McKeldin I, 5), Deleuze and Guattari characterize such a 'lack' as a key
ingredient for the enunciation of a minor literature: "scarcity of talent is in fact beneficial and
allows the conception of something other than a literature of masters" (17).
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The notion of a minor literature directs critical attention away from signification and
interpretation, and toward experimentation and effects. In this light, Moore's "impossible"
syntax in poems like the "The Monkeys" (1917) or "The Pangolin" (1936) (which, although

grammatically correct, can remain puzzling), become not mistakes or weaknesses but
"escapes" from the kinds of dominant systems of signification in which Eliot placed her.2
Similarly, Barnes's elusively allusive language, read for effect rather than what Deleuze
would call "territorialization" (the incarceration oflanguage within distinct and ineluctable
systems of meaning), performs a similar passage. Rather than exasperate us as "a locked box
with nothing in it" (one reviewer's description of The Antiphon), the box itself (her language)
achieves its desired effect of resistance, defamiliarization, and the destabilization of such
binary oppositions as inside/outside. As Veronica Gregg has suggested, Rhys's writing is
marked by the "erasure of temporality [that] allows for the dissolution of the boundaries of
the chronological and the historical that constrain ... Creole subjectivity" (1995: 134). That
is, in Deleuzian terms, Rhys deterritorializes British imperialist histories of the West Indies
and the Creole without reterritorializing those categories by means of her own reifying
definitions.
But how might a materialist emphasis of the type this study performs and promotes
be combined with the Deleuze and Guattari's goal of "escape" from signification and thus
destabilize the established vectors of critical interpretation that position women writers at the
margins? While it seems easy to immerse oneself in the slipperiness of Deleuze's and
Guattari's ethics of passage (the constant and strategic displacement of meaning), can this
notion of reading for effect be effectively contextualized by material analyses of culture? I
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believe it can, precisely because matter is always implicated within ideologies and histories,
but not in any ultimately determinative way. Deleuze and Guattari's theory of a minor
literature, albeit slippery, is already politicized and anti-hierarchical, aimed at destabilizing
established values. In this respect, it participates in the goals of most, if not all, cultural
studies.
Echoing Derrida, Rita Felski suggests a method for reading literary and other
discourses that would, I believe, combine Deleuze and Guattari's insights about the politics
ofa minor literature with a more fully materialized notion of history. In contradistinction to
current debates in feminist modernist study, Felski asserts that "[d]ifference is located not
in the [literary] text itself, but in the temporal and spatial particularity of its enunciation, in

the tralls/ation of the various discourses of modernity into the contingent histories and
localities of particular social groups" (202). In drawing out the "temporal and spatial
particularity" of the enunciations of modernist women writers and their male mentors, I am
trying to contextualize modernist women's writings within the systems of signification that
dominated the cultures out of which they wrote-not to then simply leave them there, but to
make possible a reconsideration of their work within new frames. Such a recontextualization
should also help to make possible multiply constituted modernisms to match the multiplicity
of modernist enunciations. In this way, modernism is always beginning and ending, echoing
itself and us again ... and again ... and again.
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NOTES
1. Andreas Huyssens and Sandra Gilbert and Susan Gubar are the most notable
proponents of this kind of male center/female margin trope.
2. I offer as an example the following "sentence" from "The Pangolin":
If that which is at all were not forever,
why would those who graced the spires
with animals and gathered there to rest, on cold luxurious
low stone seats-a monk and monk and monk-between the thus
ingenious roof-supports, have slaved to confuse
grace with a kindly manner, time in which to pay a debt,
the cure for sins, a graceful use
of what are yet
approved stone mullions branching out across
the perpendiculars?
What starts off sounding like an apologia for the status quo moves through the convolutions
of Moore's syllabic verse to become something other than the 'gracefulness' it describes:
ungainly, indeterminate, and unapologetic.
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